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1.0
	 SUMMARY
This report presents the results of investigations and analyses
of an advanced process sequence for manufacturing high efficiency solar
cells and modules in a cost-effective manner. The entire process
sequence is presented and discussed step by step. Emphasis is on process
simplicity and minimizing consumed materials. The process sequence
Incorporates texture etching, plasma processes for damage removal and
patterning, Ion implantation, low pressure siiiLon nitride deposition,
E	
and plated metal. A rellabl9 module design is presented. Specific
process step developments are presented. Further, a detailed cost
analysis has b3en performed to indicate future areas of fruitful cost
reduction effort. Finally, recommendations for advanced investigations
are presented.
^i
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2.0
	 INTRODUCTION
There is a high probability that flat plate solar photovoltaic
	
{
modules will become a major source of electricity generation throughout
most of the world, and that the silicon solar cell will be the preferred
generating element. In order to provide a realistic framework on which
to build an effective program of R&D and demonstration for silicon solar
cell modules, a series of objectives has been established which lead to a
1987 goal of 50a per peak watt. At this price, solar-generated electricity
wli be able to compete witr, electric power generated by any other means,
provided the solar cell modules are sufficiently reliable (e.g., have a mean
life of over 20 years).
To reach the 1986 JPL goal will require several advancements: 1) a
cheaper source of pure silicon, 2) a much more economical way of
transforming the source silicon into large, thin, (essentially) single crystal
substrates having a controlled geometry, 3) an economical, large module
package -hat will protect the interconnected solar cells it contains
for at least 20 years from degradation caused by exposure to the weather,
4) an automated process sequence that produces high efficiency, reliable,
cheap solar cells, tests them, interconnects them, and encapsulates them,
and 5) a large market, of the order of 500 Mw/year.
When the JPL/ERDA Project started, the Motorola Solar Energy R&D
Department participated in Phase I of The Automated Array Assembly Task.
The Phase I study identified a few potentially powerful process sequences
for silicon solar cell production, and experimentally verified the overall
consistency of the process sequence. It concluded that no basic technological
innovations were necessary for solar cell fabrication or encapsulation in
2
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order to meet the long range Project goals. Detailed economic analyses
were performed, based on today's technologies, and showed that It would
is be possible to meet the JPL cost projections for solar panels.
The overall conclus •lon of the Array Automated Assembly Task, Phase 1,
was one of cautious optimism. The present program, for Phase 2, had
as its objective the further development of specif!c process steps (in a
specified, powerful process sequence) leading to a completely specified
solar cell (and module) production process sequence. This sequence Is
capable of a high degree of automation and control. A detailed economic
analysis was a major part of the program to ensure that the approach
taken was cost-effective.
3.0	 TECHNiC.AL DISCUSSION 
An advanced process sequence for manufacturing silicon solar cell
modules has been specified; it is ready for development into production
readiness. This process is expected to be capable of producing cells
with the highest cost-effective efficiency possible from any given
quality of starting material. it has been concluded that maximum cost-
4
effectiveness is enhanced when a minimum of materials is consumed in the
process sequence. As a result, emphasis has been placed on the minimization I
of consumed materials during the development of this process sequence.
The two factors, high cell efficiency and minimization of consumed
materials, are consistent with the third goal of high process yields 	 f
achieved through well-defined process controls. The true cost effectiveness
1
of any product is reflected in its serviceable life, not just in its
initial cost. Accordingly, attention has also concentrated on the
reliability of the product manufactured by this process sequence. The
goal Is to optimize cost effectiveness through maximization of module
operating life.
t
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3.1
	 THE PROCESS SEQUENCE
The specific process sequence is outlined below:
1.	 EAch starting material
a. Cz to remove saw damage
b. Sheet, as-grown, to remove surface layer*
2.	 Apply etch stop - one side
3.	 Texture etch and remove etch stop
4.	 Ion implant back surface field region (high-low ,junction)
a
5.	 Ion implant front p-n junction
6.	 Activation anneal of implant**	 }
4
7. Chemical vapor deposition of silicon nitride**
8. Form metallization pattern in silicon nitride
9. Plate metal and solder coat
i
10. Cell test and solder refiow interconnect
11. Encapsulate
F
i
* This may not be necessary with sheet produced by some processes.
**These steps may be done concurrently
The rationale and description of each of the process steps, and
interactions within the process sequence, are vasented in this section.
3.1.1	 STEP ONE: ETCH STARTING MATERIAL
The input material for- this process sequence is assumed to be either
1) sliced Cz material, obtained in the as-sawed condition, or 2) a form of
continuously grown silicon sheet material. In either case, the First step in
the process sequence will be an etch to remove the surface layer of silicon.
For the case of as-sawed Cz material, the sawing operation leaves a
heavily damaged surface layer. This layer contains microscopic cracks and
:lipped regions of silicon as a result of the sawing operation. Silicon
particles torn away from one region may be mechanically forced into other
regions, producing an effect similar to smearing. Material worn from the saw
itself, slurry particles, and/or other foreign material (e.g., contaminants)
may be forcefully lodged into the silicon surface. Surface damage can propagate
deeply into the silicon during subsequent high temperature processing, degrading
crystalline perfection and reducing minority carrier lifetime. Also, contaminant,_.
trapped in the fine interstices of a damaged surface may diffuse into the silicon
5
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during such high temperature p-ocessing steps, degrading lifetime as well.
F/jow the heavily damaged surface layer is found a more lightly damaged layer,
containing slip and strain, which can contr?bute to the formation of dislocations
and dislocation networks upon heating. Such damage sites may act as recombination
centers and also have an adverse effect upon minority carrier lifetimes. Further,
such damage may be interactive with processing steps of junction formation in a
non-uniform and uncontrollable manner. Accordingly,major damage from sawing must
be removed in order to achieve satisfactory process control, and yield of solar
cells with uniform cell efficiency.
Continuously grown silicon sheet material, such as is grown by the edge-
defined film-fed growth (EFG) technique or by the ribbon-to-ribbon (RTR; technique,
may also require surface etc;iing. Reports, bc,th formal and informal, by several
companies with major programs in this Brea, have indica`ed that improved solar
cell efficiencies were obtained on EFG material which had been surface etched
rather than utilized in ti:e as-grown condition. The improvement of solar cell
efficiency utilizing EFG ribbon following removal of the surface layer has been
postulated to be a result of placing the p-n junction in a region contaloing a
dramatically lower concentration of either oxygen or carbon (or both) than exists
in the as-grown surface layer.
	
If the cause is, in fact, removal of an oxygen-rich
layer from the surface, any as-grown sheet material may be improved by surface
etchinq. Although evidence from EFG technology indicates that a surface-etching
, tep is desirable fur as-grown silicon sheet material, it is not known whether all
(or indeed any) of the silicon sheet-growth technin o.es under investigation need to
have such a surface laver removal. 	 If silicon sheet with good surfa;.es i achi evc^l
in the future, then this first step can be eliminateC from the process sequence.
6
?A sriuoth surface on the silicon material aftor etching is desired
for all material In order that the back surface of a solar cell b y flat
and thus allow utilization of back surface total internal reflection.
Surface etching of silicon can be achieved by wet chemical techniques.
Wet chemistry etching is a proven technology that is widely utilized
in the semiconductor industry. Wet chemistry, however, consumes volumes
'	 of materials such as bases or acids and deionized (DO water, and thus
is inherently limited In cost to the price of these consumed materials.
Further, a disposal problem exists for waste acids or bases, adding to
the cost of wet chemistry etching.
An alternative to wet chemical etching is plasma etching of the
s i licon surface. In plasma etching technology, the silicon is placed
in a reduced pressure chamber filled with low partial pressures of
gases such as CF  and 0 2 . The CF  and 02 are ionized with an RF field,
forming an energetic plasma of ionized fluorine and oxygen which will
}	 attack and atch silicon. Reaction products follow the gas stream and
are swept from tre reaction chamber, allowing continuous etching to
occur. Consumed materials costs, ana waste disposal problems, are
minimal compared to wet chemistry etching.
The first step in the solar cell process sequence, thus, incorporat4s
b	 plasma technology for etching the starting silicon material. If a
technique for growing silicon ribbon with high surface quality is
developed, this step may be eliminated.
3.1. 7 	 S EEP TWO: APPLY ETCH STOP
Foilowiny the formation of smooth surfaces from the first step (silicon
,,.	 O ching), one si(1e of the silicon is texture etched while maintaining the smooth
r
I
surface on the opposite side of the substrate. in order to achieve
this, one side of the silicon must be maskod against the texture etchant.
A wax resist technology has been specified for this process step.
Masking of one side of a silicon sheet can be accomplished by a
variety of ways, including application of tape; photoresist spinning or
spraying; and spinning or spraying other types of resists. Since masking
of one side for texture etching requires only blanket covvrcge, a very
simple surface covering technique may be usod. Such a masking operation
could result in consun,ition of materials that do not appear in the final
solar cell; to minimize costs of materials, energy usage, and waste
disposal, it would be desirable to utilize a recyclable masking material.
As a result, Motorola investigated the use of a wax resist. The wax MP.y
be dissolved in a solvent, sprayed upon one side of the silicon, and the
solvent evaporated from the wax, leaving a wax coating upon one side of
the silicon. The evaporated solvent would be reclaimed, at least in
part, by condensation. Th9 wax could then be subsequently removed in
the solvent. Both the wax and solvent can, thus, be continually recycled,
reducing consumed materials to a very small level. Alternatively, the
wax can be applied In a molten form without the use of solvents, and
removal can be achieved by floating off in a heated bath.
I.	 STEP VIRFE: TEXTURE ETCH AND REMOVE ETCH STOP
The s i I i con i ,  next texture etched on one	 i pie.	 7oxtur i n q i, an do i ,,of t-op i c
etching process, which has been developed to the point where it is now a simple.
well-developed. and controllable step. The process incorporates a simple bath-
etching technique which requires minimal capital investment.
Texture etching of (100) Cz wafu ^ ',s a proven technolo g y and ha y, been
incorporated in production process sequences at MotOrold to produce high
efficiency solar cells.
8
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As-grown s='icon sheet material may be oriented with surfaces other than
(100). If the silicon sheet is (large grain) polycrystalline, several
crystallographic orientations will be present. Accordingly texture etching
will produce different results on these different orientations. If as-grown
sheet can be seeded to grow (100) surfaces, processing should be identified to
that developed for (100) Cz wafers. Some as-grown sheet has been shown to have
a structure of (100) surfaces and <112> axial orientation; texturing of such
surfaces has been reported.
Over the next several years, each promising silicon sheet growth technique
will be investigated with respect to its capabilities for producing material with
a specific surface orientation. It is assumed here that sufficient orientation
contro! will be obtained so that some texture etching can be performed effectively.
If this proves not to be the case, then either sheet-grown silicon will suffer
an inherent disadvantage, or effective texturing techniques must be found for
the grain orientations found on sheet-grown silicon surfaces.
Followinv texture etching, the wax resist is removed by dissolution in
the original solvent carrier or floated oft in a heated bath, as discussed
in Section 3.1.2.
To ensure that all wax and solvent residue are removed from the silicon
,;urfacos, the silicon must be cleaned further. Two choices are possible: 	 1) wet
chemistry cleaning or 2) plasma cleaning. Again, plasma cleaning 1, preferred.
This cleaning is performed in an oxygen-rich plasma (air is adequate) and is
identical to a process widely utilized throughout the semiconductor industry to
remove photoresist. (The accepted terminology for an oxygen plasma removal of
M ms which are primarily organic is 'lashing".)
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3.1.4	 STEPS FOUR AND FIVE: ION IMPLANTATION OF FRONT AND BACK JUNCTIONS
Dopants for forming the metallurgical p-n junction in the textured front
surface and the back surface field high-low junction in the smooth back
surface are ion implanted into the silicon. There is broad industrial
agreement that junc-:Ion formation in future solar cells will be done by
Ion implantation, assuming that advanced reliable ion implantation
equipment will be developed to supply sufficiently high ion beam
currents to allow increased throughput over today's existing equipment.
Such advanced equipment appears completely feasible, based on projections
of ion implanter manufacturers.
Ion implantation of the dopants may be performed directly into the
bare silicon surface or following deposition and patterning of the silicon
nitride layer. Each alternative has its own advantages; the choice
will be made on cost effectiveness.
When ion Implantation is done into a bare silicon surface, the
distribution of implanted ions is dependent upon the energy of the
incident ions, and is Gaussian in nature. 	 Increased ion energy will
move the peak concentration of the distribution further beneath the
surface. The actual distribution of as-implanted dopants is skewed
deeper into the silicon due to an effect known as channelling. 	 Ions
implanted along the major crystallographic directions in a crystalline
material will penetrate much further than those implanted in other
crystallographic directions, since the major directions are more open
to ions, i.e., present channels for the ions.
*This does not mean that the ion beams must be of high current density.
It would be better, in fact, to have a rather diffuse beam of high
total ion current.
I
Rin an alternative to this process sequence, the front surface
E
dopant used to form the p-n junction may be implanted through a silicon
 nitride layer under conditions such that the peak aL-implanted dopant
	
Es	 concentration is very near the dielectric-silicon Interface. (The
stopping powers of silicui, nitride and silicon are similar, but not
	
•	 equal.) This requires a relatively high ion energy to penetrate the
nitride layer. If the peak concentration of the distribution occurs at
the dielectric-silicon interface, approximately one-half is in the
	
"i
	 dielectric. Having the peak dopant concentration at the silicon surface
is desirable in that the doping decreases monotonically towards the p-n
,'unction, creating an electric field away from the surface and thus
aiding in carrier collection at the p-n junciton. Further, the silicon
nitride surface layer, being amorphous, acts as a moderator and scattering
medium for implanting Ions, minimizing channelling effects and maintaining
a unifcrm shallower junction profile.
If the silicon nitride layer is patterned with the metallization
contact pattern prior to ion implantation, these openings are ion implanted
under different conditions than the areas under the silicon nitride.
First, since there is no silicon nitride to absorb ions, dopant con-
centration in the exposed silicon is approximately twice that in the
dielectric -rovered regions, and the peak concentration is deeper than in
	
I j	 the dielectric-criered regions. Second, since there is no dielectric
layer to cause scattering, some further penetration due to channelling
i	 can be expected. Following implant activation (discussed in Section
i	
.._
3.1.7) the p-n junction beneath the openings in the silicon nitride is
deeper than the p-n junction under the silicon nitride. This additional
,junction depth under the metal contact can be desirable to allow formation
of strongly adherent contacts by reaction with the silicon without
penetration to (and thus degradation of) the p-n function by the metal.
^^	 1 i
The advantages of implanting through a silicon nitride layer having
been patterned with the ohmic contact pattern have been discussed.
	 1
The primary disadvantages to this alternative are the high energy required
to penetrate through the silicon nitride and the utilization of only
about half of the total ion beam does in the silicon, the remainder
being trapped within the silicon nitride layer.
While implantation through a dielectric such as silicon nitride has
advantages, it presently appears that implanting into a bare surface is
more cost effective. First, cell throughput can be approximately doubled
by utilizing all of the implanted dose directly in the silicon. 	 In
order to retain both the desired shallow junction depth and the Oesirad
dopant profile away from the surface, much lower ion energies are utilized
for bare surface implants than for those required to penetrate a dielectric
surface layer. Accordingly, the voltage isolation requirements for (and
within) the ion implanter are reduced for bare surface implantation.
Logically, this should reduce design requirements for fu-rure high beam
current implanters, making them both cheaper and more reliable.
Two additional features of the process sequence favor bare surface
implants. First, use of the plated metallization, which has Pd 2 Si as
the silicon contact layer, has limited penetration i„to the silicon. This
reduces the benefits of having a deeper p-n junction under the metal
contacts. Second, and perhaps more important, implanting into a bare
surface can result in a major process simplification: a combination of
the activation anneal and silicon nitride deposition steps.
12
L ion implantation, being a directional doping process (as compared Te iso-tropic doping from	 diffusion	 t	 when applied to	 ^-	  	 a  usio  source) has a unique advantage  appli 	 ,
textured surfaces. If the ion beam is normal to the plane of the wafer, the
beam will be at a large angle to the surfaces of the (microscopic) textured
I
pyramids. The range of an ion into silicon is defined as the (average) linear
thickness of silicon through which it passes before coming to rest. Since the
1 ,'
s
ion beam enters a textured sil"con surface at an angle to the planes of the
pyramid surfaces it stays closer to the actual silicon surface than its
penetration depth (even allowing for the scattering effects of a silicon
nitride layer, if one is used). The resulting junction depth, as
measured perpendicular to the faces of the pyramids comprising the
textured surface, is less than would be seen for implantation into a
plane surface.
Ion implantation into the back surface of a solar cell to form
the back surface field has features similar to those characterizing
implantation into the front surface. In this case, however, the surface
is smooth. Implantation may be performed at a different acceleration voltage
since a different doping species is being used and since the implant
beam incidence is normal to the smooth surface, rather than at a large
angle such as for textured pyramids. However, if implantation is performed
into bare surfaces, the acceleration voltaqe for p-n junction and back
surface field regions may be the same, simplifying the equipment and thus
reducing cost.
The ion implantation process can be readily used to give a planar
passivated p-n junction. if the ion beam is mechanically masked for
front surface implantation, a planar p-n junction will automatically
result.
An excellent p-n junction can be achieved even by implanting
completely to the edge of the silicon (i.e., no physical masking).
IL
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Since the ion beam is collimated, it is virtually impossible to obtain
a region implanted from both the front and back directions such that an
n+ - p+ junction is formed. The need for peripheral etching is, thus,
not present. Hence, ion implantation can, in a simple way, allow
utilization of the entire silicon front surface for the solar
cell p-n junction.
3.1.5	 STEP SiX: CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION (CVD) OF SILICON NITRIDE
A layer of silicon nitride is deposited on both sides of the silicon
sheet simultaneously. This is accomplished in an isothermal chamber at
a pressure of less than one atmosphere, and constitutes a well-developed
process. Film parameters, such as thickness and index of refraction, are
highly reproducible and readily controlled.
The silicon nitride layer is an excellent example of process
synergism, serving several functions in the process sequence and in the
final cell. The silicon nitride serves as a plating mask during
metallization, and acts as a passivant over the p-n junction. The
silicon nitride layer covering the back surface can, if patterned,
serve as a convenient means for providing a reflecting back :surface by
masking metal deposition. (As has been shown experimentally, palladium
!,ilicide, nickel silicide, and perhaps other contacts, if they form
ohmic contact to silicon, are light absorbing. PAaskin(I the back from
metal deposition, thus, leaves a well defined silicon surface for
reflection,. Total internal reflection will occur due to the large annip
of incide^ce at the back surface resulting from refraction at the
textured front surface.) Finally, and most important, after serving
its process-facilitating role, the silicon nitride layer on the
front surface acts as the antireflection coating ovor the
completed cell surface.	 If the nitride is deposited prior to implantation,
14
the silicon nitride layer can act as a partial ion implantation mask to
tailor concentration profiles, and, being amorphous, scatters the ion
beam to reduce ion channelling effects.
Silicon nitride has an index of refraction near 2.0. While this value is
lower than optimum for plane front surface cells, it performs as an excellent
entireflection coating on textured surfaces. Further, silicon nitride is the
best known p-n junction passivant in the semiconductor industry and as a result
is widely used in silicon device and integrated circuit production. Silicon
nitride has proven particularly beneficial as a passivating layer for silicon
devices and integrated circuits that are encapsulated in non-hermetic (e.g.,
plastic) packages; in such cases the silicon component is in a package environ-
ment that approximates the one in which silicon solar cells appear.
3.1.6
	 STEP SEVEN: FORMATION OF METALLIZATION PATTERN IN SILICON NITRiDL
The next step in the process sequence is to pattern the silicon
i
nitride layers on both front and back surfaces of the silicon substrate
with the desired metallization pattern. This process step has historically
been performed by photolithographic techniques. Under this contract,
a novel plasma technique has been studied.
Photolithog raphic techniques and equipment are now available for sequentially
coating photoresist on both sides of a silicon sheet, simultaneously exposing a
pattern on both sides of tho sheet, and developing these patterns to allow
3
,olective etching of the nitride. Photoresist is, however, an expensive consum-
'	 able material which requires not only the steps mentioned above, but also the
steps of removing the hard resist, cleaning the silicon after the dielectric
pattern has been etched, and waste disposal.
Plasma etching can be utilized to etch silicon nitride. Masking to achieve
w	 selective pattern etching can be done through the use of photoresist, but the
'	 undesirable features discussed above are still fully applicable.
#t	 i
15
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WGases used in plasma etching of silicon nitride do not attack some
metals, such as aluminum or steel. Further, a metal mask in contact
with, or in close proximity to, s
 ;?;icon wafer will, ir, some electrode
configurations, mask plasma etching behind it. A metal mask, containing
the desired cell metallization pattern, thus, may be mechanically placed
over the wafer, and the desired pattern formed in the silicon nitride by
exposure to the appropriate plasma. The wafer can, in fact, be placed
between two such masks, and patterns simultaneously formed in the silicon
nitride by plasma etching on both sides of the wafer. Only the etchant
gas is consumed, a tremendous advantage in materials usage over photo-
lithography.
3.1.7	 STEP EIGHT: ACTIVATION ANNEAL OF IMPLANT
Following ion implantations, the silicon lattice is heavily damaged and
the implanted dopant ions are, for the most part, electrically inactive. An
annealing step must be performed in order to both repair the silicon damage
and to electrically activate the dopant ions. Annealing can be performed in a
standard resistance-heated furnace. This technique is a proven technology
empIoyed effectively throughout the semiconductor industry, and has been utilized
in solar cell fabrication.
	
Stuuies performed on this contract have shown that
it is possible to combine this step with the silicon nitride deposition step.
3.1.8	 STEP NINE: PLATE METAL AND SOLDER COAT
Under contract DOE/JPL/954689 the use of a plated metallization system in
which palladium silicide, Pd2 Si, is the electrical and mechanical contact to the
silicon has been developed. The palladium silicide is covered with electro-
less nickel to form a solderable surface which, at the same time, is strongly
adherent to the palladium silicide. 	 Finally, the nickel layer is solder coated
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to achieve both the desired metallization conductivity and a soldered surface
for subsequent reflow during interconnectio;,. Developments under the parallel
,-	 contract have been incorporated into this program.
This metallization system has proven feasibility and is currently being
utilized as metallization on cells in commercially available modules.
It is expected that this metallization system will prove to be extremely
reliable in terrestrial service. Palladium silicide has been used in place of
platinum silicide as part of the silicon integrated circuit (and device) beam-
1
lead metallization system in order to simplify processing for that system. (The
beam- lead metallization system is considered the most reliable of all for "hi -reI
system applications.) Palladium silicide contacts are, by themselves, moisture
resistant. For example, there is no observable change in any property after
a long boil in deionized water. The resistance of these contacts to corrosive
amblents and electrochemical reactions In service, (i.e., with nickel cap and
solder overcoat), while not yet thoroughly tested, appears very optimistic.
i
Palladium and nickel metallization layers are deposited from plating baths.
A first , an extremely thin layer of palladium is plated from an immersion bath,
covering exposed silicon surfaces only; plating does not occur on the silicon
nitride. The palladium layer is heat treated to form a very thin layer of
Pd2 Si (which may not be completely continuous). This thin Pd 2 Si layer, formed
by heat treatment of the Immersion p lating, serves to activate the plated areas
so that subsequent plating will occur in a uniform and controllable manner.
A second plating of palladium from an electroless palladium bath is then formed
over the Pd2 Si. This layer is thicker than that deposited from the irw rnesion
bath. The new layer- is now reacted to form a continuous layer of Pd 2 5i in tho
desired contact areas.
Several features of the Pd 2Si layer must be noted at this time. First, when
Pd2 Si is formed, it is produced primarily by the solid state diffusion of sili-on
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tInto the palladium layer, with little or no palladium diffusing into silicon ahead
of the Pd2Si - Si interface. Metallic palladium ions, thus, are limited to
approximately the region of the Pd2Si. This allows the formation of Pd 2Si over	 i
k
very shallow p-n ,Junctions without degradation of the p-n junction characteristics.
Second, Pd2Si has low contact resist&ice and excellent mechanical adherence to
silicon. In addition, the Pd 2Si layer should act as a physical barrier to the
migration of other metallic impurities Into the p-n junction area. Since a nickel
layer is utilized for soldering, this barrier feature is highly important for the
very shallow p-n junctions that are utilized in high efficiency solar cells.
Following the second sinter to form Pd2Si, the cell metallization areas are
plated with electroless nickel. This layer has excellent adherence to Pd2Si
and is easily solderable. The entire solar cell is then solder dipped to coat
all metallization areas with a thick layer of solder.
The metallization process utilizes only chemical hoods and plating baths
for the formation of metal contacts on both sides of the wafer simultaneously.
The bulk of the metal conductors Is composed of solder, which is relatively
inexpensive compared to other conductor metals for solar cells.
3.1.9
	 STEP TEN: CELL TEST AND SOLDER REFLOW INTERCONNECT
Following solder codking, the solar cells are teFted and interconnected.
Motorola has developed a flexible circuit interconnection sc`,t^ine utilizing a
laminated conductor and insulating dielectric sheet; presently utilized are
laminated copper and kapton. The copper can be patterned to incorporate any
series, parallel, or series-parallel ce'! interconnection scheme desired. Tab,,
are cut in the laminate for contact to the top surface of the solar cell in such
a manner as to obtain multiple contacts to each cell and to insure minimum
stress upon the interconnection. The back cell contact is a direct solder-
contact f;om the cell back surface metallization to the copper layer. All
contacts are made simultaneously by solder reflow, minimizin g
 labor content in
Interconnection.
18
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Future modules will incorporate large square or rectangular solar
cells rather than round cells. Accordin 9 Yi. cell interconnec*ion will
occur either continuously or at many points along the edges of the cell,
not at isolated points as now utilized in round cells. This feature
will dramatically change the interconnect structure from that presently
utilized. It is envisioned that individual straps or wires will be
utilized for cell interconnects rather than the flexible circuit sheet
now in use. With solar cells having patterned back metal, interconnect
contacts to the fronts and backs of cells will be very similar.
3.1.1 0 	STET' ELEVEN: ENCAPSULATION
Encapsulation is necessary tj support and protect the interconnected solar
+	 cells. Accordingly, it will play a very important role in module reliability as
well as in the performance of the interconnected cells.
Major failure modes for modules are expected to be related to the solar
cell interconnections.
	
It is probable that, until there is sufficient evidence
i
that an interconnected group of cells can meet a greater than 20 year MTBF
reliability criterion without any encapsulation, the cells must be encapsulated
in such a way as to offer a considerable degree of protection from the environ-
ment if 20 year MTBF is to be achieved. (Indeed, the degree of reliability
required for low cost per watt-hour modules is so high that ^t will prohably be
best accomplished by incorporation of high reliability concepts in 5oth metalliza-
tion/interconnect and encapsulation.) Such overall protection requires both front
and back protection for the cells with a material impervious to moisture and other
,;ontaminants, and, most important, a high quality edge gasket having excellent
sealing properties. The front protection must be transparent and have proven
terrestrial environment reliability. The back plate may or may not be !r'isparent,
must have good thermal conduction, and also have proven terrestrial
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4-	 Together, the two must ,provide structural support for module handling and 	
1
environmental mechanical stress such as wind loadinq. `class meets all
requirements for both front and back, except for qood thermal conductivity	 ! i
I	
for the back. A glass front cover and a steel back plate is the basis
of the enc..-osulation scheme utilized in this study.
Within the protecting glass cover and steel back plate, the solar cells must
be effectively coupled optically through tho front surface and efficiently connected
thermally to the back plate. (Thermal connection to the front surface is also
necessary in order to minimize cell operating temperatures.) The volume
surrounding the interconnected cells is, thus,fllled with a silicone gel which is
optically clear, coupling the cells to the front surface both opt ici I  and
thermally, while providing a good thermal path from the cell interconnection
to the steel back. The silicone also acts as a secondary barrier to moisture and
contamination ingression.
Additional structural strengti., as well as a seat for location of the primary
ingression barrier, is provided by a steel bezel which overlaps both the steel
back plate and the glass cover. The regions of overlap provide the primary seal
for the module,utilizing a formed-in-place gasket.
The encapsulation, thus, is provided by a glass cover, a steel back and bezel,
a silicone gel surrounding the interconnected cells, and a formed-in-place gasket
at the module perimeter. Physically, the encapsulation step starts with as,emLly
of the glass cover, interconnected cells, and steel hack. Th i <, as f-,omLly i-, then
back-filled, under vacuum, with silicone gel, and the gel is cured to a pliable
consistency. The bezel is then attached with the formed-in-place gasket;nq t)oin<;
applied around the periphery of the glass cover and steel back plate. The ga^NC:t,
held in place by the bezel, is then cured to its final condition.
This process is more expensive (in that it utilizes morra materiaf;? th:,in a
single sided encapsulation system. However, with today's limited reliat,il;ty
20
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experience, this added expense is probably necessary to ensure a 20 year
life for solar cell modules. Further, this proposed process step Is
conservative in that, if it is proven to be excessively wasteful of
materials in the future, a less sophisticated encapsulant scheme is
S
easily substituted. Present implementation of a simpler encapsulation
technique will neither help ensure future reliability nor establish the
necessary manufacturing experience for future reliable encapsulation
technology. It should be emphasized that such a sophisticated encapsulation
system is still capable of meeting the 1985 LSSA Project price goal of
50t/watt for complete modules. Projected prices for encapsulation
materials total less than E2/ft2 , and, with automated assembly of 15%
solar :nodules, the encapsulation costs will still be only about 1/3 of
the total.
;.1.11	 PROCESS SEQUENCE RATIONALE AND INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN PROCESS STEPS
The individual process steps of the process sequence have been
Presented in Sections 3.1.1 - 3.1.10. Edch individual step is interactive
in a manner with the other steps to provide an optimally efficient, cost
effective solar cell and module. The process sequence has been chosen
from processes with proven technical feasibility, which have, at the
same time, the potential of meeting the long range cost goals.
Processes have been chosen such that consumed materials are minir..'.-d and,
in addi t ion, are additive in nature, that is, utilized to build upon the cell
structure (and performance) rather than being partiallyremoved and discarded as
waste materials. Where feasible, consumed materials are recycled within the
proce,,,- Waste di ,.posal is also minimized through the use of dry p+a , .rsd proce,.-.-
ing where practicable.
2s
The process sequence Is initiated with a dry plasma etching of the startinq
material surfaces. This ensures a smooth surface for the back. of the cell, and
also that any poor qualify siliconn at the surface of a wafer or ribbon, caused
either by contamination or damage, is removed. The smooth back surface, in 	 {
conjunction with a textured front surface . allows total internal reflection of	 J
light. This reflection, in turn, reduces the silicon thickness necessary to
assure efficient li ght absorption within the cell necessary for high solar cell
conversion efficiency. Light reflecting back to the front surface will, for the
most part, be transmitted out of the cell. Longer infrared wavelengths, to which
silicon is transparent, will thus pass out of the cell without being absorbed,
reducing the cell operating temperature compared with absorbing back surfaces of
currently nroHuced solar cell structures.
in order to maintain the smooth back surface during texture etching of the
front surface, a wax r.,z--ist is applied. Following texture etching this wax
resist is reclaimed. Reclaiming of the wax will be less than 100% efficient,
of course, but the costs of consumed materials are minimized and waste
disposal virtually eliminated by this process sequence.
Texture etching Is a wet chemistry step. This etching is ^-^rformed in
an alkaline solution, with most of the chemicals consumed before bath replacement.
The benefits gainad from texture etched surfaces make this wet chemistry step
extremely cost effective.
The textured surface, In addition to expediting the back surface reflection
effects already discussed, has other profound effects on cell operation and on
processing. Very shallow p-n junctions are achievable by ion implantation. The
general Ilght-trapping nature of a textured surface increases efficiency
appreciably. The textured surface also allows utilization of an antireflection
coating with a somewhat lower index of refraction than would be optimum for I
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smooth front surface. This feature permits the use of silicon nitride with an
3	 index of refraction near 2.0 as the antireflection coating.
Silicon nitride serves many functions in addition to its effective use as an
antireflection coating. It acts as a surface and p-n junction passivant.
The silicon nitride also serves as a plating mask, for both front and back
surfaces; allowing minimum metal consumption for metallizing both surfaces
!	 while enhancing back surface reflection.
The combination of a textured front surface, and a smooth back surface with
reflection occurring from its unmetallized areas, allows the utilization of
thinner silicon material than could otherwise be achieved. If, for example,
efficient reflection of light can be achieved from the back surface, and
accounting for the increased path length of light in the silicon from refra^tion
at the front textured surface, less than one-half of the silicon thickness is
required to absorb the same amount of light as is needed for a solar cell with
a smooth front surface and having no back reflection. This factor will obviously
reduce the cost of input silicon by permitting use of thinner substrates to make
high efficiency cells.
Patterning of the silicon nitride dielectric layer is accomplished without
the use of photoresist chemicals and solvents. Further, no photoresist removal
r	 step is required, further eliminating material consumption while gaining process
simplicity. The dry plasma etching technique utilizing mechanical masking also
provides edge protection, if desired, allowing total areal usage of the silicon
sheet while maintaining a passivated p-n junction. Tasked plasma etchin
allows simultaneous front and back patterning of the silicon sheet, further
simplifying the process sequence while optimizing solar cell efficiency and
minimizing consumed materials.
Ion implantation, in addition to providing p-n junction advantages already
dl r,cussed, ensures that only the desired dopant species are put into the silicon,
eliminating possible incorporation of undesirable impurities into the area of the
illuminated p-n junction. This aspect, as well as other inherent control features
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of ion Implantation, should result in a process with AS excellent a distribution
of solar cell outputs as the quality of the input material is capable of
providing.
The only high temperature steps in the process sequence are silicon nitride
deposition and anneal. It appears possible to combine these steps; in any case,
both the front surface p-n junction and the back surface high-low junction
are activated simultaneously.
Metallization by plating is an additive process in that metal is deposited
only where it is ultimately utilized. The combination of palladium silicide-
nickel-solder also has the potential of being an extremely reliable
metallization system, allowinq the 20 year reliability goal to be met or
surpassed. While this is presently unproven, this metallization system may
allow -educed encapsulation requirements and, thus, reduced encapsulation
costs.
The interconnection scheme is versatile with respect to solar cell size
and shape as well as method of cell interconnection (series, series-parallel,	
Y
or parallel). Further, it has multiple contact and low electrical loss
capability, while also being of low labor content now and capable of full
automation in the future.
	 i
The module encapsulation approach is conservative for the sake of
reliability. future developments may ease the requirements for encapsulation,
simplifyinrl this teci;nique at that time. Most important, being the last step,
R
it is the least interactive with other steps in the process sequence, and
will move only in the direction of simplification, not increased complexity.
Each step of the process sequence, thus, contributes to the cell and module
in several ways. Consumed materials are intentionally kept low, substituting
advanced technologies for traditonaliy more expensive (though technically
24
feasible) steps. Furth6r, the process is capable of utilizing as-grown silicon
sheet material with no penalty compared to sliced Cz material.
3.2	 WAX RESIST TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
Two separate wax masking technologies have been developed during this
contract. first, a wax-solvent system was developed which was capable of
satisfying the goals of the contract. After a limited use of this technology,
a more cost effective process which utilizes melted wax was developed. These
technologies are presented in this section.
3.21	 WAX-SOLVENT TECHNOLOGY
The study of a wax and solvent system for masking ag4ln.st texture etching
solutions (as well as other chemical solutions) is presented in this section.
4	 Satisfactory results from the standpoints of processing, economy, and environ-
mental impact have been achieved with a wax-solvent masking system.
E
' 	 3 • :' • 1. i 	 SELECTION OF THE WAX
In order to effect a substantial cost reduction in wafer processii.d,
an inexpAnsive and effective alternative to the presently used photoresist
was sought. A preliminary survey of available materials revealed that several
i
of the many commercial waxes met the most basic requirements of availability,
economy, and lack of toxicity.
The substance to be used has addi + ional criteria to meet:
F
a. chemical inertness
b. physical durability
t
`	 c. ease of application
d. recoverab i I i ty
1 he, most domand i ng conditions to he mr,t are tho so imposed by tho chum i c;a l
4	 behavior requirements. The use of halogenating a,ad oxidizing ;ic i d o tchr•:
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eliminates many candidate materials from further consideration.
	
A most
severe set of conditions is posed by the intended use of wax in a texture
etch process. The preferred etch formulations, from the viewpoints of safety 	 E
and economy, are those based on hot alkali hydroxide solutions. The common
animal and vegetable waxes are chemically classified as esters. Esters are
susceptable to a spontaneous and, for practical purposes, irreversible
degradation reaction with hot alkali hydroxides in which the ester is converted
to an alcohol and the soluble alkali salt o f a fatty acid. So readily does
the reaction occur that a similar process is used to manufacture soap - the sodium 	
i
salt of various fatty acids derived from tallow or vegetable matter.
This consideration narrowed the range of acceptable waxes to those
derived from petroleum, of which there are two types: paraffin and microcrystalline
waxes. These waxes are composed of saturated hydrocarbons rather than esters
and are thus immune to the degradation described above. These waxes are also
resistant to the halogenating and oxidizing reagents used in solar cell
manufacture. While either type appears satisfactory, additional requirements
must be considered. The wax used should have good mechanical strength in the
form of hardness and a high melting or softening point to resist removal by
heated processing reagents. The paraffin waxes have, as a class, low melting
points. They also tend to soften appreciably below their melting points, and
are rather soft even at room temperature. The microcrystalline waxes,
however, display properties that are excellently suited for wafer maskinn.
They are very hard at low temperatures and retain their hardness until the
melting point is reached. The melting point is sharp, with no premature
softening. The chemical inertness, as discussed, is exceptional, resisting
attack by every non-solvent reagent used in the current (or anticipated)
processing sequence. A very high melting point can be specified for micro-
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1crystalline wax to withstand those reagents used at elevated temperatures.
Microcrystalline waxes possess yet other desirable properties.	 Being
obtained from mineral sources, they are not susceptable to attack by micro-
organisms which would decay waxes derived from organic sources.
The wax chosen -- Multiwax 145-M mlcrocrystalline wax -- was investigated
ff
for application to silicon wafers.
	 This wax, which melts at 900C, may be
dissolved in a limited variety of organic solvents so that application can
be achieved at room temperature through the use of low-viscosity solutions.
i
Multiwax 195-M has been found to adhere tenaciously to bare silicon, silicon
dioxide, and silicon nitride.	 The use of a soluble wax also allows
p convenient removal
	 from cells after processing.
z
The extremely high boiling range for the chosen wax permits easy and
y` effective recovery from solvents used to remove wax after processing by
the use of a simple one-step distillation.
	 Precipitation of wax from chilled
solvent is also possible, and allows indefinite recycling of wax which
appreciably reduces costs and conserves material.
i
5.2.1.2
	 SOLVENT-WAX SOLUTIONS
One method of applying and removing masking wax from wafers is by means of
s	 an organic solvent. A solution of wax :R solvent prov ? des an easily dispensed
and tJornd liquid masking agent which, when applied, will form a solid wax
a"
i ^	 writing a, the volatile solvent evaporates. Unlike the application of pure wax,
`	 no melting i, required and immediate use at room temperature is possible.
^y
Additionally, the selection of a suitable solvent allows adjustment of density
and viscosity of the solution over a wide range to permit optimum processing
properties with a variety of application methods. An interesting feature of
3F	 the solvent technique is the possibility of large-scale recycling of materials,
eliminating the need for purification of spent solvent, and significantly
reducing waste stream volume.
i
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3.2.1.2.1 SOLUBILITY
The microcrystalline wax used, Multiwax 195-M, is soluble in a number of
easily available solvents. The data on solubility are summarized in Table 1
and Figure 1. The solubility values are for saturated solutions of wax in
various solvents now in use by the semiconductor industry for other processes,
avoiding exotic and costly s pecial materials.
z
The choice of solvent depends on such factors as solvent cost and 	 t
availability, and the particular demands of the application method in terms
of the masking solution physical properties. It has been found that the
most successful wax films are produced by the use of the most concentrated
solutions, i.e. those using trichloroethylene. It must be noted however, that
the use of some of the less effective solvents is acceptable. The first four
solvents listed in Table 1 provide satisfactory results. The wide variety
of possible solvents ensures that restriction in the use of certain, solvents
for health or environmental reasons will have little impact on implementation of
the method, since substitute solvents are available.
The preparation of a masking solution is simple-- an excess of wax is
added to the desired solvent and allowed to dissolve with agitation at room
temperature. Large volumes of solution can be conveniently prepared in a
matter of hours with very modest equipment.
It is seen from these data that a several-fold increase in solubility is
effected by elevated solver, temperatures. These solubility differences lend
themselves to certain processing operations and are discussed below.
3.2.1.2.2 APPLICATION AND REMOVAL
Application of Multiwax 195-h1 has been achieved by the urn of room temperature
saturated 'alvent-wax solutions. The two most successful tachnique ,. lire ^iin-on
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TABLE 1
SOLUBILITY OF MULTIWAX 195-M IN SELECTED SOLVENTS
SOLVENT
trichloroethylene
methyl ethyl ketone
tol u ene
1,1,1-trichloroethane
1,3,5i.trimethylbenzene
xylene
naphtha
perchloroethylene
methylene chloride
butyl acetate
GRAMS PER MILLILITER OF WAX - SOLVENT SOLUTION
23°C 80'JC
0.052 0.246
0.032 --
0.026 0.1624
0.023 --
0.020 0.106
0.017 0.149
0.0172 0.098
0.011 --
0.0079 --
0.0069 0.0457
I 
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and paint-on. In the spinning method, the solution is applied to a cell which
t
is spun rapidly, producing a thin even film. The paint-on method involves
manual application of solution by means of a brush. The latter method is
particularly useful for processing very large or oddly-shaped cells such as
those fabricated from ribbons. It is expected that a large wick application
and automated transport system can be adapted to the high volume processing
of ribbons to eliminate manual applications.
After the solution is applied, a dry-off step has been found necessary
to allow evaporation of the solvent. This has been performed by hot air blast,
cold air blast, baking, and infrared heating, with roughly equivalent results.
If the evaporation step is carried out in an enclosed fixture, removal of
solvent vapors is possible. This can be accomplished by several methods --
e.g. absorption by activated carbon, removal by cold condensation, or dissolution
by an oil mask in the exhaust stream. The recovered solvent can then be re-
used.
The sequence for wax removal after processing offers several alternative
approaches. Dissolution of wax by cold, fresh solvent is possible. It has been
found, however, that more efficient and complete removal is effected by means
iN	 of heated solvents. This approach has been successfully tested and found
to be practical. A soak in two or three hot solvent baths will remove all
but traces of wax, which are i in turn, eliminated by a standard oxygen plasma
a	
cleaning step. The use of solvents for removal of wax also offers recycle
possibilities. Wax-laden solvent, when allowed to cool, precipitates excess
wax, forming a saturated wax solution at room temperature that can be used
without modification as the masking solution for incoming cell substrates.
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The separation of precipitated wax is readily accomplished by means of filters
or, more advantageously, by the use of continuous centrifuges similar to those
used in the dairy industry for the separation of cream from milk. Precipitated
wax is combined with recovered solvent from the evaporation system to produce
additional masking solution.
3.2.2	 MELTED WAX MASKING
The utilization of solvents to dissolve the wax for application to the
substrates has some drawbacks. The most efficient solvents have undesirable
environmental impacts. The wax-solvent solutions require preparation, adding
slightly of the cost of the process and ultimately of the solar cell. Further,
the solvents are an expense themselves; while partiallly recoverable, some part
of the solvent is consumed in the process.
Efforts were thus, made to investigate alternatives to applying wax
from a wax-solvent solution. A melted wax application proved to be a satisfactory
process.
The wax selected fL use in solvent-wax masking solutions, Multiwa,x
195M melts at 900C, forming a low viscosity liquid which is easily handled.
The availability of inexpensive equipment to attain and maintain the melting
temperature of this wax suggested use of this wax for application in melted form.
3.2.2.1	 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF MELTED WAX APPLICATION
The first apparent advantage to the melted wax method is that of convenience.
The wax, as delivered, is a hard solid. Preparation of the solvent-wax solutions
involves the crushing of the wax and mixing with a suitable solvent. The duration
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of the mixing process is relatively !-^ng--sevoral hours-- and is required
to achieve a saturated solution o •:	 x In the solvent (necessary for process controD.
With a melted wax system, the masking agent is in usable form as received
from the manufacturer, with the only preparation being that of melting. In
addition to the convenience of ready use, the time-consuming solution
preparation step is eliminated.
The cost savings effected by reduction of preparation time are further
increased by elimination of the required solvents. All of the solvents
f
t'	 found to be effective in forming wax solutions are derived from petroleum
and are likely to suffer from both decreased supply and increased price in the
future. Use of wax solutions also demands evaporation of solvent from the wax
i	 coating after application. Although recovery of vaporized solvent is possible,
I.
the processes neither cost-free nor totally effective. Recovery also involves
i
reclamation of the solvent in reuseable form
	 a complication to the
process.
1
With any solvent-based process, the consequences of personnel exposure
must be considered. All of the acceptable solvents are volatile, odiferous,
and toxic. Some are flammable. Worker exposure to solvent fumes at some point
in processing seems inevitable. Even though proper ventilation can reduce
exposure, and reclamation can greatly reduce the amount of lost solvent, it is
i
inevitable that some solvent will be discharged to the atmosphere -- an
ecologically undesirable situation.
Aside from eliminating the cost and environmental problems of solvent
use, melted wax offers improvement of masking performance. Direct applic-tion
,-	 of melted wax results in a thicker, denser wax coating than can bo readily
achieved through the use of wax solutions. Although coatings produced by
solvent solutions have been found satisfactory in limited laboratory production,
'S
T
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the large-scale use of the process impIi9s the need for more stringent process
controls, especially for textured surfaces, The thick, dense coating produ'-ed
by direct application of liquid wax ensures improved masking performance.
Application of a melted wax eliminates the requirement of drying the layer
applied from a wax-solvent system. This elimination of solvent removal from
the mask layer also affords added reliability, through a decrease in masking
defects seen in any solid-solvent system (including photoresist materials).
In efforts to decrease the time necessary for th ,e solvent drive-out required
by the use of solvent-wax solutions, higher temperatures and vacuum drying
techniques were researched. It has been found that certain conc'itions of
temperature and vacuum, either alone or in combination, caused 'rho eruption
of solvent vapor bubbles within the wax layer, resulting in porosity and pinhole
defects through the masking layer. Use of pure wax, from which no solvents are
removed, eliminates this problem.
The use of liquid wax does present some problems. After application to a
surface, the wax tends to shrink upon cooling, tending to withdraw slightly
from the edges of the coated surface. The application of a thicker wax coating
also implies increa_ed difficulty in removing the coating after processing.
These disadvantages have already been largely overcome, W, will be discussed
later.
).2.2.2	 APPLICATION OF MELTED WAX
The melted wax may be applied by a ^ y	 the method, useful for _, Iv^.nt-
wax solutions. All wafer surfaces encountered in cell manu f act.r(r ,r^.,
easily wet by wax, e.g., bare silicon, silicon dioxide, 	 ilicon nitride, anu
various deposited and applied masking and dopant glasses.
Ii4
Dire` printing of melted wax on cell surfaces has proven successful, as
has spray application. In both cases, heating of the entire substrate has been
found advantageous.
A straightforward method of application to round substrates is by spinning.
A standard photoresist spinner is used In this method. The cell is placed on
a vacuum chuck and a small quantity of liquid wax Is applied. Rapid rotation of
the cell then produces a smaith, level wax coating. The availability of auto-
s
matic photoresist equipment makes this technique Immediately applicable with 	 i
i
1	 present equipment, although to produce optimum results, minor modifications
rare desirable. Automatic d'spensers for photoresist need only be heated, for
example,by wrapping witn heating tape to allow delivery of melted wax.
f ,	 Heating of the cell surface has been found to produce more consistant results
1.
than the use of unheated surfaces. This has been done with hot air, but may
 be accomplished in numerous ways. Cooling of the cell to harden the applied
coating may be necessary and can be conveniently arranged by use of a cool air
stream directed at the cells as they
	 Pleave the spinner chuck. One additional
modification completes the system. As the cell is spun to level the wax., excess wax
i, thrown from the wafer, collecting and solidifing in the spinner shield. Beating
f t h i shield allow ,  the wax to flow back into the wax supply receptac:e for reu,e.
f	 For irregularly shaped cells which cannot be spun, such as riobon
i_
substrates, alternate application techniques have been investigated.	 In its
simplest form, application is effected by covering a glass or ceramic plate
with a film of melted wax and manually pressing the cell surface against the
$.	 plate. This method produces a cor;tinuouF film without wetting the back of the
cell. Although the wax layer produced in this way is somewhat more uneven than that
obtained by spinning, the uneveness does not hindcr *asking performance.
Refinement of the method -, hould allow automation of the	 a
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rotating porcelain cylinder dipping into a pool of melted wax has proven
practical. The rotating cylinder, easily .vet by wax, acquires a thin,
continuous film which is transferred to the call surface upon contact.
As mentioned previously, a problem encountered with the use of melted
wax is that of shrinkage. This has been alleviated by the use of appropriaTe
fillers in the wax. The fillers used are finely powdered substances
that produce a suspension of solid particles in the wax, promoting dimensional
stability. The successful filler material should be insoluble in rater and the
commonly used acid etchants, be soft enough to avoid abrading the cell surface,
and be readily available at low cost. The common mineral, fluorite (calcium
fluoride) fulfills each of these requirements, and has been used with
success in our experiments.
3.2.2.3	 REMOVAL OF WAX
Removal of the wax coating can be accomplished, as with the wax-
solvent system, by dissolution with solvents. The use of thicker wax
coatings produced by melted wax, and the incorporation of filler materials into
the wax,does present problems, however. For example, the use of greater
amounts of solvent than is customary with the thin solvent -wax solution films
will be required to effectively remove melted wax films. Any filler material
in the wax will simply settle to the bottom of the solvent container. The
solvent and wax can be separated from each other by distillation, during which
the filler will remain with the wax, making reformulation unnecessary. The
use of solvents, nevertheless, is undesirable for the reasons given earlier.
An alternate removal process which avoids solvent u_.e entire;y
been investigated. 
	
I t has been found that wax can be rer. ved f r'ar, -i' I t	 ..y
immersion f the cells in hot water, during which the wax melts and floats to
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tho surfaco in an easily removed layer. The process is incomplete when pure
water at its boiling point is used; about 70% of the applied wax is removed.
F	 Addition of dense salts such as ammonium sulfate to the water raises the boiling
temperature and density of the water so that mo r: ,-omplete removal results.
This technique is also capable of automation. Cusrc.ntly available equip-
ment exists that cleans silicon wafers by directing a high prissure stream
of water onto the wafer surface. Simple modification will result in a device
that produces a stream of hot water that w i i I effeciiveI^ -11 >ve 'he wax
from the cell surface. The water-wax mixture that results can be di.rect-.d into a
settling tank where the immiscibility of the wax and water(and their density
differences)will cause separation of the wax into a floating layer upon the
water. If the tank is heated, the wax can be drawn off as a liquid for use in
masking incoming cells. The water solution can also be reused, resulting in
essentially no waste of any materials. In preii-inary tests of this technique,
separation of filler material from the wax has been shown to be small.
The traces of wax that remain on a cell surface after the water clean process
cdn be removo^ by an oxygen plasma, which would normally be utilized prior
to either ion implantation or silicon nitride deposition, the next
,steps in the process sequence.
3.3	 PLASMA ETCHING OF SILICON AND SILICON NITRIDE
Processing of solar cells can involve a large number and variety of wet
chemistry steps. These steps include such items as isotropic silicon etching
to remove saw damage or surface layers of poor quality, texture (anisotropic)
etching of silicon, dielectric etching, metal etchii,g, and ssetal plating. Wet
chemical steps may be the -)lily viable means of achieving the desired result
`n ;ome cases, s-ch as texture etching and metal plating.
	 In other cases,
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4	 however, alternatives have been identified which may achieve the desired result	 j
while minimizing consumed materials and waste disp 	 requirements. Two such
alternatives are the plasma etching of silicon to remove sawing damage (or
other undesirable surface layers), and the plasma etching of patterns in silicon	 s
nitride without utilizing photoresist.
Plasma processing utilizes an appropriate gas (or gas mixture) at a reduced
pressure, ionized in an RF field. The ions exist at low physical temperatures,
but are highly energetic, representative of much higher effective temperatures.
Surface processes which would normally require high temperatures can, thus,
be performed at or near room temperature.
3.3.1	 ETCHANT GASES AND REACTION MECHANISM
The application of plasma technolog y has become widespread in the semi-
cond-ictor industry (1). Until recently, however, little was known about the
actual chemical mechanism of silicon and silicon dioxide etching in a glow
discharge of a CF  / oxygen ga y: mixture. It was thought that the active
y
species of fluorine chemically reacted with silicon to form volatile SiF4
which was removed by the vacuum pump. Empirically it was found that the
addition of oxygen accelerated this reaction. Spectroscopy of the reaction,
effluent gas and in situ huger surface analysis (2,3) has provided considcrabie
inforn!ztion about •rho reaction mechanism. This information has been used to
develop a simple reaction model which can be subst,intiated by variou,> reported
experimental observations (4).
In the absence of oxygen, the overall reaction for etching sificon -an
be written as:
4 CF  - S 1 -► 2C2 F6 + S i F 4 .
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IThe reaction rate is determined by then difference between the generation rate
€	 of active species and their recombination rate. Reactive species, mainly CF 3
and F, are formed by electron-impact-dissociation in the gas phase and are
absorbed on the silicon surface where they either chemically react with silicon
T	
or recombine to form CF  or C 
2 
F 
6 by the reactions:
CF  + F -+ CF 
and	 2 CF  -+ C 2 F 
6
The concentration of the C 
2 
F 
6 
species has been found to be the major controlling
i
etch-rate factor, establishing reactant fluorine ions through the overall
reaction:
2 CF  -+ C 2 F 6 + 2F.
O'rher reactions, generating many other possible combinations of carbon and
fluorine also occur. Formation of elemental carbon, which can deposit upon the
silicon surface, will slow the etching reactions.
The addition of oxygen to the CF  plasma causes an increase in the
etch rate by reducing the recombination rate of the active species. For given
reaction conditions, the generation rate has been shown to be unaffected by
the addition of oxygen. However, the ox y gen reacts with the absorbed carbon
(and carbon species) to form volatile CO, uU 2 , and some COF 2 . This greatly
reduces the recombination of CF  into C 2 F6 , allowing much more of the absorbed
fluorine to react with silicon, This model can be demonstrated by "loading
effect" oxporiments. These experiments show that the etch rate of silicon
dioxide in CF  is relatively insensitive to wafer area, but silicon etch rates
decrease rapidly with increased area. When etching silicon dioxide, the oxygen
reaction product forms vo!atiie CO and CO2' Using these concepts, a quantitative
+itch rato model has been developed as a function of area, reactive Fpecies
generation rate, and oxygen concentration (4). The generation rate is
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determined by process parameters such as power, gas pressure, anu temperature.
This model was developed using Si and S10 2
 etching by CF4/02 , but should be
easily applied to other systems once the reaction products are identified.
Another recent development is the correlation between optical intensity
of atomic fluorine emission of the reactant plasma and the etching reaction (3,6).
There is a direct correlation between the emission intensit y and etch rate.
Not only does this give an in-process measurement of etch rate which can be
used to optimize the etch process, but it also gives a shcjrp indication of
changes in the reaction rate. The latter observation has been incorporated
into commercia! plasma equipment to detect the etch completion of a thin tilm.
This "end-point" detection has greatly improved the control of etching processes
of thin films such as silicon nitride. Also, a similar effect is observed
while etching mechanically damaged (as-sawn) silicon wafers and may possibly
be used to monitor this process as well (6).
3.3.2	 EQUIPMENT
Two types of plasma reactors are being used in this study -- a parallel
plate reactor with the wafers directly in the PF field, and a capacitance-coupled
reactor with the wafers outside of the RF field. Schematic diagramc of these
reactor types are shown in Figure 2• 	 In the parallel Niate reactor, the reactant
gas is dispensed through small openings in the top electrode and the wafer is
placed on the bottom (ground potential) plate. An RF field applied across
these plates generates a glow discharge above the wafer. The gas is exhausted
around the edge of the plates. The capacitance-coupled plasma system is a
"barre;" or "tunnel" reactor with the reactant gas introduced at the bottom
of the chamber and exhausted at the top. The wafers are placed inside a "barrel"
electrode and the RF field is applied between it and the aluminum r-cactor wall
y
l;
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(a) PARALLEL PLATE REACTOR,(b) CAPACITANCE COUPLED
RF (OR TUNNEL) REACTOR.
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which is at ground potential. The cross gas flow enhances the diffusion of the
reactant species from the field region to the wafers. Both reactors have a
300 watt RF generator, automatic process timer, and optical end-point detection.
3.3.3	 SILICON ETCHING
Etching of silicon in a plasma has been studied with a mixture of CF  and
02
 1n a parallel plate plasma chamber. The parallel plate reactor offers better
uniformity and generally higher etch rates than other reactor configurations.
In these reactors, the wafers are laid on the bottom electrode. As a result,
these reactions etch only one side of the wafers since no etching occurs
where a wafer is supported on its back. Currently, commercial equipment will
process 25 wafers per run, half the number of a tunnel reactor, and costs 3 times
as much. In order to make this a cost effective, viable process for silicon
damage removal, the throughput must be appreciably increased.
As predicted by the plasma reaction model, high etch rates can be obtained
at higher power ra4s, i.e. higher generation of active species. But to
increase the etch rate, the recombination rate must be decreased by increasing
the oxygen to CF  ratio. This has been verified at 800 watts of power which
required about a 30% oxygen mixture compared to 8% normally used at lower power
levels to maximize the etch rate (6). The major problem experienced with
etching silicon in a parallel plate reactor has been the rapid decrease of
etch rate with increased	 wafer loading (5). Use of higher power and oxygen
ratio should improve the etch rate loading effect, and this is currently being
evaluated. We have verified reported etch rates using CF 4/8% 02 at 300 watts.
For the process sequence being developed during this contract, there is no
requirement to etch both sides of silicon substrates, since one side of the
cell will be texture etched before a high temperature operation. The
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possibility of plasma etching only one side is therefore being considered for
the proposed process. This may make current plasma equipment and processing
cost effective for solar cell application.
The one side silicon etch process in a tunnel reactor offers another
alternative to the parallel plate reactor. When the wafers are loaded back
to back, the exposed side only will be etched in a tunnel reactor. Increased
spacing can be used to improve etch uniformity which may not be as critical for
i
solar cell application as it is for other silicon devices and integrated
i circuits. Also,reducing the surface area by half should increase the etch
rate. If spacing is maintained the same, combined with increased capacity
(50 wafers versus 25 per run), reduced labor, and reduced equipment cost,
a sufficient etch rate could result in a much lower cost process. This
configuration must be further evaluated to determine achievable etch rates.
I	
The amount of plasma removal of mechanically damaged layers on as-sawn
silicon wafers affects not only solar cell performance but equipment t^rough-
put. In general industry procedures, as much as 11 mils (37 microns) is
currently being removed from each side of a sawed silicon wafer. This amount
of material removal may not be required for solar cell fabrication, but a
precise amount depends upon the sawing technology utilized. Plasma removal of
i
the back-side saw damage has been demonstrated to be all that is necessary it
the front side is texture etched, since excel:ent solar cells have been processed
using) the wet chemistry texture etch to remove saw damage layers on both surface
before high-temperature processing.
7r
',.3.4	 Al 1"ON NITRIDE ETCHINGw
Efforts to develop a mechanical etch mask of the silicon nitride film
for plated solar cell metallization has concentrated on obtaining adequato
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geometric resolution. Resolution includes the mask-to-etch line dimension ratio,
and the sharpness of the etch step. Mask-to-etch line dimension ratio and Its
controllability determine the geometric tolerance needed for the mask. 	 1
This tolerance can impact the effort required to produce the metal mask. For
example, if the line etches much wider than the mask opening, a smaller mask
opening will become more difficult to make and will require thinner masks.
Also, the sharpness of the etch step will affect the final quality of the
process. A sharp etch step is desirable to maximize contact area and metal
adherence for a given metallized line width.
Th i n metal masks, conventionally used to define a metal evaporation
pattern, have been evaluated to demonstrate attainatle etching resolution.
These masks were 0.015 inch thick stainless steel and molybdenum. Cold-rolled
steel masks as thin as 0.006 inch have also been utilized. Aluminum can also
be used and is desirable for its resistance to CF  plasma attack.
Uniform contact or spacing between the mask and the silicon substrate
becomes increasingly difficult as the mask becomes thinner. Very thin masks,
in fact bend easily. Two methods have been studied: 1) utilizing a magnetic
mask and hold-down and 2) utilizing a silk-screen type mask.
For patterning only one side of the wafer, the magnetic mask and hold-down
have worked very well. Double sided patterning appears readily performed by
backing one or both masks with magnets, the magnets being spaced between the
pattern openings. Closed geometry metallization patterns must, however,
be modified to permit bridging so that the mask can remain contiguous.
Screen printing masks that use a thin metallic pattern mounted on stain-
less steel screen are commonly used to apply metal paste, inks, resists, etc.
in electronic devices (7). The screen provides mechanical support while the thin,
etched metal mask defines the pattern. The metal is mounted to the screen and
44
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then etched; this provides the flexibility of closed geometries. This could
y	
eliminate any requirement for redesign of closed geometry Wallization patterns.
Also, the deformation allowance in the screen should reduce potential wafer
damage while providing better coitact between the mask and the textured surface.
mechanical mask is currently under evaluation; so are thicker metal masks.
Two methods of patterning silicon nitride by plasma etching with a
mechanical mask have been investigated. One results in a positive replication
I	 of the mask (in the silicon nitride), and the other results in a negative
replication of the mask.
3.3.4.1	 ETCHING THROUGH OPENINGS IN THE MASK (POSITIVE PROCESS)
The process of etching through openings in a mechanical mask is completely
analogous to the process widely utilized in the semiconductor industry of etching
4
through openings in a photoresist pattern. In the positive plasma process,
openings are made in the mechanical mask where nitride will be remov 1 from the
substrate. The mechanical mask is held in close proximity to the substrate
and placed within the plasma chamber. The plasma gases, then, have unobstructed
access to the areas of silicon nitride to be etched.
Pattern definition depends upon several factors. First, proximity of
4
	 the mask t ,) the wafers is important; if too large a gap exists, the pattern is
broadened. Second, the pressure of gases within the plasma chamber is critical.
Lowor pressure (hirlhtr vacuum) leads directly to sharper pattern definition.
Third, the energy level of the plasma is a key parameter in determining pattern
definition; specifical:y, higher RF power results in better pattern definition.
Patterns have been _:,uccessfully formed in Si 3N4 through openings in a
metal mask using CF  as the etchant gas on both smooth and textured surfaces.
Excellent pattern definition has been achieved, but the repeatability of the
process has varied. This indicates that the required level of control of the
a-
f
a-
	 4i
important variables is still not
	
,complete. However, the excellent resultsP
obtained indicate that production readiness of the process is achievable with
additional engineering efort.
3.3.4.2	 ETCHING BENEATH THE METAL MASK (NEGATIVE PROCESS)
During the investigations of etching through o penings in a metal mask,
the metal mask was placed in contact with one of the RF electrodes. 	 An un-
N	 was restricted to areasexpected result occurred: 	 etching of the Si 3 4
actually beneath the metal	 pattern of the mask,	 leaving the areas exposed by
the openings in the mask unetched.
By placing the metal
	
mask in electrical contact with the RF plasma
xy
electrode, the mask itself becomes part of the electrode.
	
Ionization of the gas
is then concentrated between the mask and the wafer, maximizing etching there.
This results
	
in different optimization requirements for etching parameters
(and key variables) than for the positive plasma etching method.
For negative plasma etching,	 it has been observed that etching can be
.i
non-uniform.	 Etching may occur most heavily at edges of the metal mask
s
pattern, with	 less etching taking place beneath the metal 	 mask.	 This effect
F
becomes more pronounced as the width of the metal	 is	 i:icretsed.	 This
presumably is due to a combination of field effects at the mask edge and gas
availability as a function of distance beneath the mask. 	 The width of the mask
area to be. replicated	 in the Si 3N4	is the most critical	 parameter observed rp
to	 (late.
Results of negative plasma etching technique must still be classifies;
as preliminary. Further developmental efforts are necessary to fully define
the process.
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3.3.4.3
	 RESULTS
Plasma patterning of a silicon nitride layer deposited on a textured
silicon surface has now been achieved through openings in a mechanical mask
with excellent pattern reproduction. Pattern dimensions in the silicon nitride
layer are identical to corresponding dimensions in the mask, within measurement
error. Patterning is accomplished with a one minute etch time. This is a
major improvement over previous results in which pattern dimensions in the
silicon nitride layer were 10% to 20% greater than mask dimensions.
The exact reproduction of pattern dimensions was obtained in a plasma
	
'	 reactor of the parallel plate configuration. For these experiments, a steel
mask was placed over the silicon wafer and held against it by a magnet on
the opposite side of the wafer.
The most important control parameter has been found to be the pressure
within the plasma chamber; lower pressure allows better pattern reproduction.
Present results have been obtained by the substitution of an improved vacuum
pump for the pump originally on the system. This new vacuum pump, still a
mechanical type, allows operating pressures as low as 0.05 torr, much lower
than the original pump.
Two other operating parameters, mask proximity and power level, are
important for process control, but appear much less critical than operating
pressure. Mask proximity, in the present case, is obtained by a magnetic hold-
down. The mask is in contact with the peaks of the textured surface, but not
the valleys between the peaks. The nitride in the valleys still accurately
replicated the mask, indicating that direct contact to the nitride is not
mandatory. Independent varition of the power level has indicated that better
control and replication occur at high power levels. These two factors,
F
operating pressure and power, will be of great importancc in future eauipmenf
	
{	 designs.
fi
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The results to date are extremely encouraging. The process has now been
developed well beyond the feasibility stage. Precise definition of the control
parameters, however, is yet to be achieved, indicating the need for additional
engineering efforts. The present knowledge and process performance indicaTe
that production readiness of plasma patterning is achievable with additional
engineering effort.
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1.4 _ 
	 RLMICED PRFSSURE C14FMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION OFSILICON NITRIDE
The deposition of thin layers of various materials Is among the most
Important processes in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. These thin
films are used for a variety of purposes including insulators, dielectric layers,
diffusion and oxidation masking, and conductors. Through many refinements,
the well-known chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method was applied to the semi-
conductor industry to produce these essential films. Developed in the 601s,
deposition was performed In RF-powered reactors using horizontal susceptors
for wafer heating and support. These "cold walled" systems were the main source
of high quality films for silicon nitride and polycrystalline silicon. The
very high capital and operating cost of these systems, however, soon prompted
development of "Hot Wall" horizontal wafer deposition systems. Cheaper and
more versatile, these systems were still limited In wafer throughput capacity.
The latest development - CVD in a low pressure (vacuum CVD) system -- has
removed the throughput limitation and improved uniformity.
This section, presents a brief historical resume of this development and
its application to the fabrication of silicon semiconductor devices with
particular emphasis on solar cells. By applying data and observations obtained
during the development of the first full scale production system for the deposition
of silicon nitride, a quantitative analysis of the process was performed. Also,
a theoretical discussion of the most important operating characteristics of
vacuum CVD for depositing silicon nitride is presented.
The deposition system consists of a conventional diffusion furnace tube
with vertically supported substrates. Thr, kinetics of the low pressure, high
i	 velocity flow in the vacuum system provides greatly increased quality
47	
of the films, while vertical positioning of the substrate, and conventional
furnace equipment provide increased mass productivity and reduced cost.
r-
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Of major importance Is the use of amorphous silicon nitride as an anti-
reflection and junction protection coating for terrestrial silicon solar cells.
Since its index of refraction is between that of glass and silicon, significant
reduction in reflection loses can be achieved by a quarter wavelength thick
layer of silicon nitride. When combined with its excellent barrier properties,
the antireflective coating of CVD silicon nitride has assumed a paramount role
in achieving cost effective solar energy goals. The vacuum CVD process provides
the low cost and excellent thickness un l ^ormity for this thin film application.
Generalized operating characteristics are discussed for the deposition
of amorphous silicon nitride films from the followin g %action of dichlorosilane
an ammonia:
3 SiH2Cl 2 + 4 NH3 + Si 3N4 + 7 NCI + 6 H2
A literature review revealed a lack of theoretical discussi-n concerning the
changes in reaction kinetics compared to previous atmospheric pressure methods.
Gas kinetic measurements were related to the special flow characteristics of
the system. From deposition data, an activation energy for the above reaction
was found to be 67.2 kcall:nole. A similar value was obtained assuming a second-
order rate-determini;,g reaction of the form:
.:)iH2Cl 2 + NH 3 -• SiH2 (NH) + 2 HCI
Alsc, normal chemical reaction theory does not accurately predict a mechanism,
but discussion in this report indicates a gas-surface collision mechanism.
3.4.1	 HISTORY OF CVD DEVELOPMENT
For many years, the cold wall RF reactor was virtually the only technique
available for CVD of thin filins used in silicon device processing.	 In the
most common equipment geometry, the silicon waxers are placed on a flat graphite
susceptor inside a rectangular cross-section quartz tube. Around the tube
i s a h i gh power RF i nduct i on co i I wh i ch heats the graph i to susceptor -1 ^' tic. t ,seen
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6000 and 10000C, as shown In Figure 3. The reactant gases mixed with a high 	 t
volume of a carrier gas (H2
 or N2 ) are injected Into the front of the tube,
	 f?
and scavenger gases are exhausted out the rear of the tube^ali near atmospheric
pressure. As the cold gas mixture comes into contact with the hot wafers, a
d
reaction takes place In a region about 1 cm above the wafer due to the laminar
gas flow. The solid phase reactant deposits on the wafers. The flow kinetics
of this system are very difficult to control; therefore, the most consistent
deposition thickness displays 10 to 20% variation across a wafer and 30%
average variation between wafers in the same deposition cycle. Also, the high
volume of reactant and carrier gases combined with very large power consumption
(a 100 kw. F generator is used for large susceptors) and low wafer throughput
makes this CVD method a very expensive and inefficient process.
In the early 1970's th.:re was iniroduced a new system that provided a
possible alternative to the RF systems. A "hot wall" CVD system was developed
using a conventional diffusion furnace element to heat the wafers instead of the
RF-induction heated susceptor. The cost savings in electrical power and
equipment capital were very significant but the wafers were still in a horizontal
position and this atmospheric process still required large volume gas flows. The
aerodynamic factors of the tube and multi-tiered wafer carrier added more problems
to controlling reaction kinetics; so the film uniformity and quality did not
Improve (1).
As an extension of the "hot wall" system, some early work was done on
reduced pressure CVD of polycrystalline silicon thin films at Motorola (2). This
system did obtain excellent quality films. Since then, work in this area
proceeded towards utilization of lower pressures. The result was a system
using a conventional diffusion tube (similar to the hot wall CVD system) by
employing a very low gas flow into a vacuum system (3). The high velocity,
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low pressure kinetics of this system provided a different deposition mechanism
more closely dependent on random mean-free-path motion of reactant molecules
instead of directional bulk flow patterns. This meant that the wafers could
be oriented vertically, providing a many-fold increase in throughput, leading
to the development of high volume production systems.
Development of these new systems was slow in coming. Research was
begun at Motorola to evolve advanced vacuum CVD processes by expanding upon
the earlier work on polysilicon films. The laboratory system revealed
many technical problems such as short vacuum pump life, occasional hazy or poor
film quality, and a lack of process control using silane and ammonia as reactants
for silicon nitride. However, the steadily improving quality of the silicon
nitride films produced in the laboratory evertua!ly lead to the development
of viable production systems.
f. '1.1 .2
	
PROCESS ADVANTAGES
a`
o-
Several mechanical and electrical properties of amorphous silicon nitride
deposited using vacuum CVD show definite improvement and better controllability
over previous deposition processes. Refractive index for thin, transparent films
canbe a direct indication of crystalline structure and impurity concentration.
For amorphous silicon nitride, the refractive index should be 2.00 t .02, and
this Is consistently achieved with vacuum CVD. However, on atmospheric pressure
depossiteJ films, the refractive index is in the range 1. 9
 * ,10 (a).
The higher values
	
( ,-2.05) approach that of bulk crystalline silicon 	 nitride
and can be interpreted as due to some short range crystallization	 in	 this	 film.
The lower readings W.90) can be related to impurity	 levels, or a drastic
change	 in the gas	 ratio which may affect the cnemicai	 structure.	 An exampI^^
of an	 impuri ty 	is oxygen, terming an oxynitrido compound which	 lowers the
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refractive index towards that of pure silicon dioxide, 1.45. Either crystalline
structure or oxynitride formation will lower the dielectric constant of the
material. The dielectric constant of atmospheric pressure deposited silicon
nitride is usually 6.5 (4), whereas vacuum CVD films have a higher constant
of 7.3. The appearance of oxynitride in the film drastically increases
the film's etching rate -- it is 2 to 3 timesfaster for a 20% oxynitride
ratio. Variations in etch rates contribute to poor process and dimensional
control of pattern generation. Besides very good thickness control, vacuum
films of silicon nitride also demonstrate a higher level of film integrity.
Vacuum CVD of silicon nitride has proven its quality impact, but in addition
there is also a large potential cost reduction factor. It has been estimated
that there is better than an 80% savings in operating cost over conventional
atmospheric pressure CVD, and up to 99% savings in electrical power and gas
consumption (5). This is even more important when considering today's concern
over air pollution and energy shortages.
3.4.3
	 THE PROCESS FOR SILICON NITRIDE
The objective of this investigationwas to apply the vacuum chemical vapor
deposition of silicon nitride to solar cell fabrication. Also, since most of
the previous work evolved empirically for equipment design and process control,
this effort was directed toward a more theoretical analysis
	 T:.e analysis of
chemical and gas kinetic theory provides possible explanations for observed
process characteristics. Applykig these theoretical assumptions, a deposition
mechanism is suggested; it can be used as a criterion for determining process
variables. This type of analysis should provide equipment and process design
parameters for highly controliahle vacuum chemical vapor deposited films.
54
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5.4.3-1
	
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
The current equipment configuration of vacuum CVD systems has advanced
quite rapidly since earlier laboratory systems. As In many production processes,
_	 success of vacuum CVD is directly dependent upon equipment development. As
a major user, Motorola was a leader in the development of a production system
s
which, during the last two years, has become the Industry standard. Since
silicon nitri'^ ;eosition has been, historically, a difficult CVD process,
the following discussion includes comments where equipment varies from that
used for other CVD processes.
A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4. Typical of all
current vacuum CVD systems is a cylindrical high temperature diffusion furnace
element with three controllable temperature zones. The shorter end zones can
be adjusted to provide a flat or linear temperature ramped profile along the
center zone, depending on the desired CVD process. The temperature profile
is adjusted by a set of calibrated thermocouples inserted into the diffusion
furnace element. The control system can maintain ±0.5 0C automatically. The
reaction chamber is adapted to the vacuum system. An anodized aluminum end
cap assembly, Figure 5, provides a : vacuum seal to the gi,3rtz tube and reaction
gas ports, and it also allows wafer loading access. Process gas control is
provided by rotameter type flowmeters and needle-valve flow controllers
mounted on the vacuum side of the flow meter, Figure 6. This configuration is
required to be able to measure flows accurately. The process sequence is
controlled by pneumatic valves operated by a computerized process timer. For
very critical gas control or flow rate changes during the deposition, automatic
mass flow controllers have been used. Mounted in the end cap assembly is a
thermocouple (TC) type pressure sensor to prcvide process pressure monitoring.
The pressure meter is mounted on the gas control panel and has switch contacts
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FIGURE 5: REACTOR TUBE END CAP ASSEMBLY.
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used for safety shut off in event of vacuum fai,ure. The front gas inlet is
a departure from early laboratory systems which used a rear gas system available
on the existing furnace system and discharged the product gases out the front
Pend. (This configuration proved to be unFatisfactory since some reactant
products, such as ammonium chloride, would contaminate the wafers during re-
movaI.)
The tube discharge end, Figure 7, is necked down and connected to the
vacuum system by a compression 0-ring fitting. Bali and socket joints and metal
end caps are also used to provide a connection between the quartz tube and
the vacuum system foreline. •
 The vacuum system components are constructed of
stainless steel to provide maximum life under exposure to high temperature
corrosive gases. Also, since one of the major obstacles encountered was
maintaining a leak free system, all connections are 0-ring and flange type.
This also allows for quick configuration changes and easier maintenance. The
first vacuum component is a flow restriction valve which allows the use of a
much smaller amount of gases Than the vacuum pu-np's capacity. This allows
adjustments in the working vacuum level to maintain process repeatability
'ndopendent of pump speed fluctuations.
	 It is the only system which allows
gas flows and pressure to be varied independently. This feature provides a
major improvement over earlier systems which were susceptible to fluctuations,
or used expensive variable speed blowers to ci,,tain the required control. Also,
the earlier systems consumed five times the reactant gas, which significantly
increased condensable product build-up on the vacuum components and in the
pump.
The vacuum system components are shown in Figure 8. Since this process
ha', both solid and condensable products, an automatically filled liquid nitrogen
cryotrap is used. Tnis condenses most of the harmful contaminants - ammonia,
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FIGURE 7: REACTOR TUBE DISCHARGE VACUUM
CONNECTION WITH RESTRICTION VALVE
(a), AND EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE SENSOR TEE (b). (BOTTOM
PIIOTO IS INSTALLED EQUIPMENT.)
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FIGURE 8: SYSTEM VACUUM COMPONENTS WITH
VACUUM PUMP (a), VACUUM VALVE (b)
SURFACE TRAP (c), CYROGENIC TRAP (d),
AND TRAP VENT VALVE (e).
r+
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ammonium chloride, and hydrochloride for the silicon nitride process. These
would otherwise reduce the vacuum efficiency and destroy the pump's internal
seals. Behind the cyrotrap is an exhaust valve and another TC pressure sensor.
The exhaust removes product gas vapors from the trap as It increases to room
temperature after deposition cycles. Next is a surface area trap or filter
which provides additional condensation and blocks any loose particles of ammonium
chloride from reaching the pump. Finally, a pneumatically operated vacuum valve
opens and closes the system to the vacuum pump. 	 The vacuum pump is a single-
stage, chemical resistant unit; development of this direct drive, constant
pumping speed unit was a major factor in the rapid development of the vacuum
CVD process.
3,4_3.2	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The thin films used for solar cell fabrication are normally deposited on
silicon wafers of 2 to 4 inches in diameter (3 inch diameter is used in this
report) and approximately 15 to 20 thousandths of an inch (mils) thick. The
wafers are loaded vertically in a slotted quartz-rail boat. The wafer spacing
is usually 3/16 inch due to industry standardization of handling and transport
carriers. It should be noted that the spacing can have a significant effect on
deposition, and will also have a major production cost impact. The wafers are
identified by axial boat position starting from the inlet (load) end of the
reactor tube. A majority of the process data are represented as thickness,
or deposition rate, versus wafer axial position. To maintain process control,
3 to 5 wafers are evaluated after each deposition cycle. Data for this report
were taken from a 150 wafer, 18 inch boat placed at the center of the reaction
tube. Wafers in positions 2, 75, and 148 (and occasionally, 25 and 125) were
02
Vf
evaluated for thickness, index of refraction, and uniformity of the deposition.
Also, all temperature measurements were made with a multi-thermocouple probe
placed inside the reactor when it was at atmospheric pressure.
A typical deposition sequence consists of loading the wafer boat into the
furnace tube and evacuating it to a pressure of 0.03 mm of Hg. A purge flow
of nitrogen back fills the system to its operating pressure of 0.40 mm. During
.lY
this operation, approximately 10 minutes, the wafer temperature is stabilized.
$	 Next the system is again evacuated to 0.03 mm and this ammonia gas flow is
turned on; the system pressurizes to approximately the desired deposition
r
pressure, and a final adjustment completes the cycle. Assuring an excess
of ammonia at the start of deposition allows the reaction to start in a
controlled manner. After 30 seconds, the dichlorosilane is injected, starting
the deposition cycle which is usually 30 to 60 minutes long. This is optimized
J..
for a reasonable throughput while allowing moderately long time intervals for
t.	 precise thickness control. At the completion of the deposition cycle, the
dichlorosilane is turned off while the ammonia remains on for an additional 30
seconds to insure complete reaction. After the ammonia is turned off the system
1.	
is evauated and purged with nitrogen. The vacuum valve closes and the system
_	 backtills with nitrogen to atmospheric pressure.
3. 4.3.3	 PROCESS OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS
Since the earlier systems, several important empirical performance character-
istics have developed. The three most significant ones are the effect of axial
reposition rates with increasing pressure and temperature, thickness uniformity
versus eperatiog pressure, and deposition rate as a function of wafer spacing.
Similar generalized operation trends have been observed more or less for all CVO
t. UJ
a
ii
t
processes, and form the basis for optimizing the silicon nitride system.
t.
Fi(iure 9 is a generalized plot of the axial deposition rate versus temperature 	 E
when all other variables are held constant. At higher temperatures and constant
gas flow,.deposition occurs more rapidly on the first wafers, dep sting the
reactants; thus, a decrease of deposition rate along the boat results. As the 	 ' I
^i
temperature is decreased, not only is the average deposition rate decreased,
4
but the variation of the rate from wafer to wafer along the boat is decreased. 	
l
A similar effect is noted if the pressure is varied with constant temperature
,.4
and flow, Figure 10. At 2 mm, heavier deposition occurs on the first wafers,
causing a reactant depletion that is too rapid. At sufficiently lower pressure,
usually 0.5 to 0.4 mm, the axial uniformity of deposition rate is greatly
improved.
The most significant trend noted is the effect of pressure variation upon
film thickness uniformity across the wafer. As the pressure is reduced below
2.0 mm by either reducing gas flows or increasing exhaust rate, the thickness j
uniformity improves dramatically from a 20% variation to less than 1% at 0.4 mm
pressure. This effect is illustrated in Figurell.
Since the temperature-pressure uniformity effects are assumed to be
1
related to reactant depletion along the boat, a similar effect is noted with
clr:,^r wafer spacing or higher wafer density. Also, if wafer spacing decreases
below a critical value, across-the-water uniformity is adversely effected.
But, as the spacing decreases, average deposition rates increase. The wafer
spacing effect is more reaction dependent than the other factors, and can greatly
effect system operation. However, for the silicon nitride deposition process
usin ei dichlorosilane and ammonia, boat spacing variations normally seen, 3/8 to
3/32 inch, do not sig nificantly ciiange the deposition properties,.
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FIGURE 9: GENERAL TREND OF DEPOSITION
RATE WITH DECREASING REACTOR
TEMPERATURE, HOLDING ALL OTHER
VARIABLES CONSTANT.
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PRESSURE REDUCED
!'IGURE 11: GENERAL TENDENCY OF THICKNESS
s^
	 UNIFORMITY ACROSS THE WAFER AS
RELATED TO REACTOR VACUUM LEVEL.
h	 (DARKER TONES CORRESPOND TO
THICKER DEPOSITION.)
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The above general observations establish a method for optimizing the
deposition process. An example of this procedure can be shown by assuming the
required film is 7508 thick and must have maximum thickness uniformity across
the wafer. For less than 2% thickness variation, an operating pressure less
than 0.5 mm is selected. Due to manufacturing considerations, assume that
100 wafers per cycle per hour is desirable, so wafer spacing and gas depletion
are not significant problems. A 20 minute deposition time at 0.4 mm may require
7500C temperature for a sufficient deposition rate. It should be noted,
however, that the generalized characteristics are not completely independent;
for example, a temperature of 75000 may cause a non-uniform deposition rate
along the boat. So, as a normal procedure, the temperature at the inlet end
is lowered, and that at the outlet end raised, usually 10 0
 and 50C respectively,
to obtain uniform deposition. Experimental perturbations are repeated until
the required results are obtained. This is an empirical process, and may
not apply universally, e.g., to a new gas reaction. However, IittIe theoretical
discussion is available in the literature to develop a more adequate model.
This problem is addressed later.
3.4.3.4	 PROCESS RESULTS
When a system is optimized using the previous procedure, remarkable
uniformity, cycle repeatability, and improved productivity can be realized over
1a
more conventional CVD systems using a horizontal RF reactor. On a routine
bas i for approximately 500 runs, this system produc-c,-"J' wafers with
 a 1000%
film of silicon, nitride with no detectable variation across the wafer surface.
The index of refraction was 2.00 ± .01 for about 90m of the cycles. These
measurements were taken using an AMS ellipsometer which has a thickness
resolution of 10^. Along the axial direction, repeatable de position is easily
^t
r;
i^
6E
tr.
1
L.:
3.4.4.1	 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The data used in this report relate temperature, gas flow rates, pressure,
and deposition parameters obtained during the development of a production
process. A series of test deposition cycles using the process described in
the previous section were run to determine the system operating characteristics.
This repeated the results given in Tanikawa's work (3). Typical test data
listed in Table 1 were used to establish process control and monitoring, and
were also used in the discussion of kinetic theory in this report. The major
system variables are temperature, reactant gas flow rates and ratio, and
maintained within a t 5% tolerance, with some cycles producing less tha
± 1% variation. This uniformity can be compared favorably to that of a
oxidation process in the same furnace system. Thus, it can be assumed
control limitation is due mainly to furnace temperature and source gas
3.4.4	 PROCESS ANALYSIS
reaction pressure, which are related to deposition results--film thickness,
uniformity and quality.
System temperature was adjusted by three thermocouples, installed in the
furnace in the middle and at each end of the center zone as shown in Figure 12.
These sense the reactor tube temperature for the control circuitry. They were
adjusted by using a corresponding set of calibrated thermocouples placed in
the reaction tube. Adjusting the end zones provided, along the reaction tube,
a gradient temperature profile which was used to adjust the deposition rate
along the boat. To determine actual wafer temperature, readings wer(: taken
1 .
	with the thermocouples aligned to the position of the boat ends. Typical
values used for the model process, listed on Figure 12, utilized a 60C ramp
1	 ^:
y -
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along the length of the wafer carrier. Temperature adjustment was the major
method of maintaining axial deposition uniformity.
Reactant gas flows were metered by manually adjusted microflow needle
valves. The flow was measured by Brooks low flow 150 mm rotameters. The
flow meter readings were converted to flow rates using manufacturer's calibration
data.
Reaction pressure was monitored at the end cap using a thermocouple vacuum
gauge. This type of gauge operates by sensing the temperature effect of
pressure on a wire heated by a constant current. Although very dependent on
molecular weight and heat capacities of the gas, it does provide accurate
readings of many dissimilar gases from 0.3 to 0.8 mm. The effect of pressure
reduction was most noticeable on wafer surface uniformity as illustrated
earlier in Figure 11 For constant gas flows, the pressure was adjusted by
a restriction valve. As a result of this experimentation, a pressure between
0.4 and 0.5 mm was found best suited for uniform deposition of silicon nitride;
this is lower than that utilized in other commercial processes (6).
After evaluation of data from the above procedure, it was determined that
additional data not obtained from normal equipment configuration was required.
Information was needed to solve the closed system gas model for the flow kinetics,
requiring knowledge of two of the four gas flow variables--temperature, pressure,
velocity, and mass flow rate--at the reaction tube discharge end. Temperature
and pressure were determined to be easier to measure. Nitrogen was used as
a flow medium to eliminate reaction density changes, heat capacity effects on
the,
 pressure readings, and reaction deposits on the thermocouple. A pressure
thermocouple sensor was installed in a tee section of the discharge line ahead
of the restriction valve (as shown earlier in Figure 7 ). The discharge pressure
was read with the same equipment as the inlet pressure. A calculation of
pressure change due to area reduction from the reaction tube and dischargc line
gave less than 0.01 mm difference. Since this was less than the instrumentation
accuracy, readings in the discharge line were taken as the reactor tube exit
pressure. Values of the inlet and discharge pressures for different flows
are listed in Table 2 with calculated values from the Poiseville equation for
viscous flow in a long cylindrical duct. A temperature thermocouple was then
installed in the center of the discharge line. To reduce cooling effects, the
discharge line was heated to 120 0C by venting high g,3^ flow through the reaction
tube. The system was evacuated, and with a nitrogen inlet flow of 1.2 Usec.
at 0.5 mm, the discharge temperature was measured as 89 0C and remained stable.
Similar results were obtained at different pressures, Table 2.
The deposited film thickness and index of refraction were measured
simultaneously on an AME-500 Ellipsometer. The ellipsometer produces a beam
of elliptically polarized light. The thickness and refractive optical properties
of thin transparent films can be determined by measuring the change in
[	 ellipticity and polarized angle of the reflected beam. For d silicon nitride
1
film less than 13008, the ellipsometer has an accuracy of ±3R for thickness and
±O.OU: for index of refraction. In the test deposition cycles, the fifth wafer
:t l
was also evaluated (besides the three used for process control data). These
1	 measurements were used to obtain temperature dependence of the reaction without
I1.	 reactant depletion effects.
3.4.4.2	 THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
t
3.4.4.2.1 LITERATURE  REVIEW
In the more pertinent articles on the low pressure dichlorosilane process,
there is a general lack of theoretical discussion from which a deposition
(	 mode I can be dpve l oneu ( 3 : 6) .	 : n fact, ao dnd l ys i s of some ^iaS k i ne:t i c
r -
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parameters seems to be in conflict with earlier proposals of turbulent gas
flow between the wafers which aids in deposition uniformity (3). An extensive
review of literature on related CVD processes was completed to obtain a more
thorough background. Most of the available data are based on the horizontal
atmospheric reactors or single substrate laboratory systems. Considerable
research has been done on horizontal RF reactors, since they have been the
mainstay of CVD processing for over 10 years. Also, due to the cold reactor walli
and the spacing of the RF induction coils, both systems are easily accessible
to in situ analysis. This has facilitated extensive characterization of
these system's temperature profiles, gas chemical composition, and flow dynamics
(7), although for different chemical reactions and equipment configurations,
reported work did provide some insight and assumptions needed.to
 develop a
deposition mechanism theory for the low pressure process. Several research
papers describe laboratory systems using a single wafer induction heated
susceptor (8, 9, 10). In most cases, this equipment uses a high flow nozzle
normal to the substrate surface and operates in the pressure range from one
half to one atmosphere. Considerable theoretical discussion of possible
deposition mechanisms usually predicts a diffusion rate-limiting process at
higher temperatures. This is the case for most heated susceptor deposition
models developed to date. In the investigation of silicon nitride deposition
u-,inq a silane-hydrazine process, Yoshioka and Shigetoshi found (5) that
the Arrehenius temperature relationship suggested two kinetic mechanisms.
Above 7500C, an approximately saturated deposition rate was interpreted as a
mass transport limitation. But between 5500C and 6500C, an activation energy
of 54 kcal/mole was assumed to be a chemical reaction rate limitation. This
is approximately the energy required to break the nitrogen bond of the hydrazine
molecule in the following reaction:
f I^
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r[•	 N2  -► 2 NH2 ,AGo
 60 kcal
t	 They also suggested a possible transition-state reaction theory where the
activated complex is polymerized siiicam [(SIN) 2 NF1 molecules formed from
silicon diimide [Si (NH 2 ) 21:
3 S i (NH ) -► (SIN)  NH + NH2	 2	 3
3 (SIN) 2NH + 2 SI A + NH3
A similar reaction mechanism was proposed by Chu, Lee, and Gruber (11)
using the silicon tetrachloride and ammonia reaction, based on the chemical
t
reaction first proposed by Max Blix (12) for the polymerization of silicon
i
diimide complexes.
Effects of gas flow patterns and mass transfer of reactants in the gas
phase frequently control deposition rates. A Hitachi resoarch group performed
a detailed study of the horizontal reactor (13). They used a resistance heated
susceptor and TiCl 2
 flow visualization techniques. At lower flow rates, they
discovered and modeled a complex vortex flow pattern due to a combination of
free and forced convection heating over the hot susceptor. This demonstrated
the uniformity problems characteristic of the horizontal reactor. At higher
flow rates used to obtain pure forced convection laminar flow, they showed the
existence of a zero flow velocity (stagnant) layer. This verified the reactant
diffusion rats limitation model developed for this deposition technique at
higher temperatures. Of interest to vacuum CVD were their observations that
below atmospheric pressure (160 torr) all vortex motion stopped and -the flow
became viscous streamliners. This was the easiest way to obtain the desired
laminar flow without free convection effects; but due to visualization and
equipment limitations, lower pressures were not studied further.
Similar studies for the horizontal reactor have centered about the very
^V
important process for deposition of silicon by pyrolysis of silane (SiH4>
Cand chlorosilanes. Vladimir Ban (14, 15) has reported several significant
r-
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results for the hirizontal reactor kinetics and chemical decomposition of
dichlorosilane. Using sensitive microscopic mass spectrometry and temperature
measurement techniques, he was able to study the actual process in great detail.
He ver`it^ 8^= Le Hitachi research and even measured the thickness of the stagnation
layer for various conditions. Of particular interest are his observations at
higher flow velocities where the gas temperature 2 cm above the 10000C susceptor
was below 3000C near the exhaust end. Also, in his chemical analysis for
pyrolysis of silicon from dichlorosilane, he found considerable indication of
intermittent reactant species, predominantly silicone dichloride (SiC1 2 ) conforming
to the following stoichiometric equations:
SiH2Cl 2 HCI .. SiCl2 + H2
Sic! 2 + H2 - Si + 2 HCI
This was found to be the situation even though SiCl 2 is less stable than
SiH_Cl 2 below 12000K. He also theorized that the decomposition of silicon
dichloride became the rate-limiting mechanism at lower temperature and excess
hydrogen chloride conditions.
In a detailed theoretical discussion of the CVD of silicon by silane
pyrolysis, Ananda Prature (16) described the possible heterogenous kinetic
mechanisms. These include mass transport of the reactant (silane) to the surface,
absorption at the surface, surface reaction, and the desorption of a gaseous
product (hydrogen). Besides developing equilibrium rate equations for the
above mechanisms, he also reviewed various current experimental results to relate
these to possible rate-limited reactions. As previously mentioned, mass
transport can be limited by reactant diffusion through the stagnant layer in an
atmospheric pressure system at higher temperatures. At lower temperatures,
there is general agreement tha+ one (or a combination) of chemisorption,
surface reaction, and product desorption is the limiting step. To cvaluatc
the rate equations presented by Praturi, independent data are ncedQd for each
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,^pecie5 absorption constant and detailed chemical reaction mechanism.
From this review, it became apparent that further investigation of
kinetics at lower pressures was needed to evaluate mass transport of re
Also, identification of possible intermittent complex reactions and stu
physical absorption would be required to discuss a deposition model.
1t.
3.4.4.2.2 GAS KINETICS
As related by several authors in the literature review, mass transport
can be the primary
 rate-limiting factor. Introduction of the low pressure
system to a known process caused such significant changes that any analysis
of a deposition model must first include a complete study and characterization
of the system's gas dynamics. Furthermore, most of the variables required for
further analysis of chemical kinetics are defined in terms of the gas dynamics
or measured system parameters such as flow rates, temperature, and pressure.
Each parameter must be defined in a general expression, and then calculated
values given for the numerical example discussed in detail. This is done here
for the closed system model illustrated in Figure 12 with the example process
data listed. Inlet gas flows were determined by r •otometer flow measurements
with needle type adjustable orfice flow control valves. The flow meters were
placed before the control valves in order to give accurate measurement. With
proper setting of the vacuum level, this simple system provided adequate control.
With low regulated pressures (1 to 3 psi), the inlet gases were at approximately
:standard conditions at the flow meters (= 1% error at 3 psi) but undergo more
thiin a 1500:1 expansion to 0.5 mm. The first calculation was the ^,as law
equation relating gds inlet volumes and densities to those in tnr:. reaction
chamber. Uen^itiea are related by:
t
l:	
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P1
P1 
« PA po
Po = density at atmospheric pressure (g/cm3)
pt = density of inlet gas (g/cm3)
PA = atmospheric pressure (mm of mercury)
PI
 = system inlet pressure (mm of mercury)
Volume expansion is given for the volume rates by:
P
u° 	 ° u°
1 P
1 0
u°0
 = measured volume flow rates (cc/min)
= inlet volume flow rate (cc/min)
PO
 = supply pressure (mm)
The flow meter reading ( mm) is converted to units of cc/min using manufacturers'
calibrated charts for air, and converting to the given gas using the specific
gas ratio. Also, the mass flow rate is similarly defined as:
0	 0
m t = p U1
m°I = inlet mass flow rates (g/sec)
Example flow rzte for the model process for nitrogen is:
`	
po = 1.165 x 10-3 g/X	 (17)
pl
	 (
0.5mm
760mm) (1.165 x 10-3 g/R) = 7.664 x 10 -7 g/k
u° = 46 cc/min = 7.67 x 10 '4 Vs at 2 psi
U = 860rrn l ( 7.67 x 10-4 Vs) = 1.382 Z/s
ml = puj = 8.98 x 10 -7 g/s
for ammonia (18):
Po = 0.7188 g/L p t = 4.179 x 10-4 9A
ua = 32.5 cc/min.	 = 0.932 Vs
m0 = 3.893 x 10 -4 g/s
a
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ffor dichlorosilane  (18) :
p0	 4.168 9/1 p 1
	2.423 x 10'3
 O/k
o = 11.77 cc/min 1 = 0.337 Us
i =
 8.176-x 10'4m  9/s
also,  the combined densitY is 7.043 x 10 4 />Z .
-	 9
The next, important parameter was the inlet gas molar ratio required
for any discussi^n of chemical or thermodynamic reaction properties. The mole
P
fraction is defined as (18):.
th
n i
 = number of moles of I component
x i = mole frar+ 'on of i t h component
x	 n
X. -
	
s :
	
r	
rtTOTF
The number of moles of the reaction gases can be determined from mass flow
v
rates and atomic weights::
ammonia:	 M = 17.09 g/mol
e mm 3.893 x 10
-4 
q/s
t
	
n
	 17.03 g/mo 6	 iry
	
n = 2.286 x 10-5
 mol/s	 r
4	 dichlorosilane: M = 101.1 g;mol
n = 8.087 x 10 mal/s
Sc the molar ratios are:
	
_	
2.286 x 10-5
 mol /s
	
1 - 	 ammonia:
	
x = 3.095 x 10- D mol/s
X = 0.739
dichlorosilane: x = 0.261
which is about 1 mole of dichloros:lane to 6 moles of ammonia.
For gas reacti--as, concentration of species is normally defined as a
	
function of 2 E, i• d I	 uy Calton°s Law of partial pressure where (19):
Pi 
= 
X i p10TAL
	
6	 = partiai pressure -)f nth component (mm)
-ii
a
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x i = molar fraction,
	
so for ammonia:	 I
a
p = (0. 739 ) (0.5 mrr^)
	
p=0.369	 i
and for di ch lorosilane: p = 0.131 mm.
Therevious calculations have only related measured values t^ those ofp	 Y	 i
	
L 
	 €
the reactants at the reaction inlet and have not described any kinetic propertlea
of the system.	 Next, the system must be classified as to the type of flow
before the proper gas dynamic equations can be applied.
	
Since classification,
and also possibly some chemical
	
kinetics, are dependent upon gas collision
theory, the collision properties must be evaluated next.
Molecular collision diameter, a,
	
is a basic property of the gas and 	 is
used to determine other properties. 	 From available experimental data (20),
the nominal collision diameter for ammonia 	 is 4.3409 (1^ = 10 -3 cm).	 However,
there are no reliable data available for d ichlorosi lane,
	
so an estimation
technique is used. 	 The collision diameter estimation equation	 is given as
(20):
T	 1/2
C
a =	 (2.3351 = 0.087 m]
T
wherea
a = collision diameter (^)
w = eccentric factor (or nonsphericity)
T0 = critical temperature (highest temperature for separated gas and
liquid
	
phases)
also w	 3 f 1—log P
I
^b
G-
0 - T:
c
ib = boiling temperature
PC= critical
	
pressure.
The collision diameter, a, caicu13tes to be 4.992 for dichIorosilane, 	 which
do
Si
appears reasonable since available data for silicon tetrafluoride give a value
.. of 4.8808 (20).
4	
^b
The previous properties describe static, equilibrium state molecular
^ Cproperties such as density as.d pressure, whereas, vis 	 iscosity 	 a dynamic,
nonequilibrium macro system property.
	 Thus,	 it is used to correlate static
state properties to those of a dynamic system.
	
Viscosity is a measure of
internal	 friction which tend.B to oppose dynamic change in the system motion;
therefore,	 it determines the fluid velocity as a function of the system's
physical characteristics.
	 This can be numerically used to classify the fluid
system for which transport properties have been studied.
	
Since viscosity is
a function of temperature, relationships were found to evaluate gas viscosity
and its temperature dependence. 	 Normally, viscosity is independent of pressure,
but when the pressure is reduced below 1 mm some adjustment must be included (20).
i
For the low pressure range, viscosity for ammonia has been measured
experimentally as (20):
P	 (PP)
	
T (0C)
90	 0
131	 100
151	 400
An estimation technique has been developed empirically for low pressure,
hydrogen-type bonded polar molecules, 	 i.e. ammonia, which verifies this
experimental	 data and provides a temperature dependence equation (21):
(0.755 T r
 - 0.055) ZC
u=
1/6
	 -1/2
	
-2/3T	 y	 PC	 c
where	 Zc = criticai	 point compressibility factor
' Tr = reduced temperature
Tc = critical	 temperature
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Pc = critical pressure
	
._1
ti'+ = atomic mass.
A similar estimation equation was used to obtain values for the temperature
dependence of dichlorosilane. No reliable data were found for dichlorosilane,
so all values for viscosity are based on this estimation technique.
low pressure range, the semi-empirical equation is given as (20):
	
u =	 a*Tr
[1 + 0.36 Tr(Tr-1)]1/6
3.5M 1/2 P 2/3
C
	
where a* =	 T 1/6
c
In the	 U
rx
is
V
so at the operating inlet pressure, and (probable) temperature of 100 0G, the
e^timated value is 137VP or 1.37 x 10
-4
 g cm 1 s -1 . Since this equation usually
has a ± 3% accuracy, and the experimental viscosity of silicon tetrafluoride
is 146.7uP, the estimated value is probably a reasonably number.
It should be noted that the viscosity of gas mixtures is seldom a linear
combination, and can greatly exceed either pure gas value. Since this is
particuiarly true for ammonia binary gas mixtures, the combined viscosity of
the ammonia - dichlorosilane system was estimateu to ensure a more accurate
value. For a low pressure binary gas system, the viscosity is given by (20):
X 1
 u l 	X2 u2
umix	 X 1 + X2 012 + 
X) 
+ X1 02f-
where	 X1, X2
 = molar fractions
1i1, P
2 = pure-component viscosities
0 12 , 
021 = ratio parameters
32
' r 1+(ul,U2)1/2(M2/M1)1/4 2
X12	 18 (1+(m1/M2) 112
u M
X21 = X12 ? 1 .
u 1 M2
For a dichlorosilane and ammonia mixture, the binary gas viscosity was
found to be 139.iuP at 1000C. Although not a very significant increase over.
tho estimated dichlorosilane value, it was used in following calculations as
the viscosity value.
The mean free path of the gas system is one of the most important
properties; it ultimately relates to other parameters such as coefficient
of viscosity, heat conductivity, diffusivity, and collision frequency. Soy
for a molecule in a binary gas mixture, the mean free path L 1 of the ammonia
molecules is given by (19):
i	
M2	 1/2
L _ ^^nIa1 
2 
+ 7rn 1 i2 2 ! 1+M]
1	 L	 1
Using the following values, L 1 calculates to be:
L 1 = 4.795 x 10-3
 cm
n = number of molecules per cubic centimeter
= 9.656 x 1018 PTm cry', 
-3
n 1 = 9.504 x 10 i5 cm-3
 (ammonia)
n2 = 3.373 x 10 15 cm 3 (dichlorosilane)
a t = 4.3408
a2 = 4.9928
a12- 
2 
(a l + a2 ) = 4.666
T = 1000C
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From equations above, it is noted that the mean free path is directly
proportional to temperature and inversely to pressure. The above relationships
are for static gases and do not include mean gas flow effects; but more important,
they do not include container wall effects. Where the dimensions of the system
begin to approach the order of a mean free path for gas molecules, there is a
significant effect of wall collisions that increase the mean free path between
gas molecule collisions by a factor of two (21). This condition can exist
between the vertically spaced wafers.
Related to mean free path is the number of collisions between molecules
per unit time, which is usually related to the chemical kinetics. For a
binary gas system, the number .of collisions between ammonia and dichlorosilane
(unlike) molecules is expressed as (19):
Z 12 = 4.571 x 104 
ntn2°12 
[T( 1-L + M )] 1/2
1	 2
Z 12 = 1.614 x 1022 cm-3s-1
compared to the number of collisions between ammonia (like) molecules:
1/2
Z11 = (3.232 x 104 ) n 1 ^Q 1 2 (M)	 cm-3s-1
z 	 2.573 x 1022 cm-3s-1
and for dichlorosilane molecules:
Z22 = 9.223 x 1020 cm 3s-1.
Also of interest is the rate at which gas molecules strike a surface,
since the absorption of molecules on a surface is dependent upon the collision
transport property. For ammonia molecules, the collision rate with a surface
is expressed as (19):
Pmm
	
-2 -1
v = 3.513 x 1022 (MT)1/2 cm s
v = 3.253 x 1020
 cm-2s-1
and for dichlorosilane:
I
I
I
i
3r
^_ Y
=i
r-T 3
.t
a
-T
^Y
f
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l-+
v = 2.369 x 10 19
 cm-2s-1db
The previous section described the molecular transport parameters, for
the most part, for a fluid system at rest.
	 Using these developed parameters,
some discussion can now be made concerning the flow mechanism of the dynamic,
macro system.	 Using the definition of Knudsen number which delineates the
ranges of viscous, transitional, and molecular flow (19), the system can be
defined as viscous flow since
It
a
L
av < 0.01	 for viscous flow.
a
where
	 Lav = average pressure mean free path
a	 = characteristic system dimension.
For a reaction tube rQdius of 5 cm, the Knudsen number is:
i
j ' Lav = 5.5 x 10-3cm 1.1	 10-3x	 < 0.01.
a	 5 cm 
k
As shown later, the spacing between wafers can change this viscous assumption,
since it is of the order of 0.25 cm and for close parallel
	 plates,
Lav x	 2L z 0.05
a	 a
which
	 is within a transition flow range and could easily become molecular
flow.
The gas flow rate can be used to determine the mean flow velocity in the
t
reaction tube. Assuming an average pressure of 0.45 mm and using the inlet
volume rate, the flow rate, Q, is found to be 1.21 L,m ►r,.s-1, where Q is related
to flow velocity by (19):
a`	 V 
= A
^ where	 V = flow velocity, cm s1	 -1
_ 1.21 x 10 3
 cm3.s-2
s	 86.6 cm2
V = 13.972 cm s
-
1 
t 
li
U.
This also yields tee mean re;3idence time; an estimate of the time a gas
molecule will remain in a 200 cm long reaction Tube is approximately 16 seconds.
Another measure of the flaw mechanism is normally related to the dimension-
less flow quantity known as the Reynolds number which delineates viscous and
turbu;(,6t flows. For a circular cross sectional tube the Reynolds number is
defined as (22,23):
Re = a av
P
where
	 a = radius, cm
P	 density, g cm-3
Vav= average flow velocity, cm s-1
u = coefficient of viscosity, g cm2s-1
so
Re	
(5.05)(7.043 x 10-7)(13.97)
(1.391 x 10-4)
Re = 0.36
Since a Reynolds number below 2000 defines laminar f l ow, then_, 	 be
little turbulence in the flow ever, considering non ideal inie:t ccnditi c.n
This, compared to the horizontal wafer RF reactor (at atmospheric pressure)
is a reduction of two orders of magnitude.
For a viscous, laminar flow in a long tube, the Poiseville flow equation
should define the system pressure. Assuming a suction (negative pressure)
flow, the Poiseville equation can be written as (19):
8uk Vav
^	 P1-P2 - a2
where
	
P1 = inlet pressure, mm
P2
 = outlet pressure, mm
Z	 = tube length, cm
Va g, = average velocity, cm s 1
a	 = tube diameter, cm
^f
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u	 =	 1s-coefficient of v iucosity, ,g CM '
P -P = 8(1.391 x 10-4
 q cm 1 S -1 )(210 em) s13,97  	 1)( .359mm cm2as2)
1 2 (5.05 cm)`
P 1 -P2
 = 0.174 mm
P2 = 0.5 mm - 0.174 mm
= 0.326 mm
The only remaining significant parameter is the gas temperature as a function
of axial position. From experience, the exhaust temperature was not unreasonable;
in fact the exhaust line had to be insulated on occasion to maintain temperature
above the condensation point of ammonium chloride. Several gas flow analysis
modGia were tried, but due to the molecular heat transfer at these low pressures,
they did not provide reasonable results (22, 23, 24, 25). To estimate the
temperature relation and to verify other conclusions, addition measurements
were made of the exhaust pressure and temperature. The exhaust pressure was
measured using a TC sensor (inserted as shown previously in Figure 7). Allowing
for area reduction (which is smal0 the pressure readings for nitrogen flows
using a similar development as above gave values within 5% of those estimated
by the Po sevilie equation. Next, a thermocouple was inserted in the center
of the exhaust line. The reading was 89 0C for the nitrogen flow simulation.
Allowing for heat loss and differences in heat capacities, 100 0C was estimated
as the gas temperature. This value was used in calculations of flow kinetics
and the absorption discussion. It can be considered only as a reasonable
estimation since it could not be actually measured in the wafer vicinity.
so
so,
'M
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3,4, 4.
	
CHEMICAL KINETICS	
1
To obtain a deposition model, a review of basic chemical kinetic theory
defines three areas of investigation for a chemical reaction: stoichiometry, 	 ^.
kinetics, and mechanisms.
	 in general the stoichiometry i ,^  studied
first, and then the kinetic effects are considered. Finally, a mechanism
model is developed. For the silicon nitride deposition process, the
chemical equation is normally written as:
r,
3 SM C1 2 (g) + 4 NH
3
 (9)- Si 3N4 (S) + 6 H2 (g) + HCI(g).
For reactions in which conditions have a much greater effect than molar
composition, multiple reaction is evidenced. Also, phase changes and molecular
compiexing provide further indication that the reaction can not be easily 	
^i
analyzed using normal stoichiometric rate methods (26). Often when one
component of a binary reaction is in great excess (or regenerated) the
reaction rate is controlled by the concentration of the other component. For
the gas mixture commonly used, this is the situation for the deposition
reaction; however, this is not valid for lower ratios. Since the literature 	 I I
review on other CVD reactions indicated kinetic properties as rate-limiting,
analysis of kinetic theory was pursued first.
The general chemical rate equation can be written as the product of a 	
l
composition-dependent term an(' 3 temperature-dependent term (27):
r = f 1
 (temperature) f 2 (composition).
keaction kinetics are based upon the temperature-dependent relation which is
represented by Arrhenius' theory where the reaction rate is found as (18):
r = k.f 2 (composition)
and k = A e-Ea/RT
A = pre-exponential factor
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I
t
ff^
1.
I_:
Ea = activation energy of reaction, kcal ool-1.
Written in logarithmic form, it becomes
log k = 2,303RT + log A.
This is a linear equation of the log k versus the reciprocal of temperature.
Over moderate temperature intervals, the slope of this equation yields the
1	 activation energy which is required for the reaction to proceed. A plot of
deposition rate as a function of reaction temperatures is given in Figure 13
as plot (a). The activation energy is 67.2 kcal. (Due to some data scatter
y	 from other influencing variables and the small temperature interval, a reason-
1;
able error of ± 5% should be expected.) This energy is comparable to the more
temperature sensitive reaction using silane and ammonia whose activation energy
has been estimated as 52 kcal mol -1 . Further, it is also approximately the
i
bond dissociation energy for the Si-Cl bond (18).
3.4.4.2. 4 COLLISION THEORY
According to molecular collision theory, the reaction rate is a function
of the number of molecule collisions and the fraction that involve sufficient
energy to react. So, the second order rate constant should be given by (25): 	 I
dC/dt
k = [A 8]
9
A, B, C = reactant concentrations
dc _ z 12
	
e
dt	 NA	 .a 
z
z12 
= number of collisions between unlike molecules, sec-1
NA = Avogadro's number, mol-1
C	 = number of reactant molecules per unit volume, cm_3
	
3
[Al [8) = (n1/NA)(n2/t^A)= N1
A
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ARRHENIUS TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE:
PLOT (a) 101EASURED DEPOSITION RATE
(b) CALCULATED SECOND-ORDER RATE
CONSTANT (150 wafer area)
(c) CALCULATED SECOND-ORDER RATE:
CONSTANT (75 wafer areal
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IFor a binary gas reaction:
k NAZ 12	 .
n2n1
includ;sig th9 energy function gives:
k NAZ12 
C 
pe-E0/RT
n 1n2
where p is the steric fraction which is introduced to allow for the fact
that a certain orientation is required for the reaction of polyatomic molecules.
The minimum reaction energy, E0 can be normally related to the Arrhenius
activation energy by (25):
Ea =EO +RT
Since	
ars 1 kcal/moi
2
E	 66 kcal/mol0
The rate equation can be written as (26):
RTrRT(M +M ) 1
rate = P	 1 
2	 2 0 2 e-AEo/kT [A] f131
M 1 
M 2	 12
where P = steric factor (10-5).
Thus the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor is found to be:
A = 4.7 x 104 cm 3
The rata constant is
k = A e -AE0/1CT
= 3.7 x 10 -5
 cm3/mol.s
This value of the rate constant is extremely low and 	 the application
of free gas biomolecular collision as a reaction mechanism. ' ,:nese calculations
assumed a high gas reaction temperature. But at a temperature of 1000C, which
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is believed to be the actual gas temperature, the reaction constant becomes on
the order of 10­30
 cm3/mol.s; thus, no reaction can occur in the free gas
stream. To provide another possible rate comparison and to help evaluate the
steric factor, transition state reaction theory was investigated.
-3.4.4.2.5 TRANSITION STATE THEORY
According to transition-state theory, the reactants form an activated,
intermediate complex which decomposes into the observed products (29). The
mechanism is illustrated in the following second order reaction:
A + B	 [AB]*	 products.
reactants
	
Activated
Complex
Since Arrhenius theory is a specific extension of +his theory, the activation
ener^(y found by the Arrhenius plot is the amount of energy required to form
the complex and is graphically represented in Figure 14. Since the activated
complex is not merely an intermediate compound but a mechanism of breaking or
forming bonds, the rate of reaction can be determined as changing a vibration
mode; to a translation given by quantum theory (28). The rate is expressed
as (13):
k - h w 	 GACB e-Eo/RT
where
	 w = transm ission coefficient (=1)
Q = Partition function
Q i ' g trans a rot qvib
For reactions including no nonlinear reactant molecules, such as
dichIorosiIane and ammonia, the pre-exponential factor i; jt,nsra11y on the
order of 1 U^^ CM MOM ^ 1 S -1 assuming a ster i c factor of 10 y5 . Thu !A ur i c
factor is found as (29):
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SiH2 (NH)
i
67.2 kcal/mole
SiH2C1
+ NH3
w
Si3N4 + HC1 + H2^_.
REACTION COORDINATE
FIGURE 14s SIMPLIFIED REACTION COORDINATE
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE AMINOSILANE
COMPLEX AS THE TRANSITION STATE
WITH THE ACTIVATION ENERGY
BARRIER.
lei
1
1
5
P = (s•!
qr
The reaction rate would be similar to that predicted by collision theory, and
many orders of magnitude too small. This does not appear to be consistent 	 1
J,
with the fact that the formation of intermediate complexes such as silicam and
other aminosilanes have been shown. To evaluate this mechanism further, a
second order reaction is considered.
3.4.4.2.6 SECOND ORDER REACTION
As previously noted,an intermediate reaction has been discussed as a
possible rate-determining mechanism for the overall reaction. One such
reaction is given in reference 29 by Stock and Someski who studied the following
dichlorosilane and ammonia reaction:
SiH2Cl 2 + NH 3 k-►
 3 i H 2 (NH) + 2 HCI
The resulting monoiminosilane polymerizes immediately,and above 6000C decomposes
quickly to a-silicon nitride. Assuming that breaking the Si-CI and N-H
bonds, both of which require approximately 60 - 65 kcal/mole, would be slower
than the polymerization, then the decomposition of the unstable aminosilane
complexes would be the controlling chemical reaction. Thus, a second order
reaction rate equation for the above reaction can be expressed-as:
d[SM2(NH)I
dt	 = k [SiH2C12J[NH31
where the brackets [ J represent molar concentration of the reactants. The
integrated form is given by:
k = 2.303 log	
[SiH2Cl2 Ji NH3 ] 
ft	
i
([NH ]	 -[SiH CI, 2 ] i)
[SiH2 Cl 2
	NH3 	 3	 ? 
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where
	 [SIH2C12)i # [NH 
31,
The initial (i) and final (f) concentrations of the reactants after the time
in wval (t) are calculateu as follows:
0
1. [SiH2Cl 2 1 i = n 	 P = p1,
t Ii RT	 RT
where n°. = inlet meter rate, En. = total flow rate, P = system pressure,i	 t
and p I mm = partial pressure.
0
2. ENH
4
1
i	 En. RT
	 RT
i
0
3. [jiH2C1 2 1 f = (n i -3q) P
En.	 RTi
where q is the deposition rate of Si 3N4 . (The rate of consumption of
dichlorosilane by the chemical reaction is three time q.)
The values used in the analysis were:
i
R = 6.232 x 104
 mm cm oK 1 s-^
P=0.5mm
i9i 1 = 8.086 x 10
-6 
mo ( s-1
3 	 n,,= 2.286 x 10 -5 mol s-1
En. = 3.095 x 10-5 mol s-1
.	 Tg = 100oC
^-	 T5 = 7250C. (wail temperature)
J
(	 Also, the gas residence time was assumed to be 20 sec. from flow kinetics
values. Since the concentration of NH 3 is much greater than that of dichloro-
silane, the initial and final values for ammonia were considered equal, i.e.INH 3 1 i
`	 ;NH ]	 Substituting this assumption and the above data, the rate equation now
i
3f
relates the rate constant (k) to the reaction temperature (TS ) and the silicon
nitride deposition rate (q) as follows:
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_i
d
n.
k = 9.02 x 106 T5 log 61 —3q cm  mol
-1
 s_ 1 .	 i
y
The Arrehenius plot of the calculated values of k is shown in
Figure 13 as plot (b). In general the slope is approximately the same
as the deposition rate plot but begins to change at higher temperatures. The
activation energy is 65.9 kcal mol -1 . This variation is explained since the
	 i
reaction area for 150
	 3 inch wafers was used in the calculations. The
constant concentration of ammonia no longer is valid, and reaction depletion
affects the calculated values. This is observed in actual operation and is
compensated for by a temperature increase or use of fewer wa-,ers. To verify
i
this behavior, a reduced deposition area (75
	 3 inch wafers) was used in the 	 c
calculation, resulting in curve (c), Figure 13, which has the same slope as
the deposition rate plot.
To compare the deposition rate predicted by using the second order rate
constant the following calculation was performed:
rate = k [SiH2Cl21 
i 
[NH 3 1 i
where
	 k = 5.434 x 109
 cm  mol
-1
 s-1
at T = 7500C
[SiH2Cl 2 ] i = 6.987 x 10-9
 mol cm-3
[NH 31i= 1.975 x 10
-8
 mol cm 3
so	 rate = 7.546 x 10-7
 mol cm-3
 s-1
Assuming the deposition is on 75 	 3 inch wafers, this w^uld give a deposition
rate of 9.432 x 10
-1
 mol cm-2 
s-1 
or 23^ min -1 . This compares to a 22R min-1
measured rate (which includes some error associated with estimating reactor
deposition area).
x.4.4.2.7	 SURFACE COLLISION RATE
Since the collision theory for molecule-to-molecule collisions did not
agree with observations, absorption based on molecules striking a surface was
96
investigated for a kinetic relationship. As shown before, the collision rate
with a surface is given by:
-2 -I
v = 3.513 x 1022 (MT)1/2 cm s
For dichlorosilane at T = 1000C,
v = 2.369 x 10 19
 cm-2
 s-1
Since there are 3 dichlorosilane molecules for a deposited molecule of silicon
nitride, then the deposition rate is:
g = 7.107 x 10 18
 molecules cm-2
 s-1
For a reaction for two nonlinear molecules such as ammonia and
dichlorosilane, the steric factor, or reaction probabii'Ity, is normally given
at, 10 -5
 (28). At similar temperature and atomic mass (20, 31), dichlorosilane
molecules will have a gas striking coefficient of 0.6 to 0.7. (The striking
coefficient is the percentage of collisions that results in surface absorption.)
Assuming the above factors, the projected deposition rate will become
approximately:
g = 4.5 x 10 
13 
molecules cm-2 s-1 .
For an actual deposition of 229 min -1 of silicon nitride, the rate can be
written as:
g = 5.413 x 10 13
 molecules cm-2 s-1
This is very close to the predicted rate above based on absorption surface
collisions of dichlorosilane molecules and a second order reaction with ammonia.
it
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approximately similar atomic mass molecules such as dichlorosilane.)
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3. 5	 ION IMPLANTATION TECHNOLOGY
The objective of this study is to perform a detailed systematic
.1
investigation of solar cell characteristics influenced by implant conditions
(voltage, beam current, beam traversals, dose), impurity species (P, As, B),
cell type (n-on-p, p-on-n), and anneal cycle.
5.5.1	 ION IMPLANTER CALIBRATION
A series of calibration ion implantation:.• was performed on the
h1oh beam current implanter. Implants were made with boron (13
phosphorous (P31 ), and Arsenic (As 75 ). These tests were conducted
with polished <100> silicon wafers, the necessary substrate orientation if
effective texture etching is to be considered. For boron implants, n-type
test wafers with resistivities between 5 and 7 S2-cm were used. For phosphorous
and arsenic implants, p-type test wafers with resistivities between 0.6 and
1.4 Q-cm were used. Boron and phosphorous implants have been performed
at implant angles of 5.5 and 7 degrees, not a significant difference, while
arsenic implants have been performed only at 7 degrees.
The two major parameters which determine the properties of an implanted
layer are ion acceleration energy, expressed in KeV, and ion dose, expressed
in ions per cm2 . Implants have been performed at energies ranging from 35 KeV
to 105 KeV, essentially the limits of the implanter being used. Ion doses
audied ranged between 10 14 cm
-2 
and 10 16 cm-2 . The range between
these two does encompasses all implants of interest for silicon solar cells.
One primary selling point for the implanter being used is its capability
of high ion beam currents (a minimum of 2 mA for P 31 or As 75 and 1 mA for B11).
High beam current means that less time is required to achieve a specified dose.
100
W.
tUnfortunately, mechanical limitations In transporting wafers negate this
••	 advantage to some extent when lower doses are desired. Figure 15 shows the
correlation between desired dose and required beam current when the implanter
Is operated in such a manner as to ensure uniformity of the implant across
the solar cell surface, using the manufacturer's recommended minimum number of
i	 wafer traversals per implant as the criterion. It can be seen that maximum
beam current is used only for doses on the order of 2 X 10 15 cm-2 or
i	 greater.
After ion implantation of a silicon wafer surface, an anneal cycle is
required to electrically activate the imp!anted dopants. For calibration
purposes, a thermal activation anneal was used whereby test wafers were
heated at 9000C for 30 minutes in an atmosphere of iitrogen containing
2% oxygen. The oxygen content is believed to substantially minimize
(or eliminate) the occurrence of nitrogen damage to the bare silicon wafers.
(!n work reported in later sections, other anneal cycles will be compared
against this one.) Thirty minutes at 900 0C is usually considered
sufficient to activate most of the implanted dopant, provided, of course,
that the implanted concentration has not exceeded solid solubility at the
temperature of anneal.
Sheet resistance data are given as a function of dose in Figures 16,
17, and i8 for boron, phosphorous, and arsenic, respectively. Each of the
data points indicated is the mean of sheet resistance measurements at five
different points across the surface of each of four different test wafers.
Typical standard deviations are in the one to two percent range. These sheet
resistance data behave exactly as expected and agree with existing data in
the literature, such as those of Bower (1) . Beam current for each total dose,
Figures 16, 11, and 18, is the value indicated in Figure 15.
(1) R.W. Bower, Chap. 6, "Device Considerations and Applications," Ion
Implantation in Semiconductors, Academic Press, New York, 1970.
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	Listed in Tables 3, 4, and 5 are ,function depth data for boron,
	 i
phosphorous, and arsenic implants, respectively. For any given ion acceleration
energy, the penetration depth into silicon will be greatest for boron and least
for arsenic. This behavior is exhibited by the data in these tables for the
100 to 105 KeV implants. In this example, the boron junction depth is about
0.9 micron, the phosphorous junction depth is about 0.7 micron, and the arsenic
junction depth is about 0.3 micron.
Of course, the junction depth depends on more than implant energy. In
particular, the activation anneal cycle can redistribute the implanted
impurities through solid state diffusion. the rate of diffusion depends
on impurity concentration (dose), anneal temperature, and time. In addition,
large differences in dose will cause the Gaussian implanted impurity profile
to differ slightly. As exhibited in Table 4, the phosphorous junction depth
;ended to be greater as dose was increased. Other effec^is peculiar to ion
implantation, such as ion channeling, will also influence the actual junction
depth.
3.5.2	 PHOTORESPONSE AS A FUNCTION OF IMPLANT ENERGY AND DOSE
Experiments have been performed with phos phorous (P31 ), boron (B11),
and arsenic (As 75 ) implants into bare, smooth wafers.	 Implant energies
	 f
have ranged from 35 KeV to 195 KeV and ion doses have been varied from
1^)1^1 cm_ 2
 to 3 x 10 16	 -2cm at beam currents up to 2 mA for phosphorous and
arsenic and up to 1 mA for boron. In order to make direct comparisons
between these different implants, activation anneals have a gain all been
performed utilizing a 30 minute cycle at 9000C.
106
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TABLE 3 : BORON ION IMPLANT JUNCTION DEPTHS
DOSE (cm 2) 35 KeV
IMPLANT
100 KeV
ENERGY
105 KeV 195 KeV
10 141	 X 0.46 u 0.76 u 0.86 u --
3 X 10 14 0.52 0.77 0.88 1.08 u
10 151	 X 0.49 0.82 0.86 1.08
10 153 X 0.48 0.85 0.93 1.11
1	 X 10 16 0.52 0.79 0.94 1.14
3 X 10 16 -- -- 0.95 1.18
Mean
Junction	 0.51 u
	
0.86 u
	
1.12 u
Depth
107
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TABLE 4: PHOSPHOROUS ION IMPLANT JUNCTION DEPTHS
DOSE (cm-2 )
IMPLANT ENERGY
105 KeV 195 KeV
1 X 10 14
-- 0.95 u
3 X 10 t4 0.59 u 0.87
1	 X 10 15 0.61 0.91
3 X 10 15 0.67 1.16
1	 X 10 16 0.76 1.18
3 X 10 16 -- 1.13
Mean
Junction
	 0.66 u	 1.03 u
Depths
it
tl
i^
i
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TABLE 5; ARSENIC ION IMPLANT JUNCTION DEPTHS
DOSE (cm-2
IMPLANT
ENERGY
105 KeV
1	 X 10 14 0.22 µ
3 X 10 14 0.26
1 X 10 15 0.24
3 X 10 15 0.26
X 10 16 0.44
3 X 10 1b 0.35
Mean
Junction	 0.29 U
Depth
i	 109
i
l
A
Effects of ion implant parameters on solar cell photoresponse are being
studied experimentally. Photoresponse behavior of test solar cells can be
observed in Figures 19 through 28. These figures present photogeneration current
and open circuit voltage data as functions of ion dose and implant energy.
Figures 19 through 23 give data for P 3 implants, Figures 24 through 26 give data
for B 11 implants, and Figures 27 and 28 give data for As 75 implants. Arsenic
and phosphorous implants were performed into bare, polished, boron-doped, 3 incr
diameter test wafers with substrate resistivities between 0.6 and 1.4 R-cm.
Boron implants were performed into bare, polished, phosphorous doped, 3 inch
diameter test wafers with substrate resistivities between 5 and 7 a-cm.
Subsequent to the implants, the cells were annealed at 9000C for 30 minutes
in an atmosphere of nitrogen with 2% oxygen. The small percentage of oxygen
was used in the nitrogen ambient to prevent the possibility of nitrogen damage
to the silicon surface.
After the anneal, the bare test cells were electrically characterized.
Open circuit voltage was measured under a quartz-halogen lamp at one sun
intensity by using a high impedance digital voltmeter (Keithley). Under
the same lamp, photogeneration current was measured by observing the reverse
biased diode characteristics with a curve-tracer (Tektronix). The generation
current behavior can be observed in the third quadrant, even though, with no
natal contacts yet applied, the cell has appreciable internal resistance.
The current and voltage thus measured are indicative of solar cell performance.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the data of Figures 19 - 28•
i
First, overall performance of the test solar cells is very reasonable,
considering that no antireflective coating or texture etching was used. Of
course, larger current and voltage values will be obtained when an anti-
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reflection coating and metal contacts are applied. (Photocurrent should be
about 50% higher, and V 0 should be increased by about 35 mV; if this
proves to be the case in completed cells, then both n-on-p and p-on-n solar
cells made by high beam current ion implantation will be competitive with the very
best of today's diffused product.)
A second conclusion is that the open circuit voltage behaves as expected.
Higher ion doses and lower sheet resistances in general tend to yield higher
VOC values. This is likely to be due to a simple "emitter efficiency" effect.
Heavier doping in the emitter reduces the junction reverse saturation current
and increases VOC'
A third conclusion is that generation current (I gen ) tends to decrease
with increased ion dose (and the consequently decreased sheet resistance). In
some cases, such as the arsenic data of Figure 27, this effect is quite
pronounced. There are several possible reasons for this. Higher dose and
lower sheet resistance imply a deeper junction after annealing. Both the
implanted impurity profile and impurity diffusion effects are responsible
for junction depth increase. Deeper junctions can yield lower photogeneration
current because of lost short wavelength response.
Moreover, too large an ion dose means that peak impurity concentration
may exceed solid solubility. If C
P 
is the peak concentration in cm-3 of the
implanted impurity profile, and AR  is the range parameter of the implant (in cm),
then the ion dose (N/A) in cm -2
 is given as
N/A =	 %EP (AR p ) Cp.
The solid solubility of arsenic in silicon at 9000C is approximately 10 21 cm-3.
If this is to be the peak concentration, then a dose of N/A = 5.5 x 10 15 cm-2
is required at an implant energy of 105 KeV. Hence, for doses greater than
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5.5 x 10 15 cm 2 there is a risk of exceeding solid solubi!ity of arsenic.
The comparable doses for boron and phosphorous at 105 KeV and 900 0C are
4.7 x 10 15 CM-2 and 7.2 x 10 15 cm 2 , respectively. If solid solubility is
exceeded, permanent lattice damage may result, electrically inactive dopant
will be present, minority carrier lifetime will be degraded, and an appreciable
so-called "dead-layer" may be formed which will result in reduced Igen`
The empirical data trends of Figures 19 - 28 indicate that a trade-off
is to be made between V 0 and I gen . As V 0 is increased, I
gen may be reduced.
This fact, along with solid solubility considerations, leads to the conclusion
that the range of interest for further work should be narrowed to doses between
3 x 10 14 cm-2 and 3 x 10 15 cm-2 for smooth-surfaced solar cells. This
would result in a range of sheet resistances between 30 and 200 R/M for
phosphorous, between 50 and 250 0/0 for boron, and between 50 and 250 Q/q
for arsenic. These values are in agreement with reasonable diffused solar
cell fabrication parameters as well.
The data discussed above are for bare, smooth-surface silicon. If a
textured surface is considered, then doses greater by a factor of 1.73 will
be needed to suppy the same dopant per unit area, since the textured surface
area is effectively 1.73 times as great as a smooth surface. Since the ion
beam must enter the <111> textured surface facet at an appreciable angle,
the resulting junction will be shallower than for a smooth <100> test wafer.
These geometrical effects of a textured surface have been widely discussed.
In any case, a higher implant energy must be used to obtain the same junction
depth on a textured surface as that of a polished surface. Furthermore, if
the implant is to be performed through an antireflective dielectric coating
on the silicon surface, then additional energy will be needed to penetrate the
dielectric layer.
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3.5.3
	 IMPLANTS THROUGH SILICON NITRIDE
When implanting into bare silicon surfaces, changes in implant energy will
affect the implanted depth of the Gaussian impurity distribution, but all of the
impurity dose will be within the silicon surface. This is not necessarily
true when implanting through a dielectric layer, such as silicon nitride,
which may have been applied to the silicon surface before implant. In this
ILI	 situation, some of the implanted ions will be stopped (and trapped) in the
nitride layer. The amount of dopant incorporated in the dielectric layer depends
on the energy of the implant, the effective thickness of the dielectric, and
the stopping power of the dielectric. Silicon nitride deposited by low
pressure CVD techniques has been determined to have approximately the same
stopping power as silicon. That is, at a given implant energy, ions will
penetrate low pressure CVD nitride to about the same depth as they would
penetrate into bare silicon.
To allow for the stopping power of silicon nitride on a textured surface,
a greater implant energy must be used than would be required for a bare
textured surface. For example, consider a (100) silicon substrate with a
7501 thick silicon nitride (Si
',N4 ) coating uniformly covering the textured
front surface. An ion beam implanted perpendicular to the substrate would
strike the (111) facets of the textured surface at an angle, of 54.740 . There-
fore, the effective thickness of the Si 3N4 layer would be equal to 750?/cos
(54.74') or 1300. Thus,the implanted ions must penetrate to a depth of 1300
before they reach the silicon surface. If the implanted species is phosphorus,
an energy of 105 KeV is required to place the peak of the Gaussian impurity
profile at the Si 3N4 -Si interface.	 If the peak impurity concentration i
at that interface:, half of the ion dose will be in the silicon and the Other
123
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half will have been stopped and left in the nitride. Thus, effectively, only
half of the applied dose is used. If an energy greater than 105 KeV is used,
more dose will be placed in the silicon than in the nitride.
To extend the tests previously reported for polished surfaces and to
determine the implant requirements for textured surface solar cells, two types
of experiments have been performed on 1 Q-cm p-type substrates. In one case,
ion implanted solar cells were fabricated by implanting phosphorus into a bare,
textured front and boron into a bare, smooth back. The phosphorus implant (P31)
was done at 35 KeV for three different doses: 8.4 x 10 14 cm-2 , 1.74 x 10 15 cm-2,
and 3.48 x 10 15
 cm 
2. 
These doses will form N-type surface layers equivalent
in sheet resistances to those formed at 5 x 10 14 cm-2 . 1 x 10 15 cm-2 . and
2 x 10 15
 cm 2 on smooth silicon surfaces. The boron im p lant (B 11 ) was done at
40 KeV and 1 x 10 15 cm-2.
In the second case, phosphorus was implanted into a textured front surface
covered with silicon nitride, and boron was implanted into a smooth back surface
coated with nitride. The Si 3N4
 was about LOOA thick, giving an effective
thickness of about 13909 for the phosphorus to penetrate. The phosphorus implant
was done at 140 KeV for the same doses as in the first experiment (the bare
surface textured case). Since some of the implanted dose would be stopped in
the nitride, leaving less doping in the silicon, sheet resistances should be
higher for this experiment. The boron implant was done at 70 KeV with a 1 x 1015
cm-2
 dose.
For both experiments, the implanted cells were annealed at 900 uC for
30 minutes in N2 with 2% 02 . The cells with silicon nitride were then
etched to remove the dielectric. Both sets of bare silicon solar cells were
electrically measured to obtain open circuit voltage and photogeneration
124
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1current for one sun illumination. Four point probe measurements were also
s•
made to determine the sheet resistance of the phosphorus junctions. These
n data are tabulated in Table 6 along with similar data for a control group of
cells fabricated by boron and phosphorus gaseous diffusion techniques (BC1 3 andf
PH3 were used). This control group is listed in Table 6 as group C. The
cells with bare surfaces during implant are group B, while the cells coated
L -	
with Si 3N4
 during implant are group A.
Three observations can be made concernir:g the data of Table 6. First,
open circuit voltage (VOC ) depends primarily on phosphorus doping level since
V 0 
increases directly with decreasing sheet resistance. Second, cells
implanted with bare silicon surfaces (group B) are significantly better than
those implanted through the Si 3N4 layer (group A). The reason for this has
i
not been determined, but may be due to the possible differences in impurity
profiles between A and B. Third, the control cells have larger voltages
i
but smaller generation currents than those of group B. In fact, the implanted
cells of group B could have greater output power (after metallization) than
the controls of group C since, as phosphorus dose is reduced, generation
current is increasing faster than open circuit voltage is decreasing.
3.5.4 EFFECTS) OF ANNEALING CYCLE
Another variable of ion implantation is the effect of the annealing
cycle following implantation. A variety of cycles have been utilized, both
at Motorola and elsewhere in the industry. Agreement on an optimum cycle
for annealing is still unresolved. During this contract, both single step
and double step anneals have been investigated.
1
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3.5.4.1	 MULTIPLE STEP ANNEALS
Acomparison between a multiple step anneal cycle and a simple
anneal at 9000
 was performed.	 A group of 20 wafers (0.6 to 1.4 R-cm,
<100>, p-type, bare, polished on one side) was fabricated into test solar cells
by implanting the polished front with P31 for front junction formation at a
dose of 3 x 10 15
 cm-2
 at 35 KeV and implanting the back with 8 11 at a dose of
-21 x 10 16
 cmat 35 KeV for 8SF and contact enhancement.
	
After implant the
lot	 inwas split	 two.	 One half was annealed at 9000C	 for 30 minutes in
nitrogen with 2% oxygen.
	 The other half was given a 2 hour soak at 5500C
before ramping up (for 20 minutes) to 900 0C and then being held at 9000C
for 30 minutes.	 This was also done in nitrogen and oxygen. 	 After the
anneal, all	 cells were coated with a silicon nitride antireflective coating
using a low pressure CVD furnace.
	
The polished front sides were then patterned
with a metal contact grid pattern and the cell
	
backs were stripped of dielectric.
^• At this point the cells were electrically tested to determine solar cell
performance.
Open circuit voltage, VOC , and photogeneration current,	 I gen , were
measured for each half group of test cells.
	
No significant difference was
r found between the two groups.	 The first group (9000C only) had an average
. VOC of 591 mV (with 6 mV standard deviation) and an average I 	 of 1483 mA9en
(with 44 mA standard deviation). 	 The second group (5500C and then 9000C) had
an average 
V	
590 mV (with 3 mV standard deviation) and an average I gen of
0
1477 mA (with 29 mA standard deviation).
No apparent performance advantage was seen, thus, for the only
multiple step cycle attempted.
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t3.5.4.2	 SINGLE STEP ANNEALING CYCLES
Investigations have been performed on the single step annealing of
damage introduced by phosphorus ion implantation into bare wafers. Isochronal
anneals of 30 minutes have been performed at different temperatures and for 	 i
different implant doses.
The results of Isochronal (30 minutes) anneals at temperatures ranging
from 7000C to 9500C in 500C intervals are presented in Table 7. For this data,
phosphorus was implanted at a constant dose of 1 x 10 15 cm-2 at 35 KeV into
smooth (100) wafers at a 0  an<lle. The data show that, within experimental
error, similar results have been obtained for anneals at all temperatures for
the measured parameters of sheet resistivity, junction depth, generation current,
and open circuit voltage.
Further annealing experiments were performed at two temperatures, 900 0C and
735oC, for three different implant doses, 5 x 10 14 cm-2 , 1 x 10 15 cm-
2
 , and
2 x 10 15 cm-2 . Data from these experiments, performed on higher resistivity
material, are presented in Table 8. In this case, obvious effects of annealing
temperature can be seen in both sheet resistivity and junction depth. Nigher
annealing temperatures give lower sheet resist ivities, probably reflecting
solid solubility effects. On the other hand, higher doses annealed at 7350C
give con5istantly lower junction depth, the opposite of expectations. This
may be related to reordering of the damaged layer during annealing, the greater
dose resulting in more rapid recrystallization due to the greater energy of
the more heavily damaged material. further studies will be performed
The essentially constant junction depth for the 9000C anneals indicate that
i
diffusion at that temperature is probably the dominant factor in determining
junction depth. Again, however, little statistical difference is seen for gener-
ation current and open circuit voltage when comparing the two annealing temperatures.
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3.5.5
	 ION IMPLANT AND ACTIVATION ANNEAL STATUS
Implants have been performed for several dopant species at different dose,
and energies. This cost-effectiveness of implanting appears to be optimized
at doses near 10 15
 cm-3 and at low implant voltages. Multi-step cycles,
recommended in the literature, appear to give no advantage over simpler
cycles. While trends have been established, a precise specification for
optimum cost/performance effectiveness has not yet been ascertained. This
is duf3 to the complex interactions between dopant species, implant energy,
implant dose, and annealing cycle. Further efforts are needed to define
these interactions and establish the necessary process controls.
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	INCORPORAT ION OF METALLIZATION AUVAr,.'r=MENTS FROM -t', RALLEL STUDY
PALLADIUM-NICKEL-SOLDER '4LTALLIZATION SYSTEM
Supported in part by funding from DOE/JPL Contract No. 954689, a metal
plating sequence was developed to allow selective applications of metal
contacts to all exposed silicon on solar cell surfaces. This metallization
was incorporated into this Phase 2 study as part of the overall process
sequence. The metallization includes both immersion and electroless palladium
plating, meat treatment to form Pd 2Si, electroless nickel plating, and a
subsequent solder coating. The application is selective in that metal is
applied, in additive fashion, only to those cell areas on which metal is desired,
eliminating the need for any subsequent metal removal or wastage.
The bade process sequence for applying 1-he palladium-nickel-solder
metallization system with selective plating techniques is listed below.
1. Immersion palladium coat (displacement reaction)
Z. Heat treatmeni (siIicide formation)
,. Llectroless palladium plate (autocatolytic reaction)
q. Heat treatmFrit (additional siIicide formation)
Eloctroless nickel plate (autocatalytic reaction)
6. Sol filer coat	 i
Many variations of this process sequence have been studied, but the steps
Iisleu above havr° given the most repea73ble application of this metal system.
Tc,rr,i;eraturc: ,., b r;twE;i:n 500"C and 7CO 0C have been used for the heat tre.atmerit Ilep^,.
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LAYER 3
LAYER 2
LAYER 1
SOLAR
CELL
FRONT
1;
FIGURE 29: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PALLADIUM-
'	 NICKEL-SOLDER METALLIZATION SYSTEM,
SHOWN FOR FRONT OF n-on-p SILICON
SOLAR CELL.
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As diagrammed in Figure 29 the completed metallization system consists 	
I
of three layers upon the silicon substrate: a palladium silicide/palladium
first Dyer, a nickel second layer, and a lead-tin solder third layer. Since
front and back cell contacts are formed simultaneously, the metal system on
the buck surface is the same as that on the front surface.
The first layer of palladium silicide (Pd 2 Si) is formed by heat treating
the plated palladium layer. (The palladium may or may not be reacted completely.)
The Pd2 Si serves as an adherent, ohmic contact to the silicon. The Pd layer
can be heat tr i'.^ed at moderate temperatures to form thc; Pd 2Si without fear
of rapidly de f)radioq shallow junction solar cell characteristics. The silicide
formation is responsible for the excellent adhesion of the metal system. In
principal this layer can be very thin.
	 In practice, the palladium layer has
produced the most reliable results when plated to thicknesses (before reaction
to form Pd2 Si) between 500 and 1000.
The second layer of nickei provides a solderable metal surface which
protects the palladium layer against rapid dissolution in molten lead-tin
solder. The nickel itself dissolves very slowly in solder. Nickel layer
thicknesses as great as 5000 have been used. Obviously, the longer the nickel
layer must withstand molten solder during solder coating and interconnection
rr-flow operations, the thicker this layer must be.
The third I /er of lead-tin solder provides the required high electrical
conductivity while ,till utilizing a low cost metal. Moreover, ,older i,
known to provide an additional degree of protection against i n,-iresE:u rn<) i sturc;
and contarninants from the terrestrial environment. Typically, 60 Sn/40 Pb
solder has been used, although other solders are applicable.
i
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In the development of this system, emphasis was placed on metal
adhesi( .,id the ability of the metal system to withstand high temperature
solder reflow operations during cell interconnection. The only acceptable
I
mode of contact adhesion failure is facture of the silicon substrate beneath
3
' 	 the contact.
'	 To apply this metallization, three chemical plating baths are employed.
Palladium is deposited first with an immersion solution and then in an electro-
(
► ^	 less bath; nickel is subsequently deposited with an electroiess solution.
Advances in the immersion palladium bath chemistry have resulted in a much
improved immersion palladium deposition.
Until recently, the state-of-the-art immersion palladium solutions produced
palladium deposits as reported in Quarterly Technical Report No. 1 for JPL
Contract No. 954689; scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photographs of a
typical deposit of this type on a silicon surface are shown in Figure 30 for
an immersion palladium solution prepared with water, fluoboric acid, hydro-
chloric acid, and palladium chloride, Table 9. The formation of a discontinuous
granular clumps of palladium, and perhaps palladium salts	 is typical or- this
!	
solution (and many others). Such a palladium deposit is not very adherent
until it has been heat treated, presumably forming palladium silicide (Pd.,si).
I	 ^
Even then, much non-adherent material can be removed upon mechanical or hydraulic
scrubbing, This loose material is probably palladium and palladium salts
from the tops of the granular clumps. Furthermore, during electroless
k`
f
r	 During sinterin g of the immersion palladium layer, a metallic-looking deposit
6
gradu,)lly built up on the quartz furnace tube. This deposit was analyzed as
silicon. The most jtisfacl-ory explanation for how it got there involves
L.
halogen (chlorine) transport of silicon from the heated silicon waters to
t"
the cooler, furn;)ce wall. A possible conclusion is that at least part of the
deposited film was palladium chloride.
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TABLE 9
C
	
IMMERSION PALLADIUM SOLUTION
CONSTITUENT
Water
Ammonium Fluoride
Hydrochloric Acid
Palladium Chloride
AMOUNT
H2O 1000 mR
NH4 F 67 ml
HCI	 (38%) 3 mL
PdCl 2 0.027 9
l
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1r
palladium dupo:,ition, the initiation of plating will occur pruferentially at
the clumps, and may not form intimately on the silicon surface area between
the clumps. This is obviously not the most desirable plated film topography,
and could result in a non-uniform palladium silicide layer formation even
after electroless plating. Consequently, reduced adhesive strength was
sometimes obtained between the silicon surface and the metal contact layers.
Figure 31 shows SEM photographs of a pz!!!adi!am layer deposited with a
newly developed immersion palladium solution. In this case, a continuous layer
of palladium	 has been formed on the silicon surface. Such a layer could
be capable of satisfying the requirements for formation of a very adherent
layer of Pd2Si.
The new immersion palladium solution eliminates the fluoboric acid
(HOF4 ) in favor of a low concentration of ammonium fluoride MH 4 F). The
other constituents are water, palladium chloride (PdCl 2 ), and hydrochloric
acid (NCI). This solution plates a thin metallic immersion layer with
little or no loose palladium. The immersion layer will withstand a vigorous
muchanicaI scrub and will consistently initiate adherent electroless pIatinc).
Zhu new plrjtinrj chemistry is being incorporated into the overall process
,.,uduence being developed under this contract. An improvement in yield of
hirlhly adherent metal, and thus in the long term reliability of solar cells,
is expected. Since the immersion layer is now completely continuous, it is
ijo^, ,sible ;hat the electroless layer can be thinned, reducing the cost of this
metallization to a value which is easily consistent with processing costs
budgeted for a less than 50T/watt solar cell module.
i
"Deposits of silicon do not appear on the quartz furnace tube when immersion
-r
pa I lad i urn I a c r	 de pos i ted b the new Chem i str are 5 ntered . This   suc y eats	 ri	 Y;.	 4	 Y	 Y),3	 ^	 .t
that thu film contains little or no chlorine (e.g. no ptdId dium chloride).
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Formulation of the electroless palladium solution is given in Table 10.
The electroless plating reaction is autocatalytic, which allows the palladium
deposition to continue at a constant rate. Thus, a palladium layer can be
deposited to any desired thickness.	 In this way, a reasonably thick and totally
continuous layer of palladium is formed in process step 4. This ensures that
a strongly adherent palladium silicide interface can be formed in step 5. One
result of using sodium hypophosphite as a reducing agent for the electroless
palladium solution is that the deposited palla,.'ium layer contains a small
percentage (about 1% to 5%) of phosphorous.
Formulation of the electroless nickel solution is given in Table 11.
The behavior of this electroless nickel bath is quite similar to that of the
electroless palladium bath. Once again, nickel layer thickness can be increased
as desired, and the deposited nickel layer contains a small percentage (3F to
15%) of phosphorus. Enough nickel is deposited in process step 6 to ensure that
the subsequent soldering step will not allow molten lead-tin solder to dissolve
the entire tnickness of the nickel layer.
Following nickel plating, the cell metallization is completed by solder
coating, presently performed by solder dipping.
The incorporation of two types of palladium plating baths into the
NPP1S process has resulted from empirical studies dedicated to defining a
reproducible, economical process. Plating of a thin palladium layer onto
the silicon surface from an immersion bath has proven to be a prerequisite
for uniform and adherent plating from the electroless palladium bath. The
immersion deposited layer should, in fact, be completely sufficient for both
uniform palladium silicide formation and for subsequent pl3tinn from an
electroless nickel bath, the next layer in the NPN1S.
140
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Elimination of the electroless palladium Dyer from the metallization ha:,
been studied undor the parallel contract, with variable results on contact
adherence. In the best cases, adherence was excellent -- as good as the
best strengths obtained by any process.
	
In other trials, however, contact
adherence was reduced. At this point in time, exact reasons for this
variability are undetined. Adherence may require a finite thickness of palladium
between the palladium silicide and the nickel layers.
	 Alternatively, surface
stoichiometry of the palladium silicide formed from the thin immersion palladium
layer may be silicon rich, allowing formation of an interfacial silicon oxide
layer.	 In any case, feasibility of eliminating the electroless palladium
layer has been demonstrated, but adequate process control requires further
work. The elimination of this step and the attendant drying and sintering
steps can effect a significant process simplification and cost reduction.
;.7	 PROCESS SEQUENCE ENHANCEMENT
Synergistic interactions between various process steps within the process
sequence can produce improvements in the overall sequence cost-effectiveness.
During the course of this contract, several such interactions have been
i fen t i f i ed .
i
i.11
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TABLE 1 
ELECTROLESS NICKEL SOLUTION(
CONSTITUENT AMOUNT
Water H2O 875 mk
Nickel	 Chloride Nicl2'6H2O 30 g
Ammonium Chloride NH4C1 50 g
Sodium Citrate Na3C6HSO7'2H2O 84 g
Sodium Hypophosphite NaH2PO2.2H2O 10 g
Ammonium Hydroxide NH4OH	 (58a) 125 mR
( ) F. A. Lowenheim, Ld., -lodern Electroplating, John Wiley 8 Son , , Inc.,
New York, 1974. 
1!
3.7.1	 ;MALL TEXTURE ETCHED PEAK
The utilization of a textured front surface on a silicon solar cell has been
shown to increase solar cell efficiency.	 This increase is a direct result
of less reflection of light from the cell surface. The textured surface is
comprised of a continuous field of pyramids; the base of each pyramid is a
(100) plane, while the faces of the pyrarids are (111) planes.	 Light incident
normal	 to the plane of the substrate (and the plane of the pyramid bases)
is either refracted into the silicon or is reflected directly onto an adjacent
pyramid face. Reflected light, thus, is given a second incidence on the silicon
surface. The geometries and effects of such textured surfaces have been
widely discussed.
The formation of pyramidally textured silicon surfaces is achieved by
mr,in;cif any one of several anisotropic etchants. These may be formulated from
,.everal compounds known to etch silicon, such as carious arnmoniacal compounds
and amines, hydrazine, or alkali hydroxides. These compounds display the ability
to dissolve crystalline silicon at different rates depending on the direction of
dissolutinn through the crystal lattice;. By proper choice of etchant, directional
preference, and crystal orientation, an etchant that produces the desired
pyramidal surface can be specified.
The choice of etchant is limited by considerations in addition to etching
e fficiency. The amines and ammoniacal compounds pose problems of toxicity
and ,availability, as well as those of odor and volatility. The extreme toxic
nature of hydrazine is well documented. Hydrazine also possesses chemical
reactivity that precludes its use;	 it reacts explosively w i th some of the
commonly usA cell processing reagents, raising problems associated with ,torar;c.
and contamination. The preferred etchants are triose based on the plentiful
and inexpensive alkali hydroxides. these compounds are easily stored and
144
;arc:sont less of a health hazard than many of the acids presently used in
•
c011 manufacturo.	 In addition, the alkali hydroxides have been thoroughly
1
re-.earchod a,, to chemical and biological behavior and seem least likely to
be the objects of government-regulated use in the future.
The etch now in use consists of an aqueous solution of any of the available
alkali nydroxides along with various abundant commercially available organic
compounds, which moderate the etching -ower of the hydroxide and increase the
directional nature of its attack on silicon. 	 In order to ; ncrease the speed
of dissolution, the etchant composition is customarily used at elevated
temperature, of from 500C to 1000C. At these temperatures, the etchant
produce: the desired fully textured surface in 30 to 65 minutes.
From optical cunsiderations, the size and distribution of the pyramidal
peak; is unimportant. Light is reflected and refracted from large peaks,
small peaks, or a mixture of large and small peaks is an identical manner.
In tFrms of processing convenience, however, control of pyramid height is
desirable. Large pyramids can cause problems in the masking -,id met^illization
processes used. Further, isolated lame peaks, surrounded by a field of
smaller pyramids present small, high areas that are very susceptible to damage
from handling; depending on where they are and when in the process sequence
the dzma(le occurs, the effects can be appreciable on solar cell performance.
C everal tcchniquo5 have been discussed in the industry for controlling
peak size.	 Thl:_,u, in general, require special treatment of the silicon
surface or rcquir,: special mechanical constraints during etching to
initiate and maintain the desired peak size. We have found that
peak size can be controlled solely by varying the composition and temperature
of the texture-etch solution, eliminating the need for an/ special silicon
ire;jtment or external mechanical fixtures that may be required by otner
tf:xture etching conditions.
14i
Thn etchant composition used is easily prepared and has been characterized
a; to the effects of temperature and composition. As an advantage, spent
it
etchant can be replenished -- apparently for an appreciable length of time -
by the addition of controlled amounts of fresh hydroxide, thus assuring minimal
waste of consumed material.
This improved control of peak size by texture etching is being incorporated
into the process sequence under development. The results are expected to be
improved control and process yield, concomitant with low (and perhaps reduced)
cost.
1,7,2
	
1CXT(1 RF ETCHING OF AS-SAWED WA FECS
A proce-„ simplification which can have a major effect on equipment desiqn
for pla.ma
 
o tching of -,iIicon has been identified. This process simplification
rr'quir—, thrs texturo etching of the as-sawed surface on one side of the
silicon wafer.
As di r,cussed in Technical Quarterly Report No. 7 for this contract, the
,
.ite of tho peaks of a textured surface can hive a major impact on the control
anrf yield of the ovnrall process. Small peaks are highly preferable; large
prraks and broadly di •,tributed peak sizes create problems for process control
and peak brr.akage.
Farly work at '•fotorola on texture etching of as--sawed wafers produced
a broad di •,tribution of peak sizes, and included some very larqe isolated
a1••,. The-n wafer; were cut by an I.U. sawinq technique. On the other hand,
i ,r:; rrt r_h, i n-1 of wafr.rs chemi ca I I y etched to remove ,aw i nn damage produced
,, much rrrrro un i forr d i ;t r i but i r.n of peak sizes. 
	 Accord i nn I y, it wa , deer-t.d
i m;,r,r tant to rr!move ,aw i ni damage prior to texture etcn i nq.
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Two	 rocent observ,iti r,ns have indir_atod that	 the ear Iior conclusions
i
can
be changed.
	 First,	 as	 reported
	
in Technical Quarterly Report No.	 °,	 the size
of peaks can be contro;led by modification in the composition of the texture
etching solution. Second, wafers cut by wire sawing have significantly less
depth of sawing damage (approximately a factor of two) than wafers cut by I.O.
sawing.	 In combination, the size and size distribution of peaks resulting fn,r,
texturing wire-sawed wafers with the new texture etch compositions can be
rcceptable without prior removal of the sawing damage.
If thin wafers, (near 1 00 microns or less) are utilized it cell
manufacturinq, optical considerations for maximizing cell efficiency dictate
a smooth back surface and a textured front surface. The process sequenco
developed on this contract incorporates these feat , iros.. The smooth back
surface is achieved through removal of the sawing damage in a p I asma 	 cor
etching step.
P lasma silicon etchin-i for sawing damage removal can be simplified
if satisfactory texture etching can be performed directly on the as-sawed
surface. Plasma etching would, thus, be required only on one side of the wafer.
Actually,	 ia,.ma otrhinq of silicon is difficult to achieve at the points
where the wafer is supported in the plasma chamber. IltiPizing this offect.
if etching of one side is not required, wafers can he placed either slat c.r
back-to back in the plasma system. 	 The simplification over req-jirin(I uniform
etching r.n ail surfaces of the wafer is apireciable.
;.7.^	 F,011NDED vr. ^r1Ae F' ^EArr FROM TFXTURE ErCHIN'^
A-, ha , . teen reported by a variety of companies and by irL, te,tur(,
etch ir.q dc-.olr,)h , !d at %toroIm (and some other f i rm5) resulis in very w'-I I
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k-fined, .harp peak, which have (111) crystalI'ne faces.
	 Peaks of similar
shape,but which have rounded peaks and edges as well as "pillow-shaped"
peaks,have also been reported.
Peaks which have well defined crystalline surfaces with no rounding are
o p t icaIIy superior for light absorption to peaks which are rounded.
	
in general,
how r-vor, such well defined peaks require longer etch irin times (to develop the
de , i rf^r1 ^,h ip6 than peaks which are rot.nded. There is, thus, an economic
tr.idrr-off between sharply defined and rounded textured peaks. 'he cell with
,,harp peaks will have ,- higher efficency (due to increased Iinht absorption),
bus w*, II cost more (due to Ionner processing times) than the cell with rounded
peaks. The net difference will be small. 	 Quantitative evaluation of this
trade-off will be most meaningful on very thin cells, not widely available now.
I urther, any change snouId	 have only 3 small impact on the proce ,.s sequence.
Arcrjrdinrlly, this comparison is left to a future study.
/. A	 (;U(AIS I tJL U ACTIVATION ANNEAL AND SILICON  NITRIDE DEPOS I T I O'+
1•,n irnplont,it ion . )r,neal iriq at temperatures between 700 C) 	 !!id' 15000 -an
.,I I,,w •, J , irii f icant prose ,;:, ,impl if ication.	 The anne,il can be, performed within
t hi- ,ornf, cycle as deposition of the s i l icon nitride layer, which is a l ,o per-
f„rrned in thf• MO  to 7500C range. This modification in the proces ,^ sequenco
rfrl,ire;s th,,t the implant be performed into 3 bare surface.
Ion implantation through a dielectric requires a -greater energy th,3n
implantation into a bare surface. Further, since some of the ion dose is
topped within thr- dielectric, a greater total dose must be delivered when
i mp I an t i of l tr rou rlh a dielectric compa reo to a bare surface to achieve the s,imo
Jose within th f ; si I ic f rn.	 Implanting into a bare surface, thus, can incrr_. as•! thi.
14
--mi:6
throughput of an ion implanter. The lower voltage required for implantation
into a bare surface can also result in equipment simplification for the ion
implanter itself.
!mplanting into bare silicon sur'.Aces and combining the implant 3nrieal
with the silicon nitride deposition cyc e can result in significant cost
advantages, reducing the projected costs for an ion implantation process
sequence.
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3.8	 COST ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE 2 PROCESS SEQUENCE
In addition to the SAMICS cost analysis, we have performed a cost
analysis of the process sequence developed on this (Phase II) program,
modelled after the cost analysis perfor med as part of the Phase I
I
program (JPL Contract #944363) and covered in detail in the final report.
By this comparison, a direct measure of the specific improvements to be
	 4
gained via the current process are illustrated. This section presents
i
pertinent assumptions and results of the cost analysis.
3.8.1	 DETAILED PROCESS SEQUENCE
The detailed process sequence, includin g all cleaning, drying, and
testing steps, is listed below:
1. Plasma silicon etch* (all surfaces)
2. Masking wax application (back surface)
3. Texture etch front surface
4. Wax removal
5. Plasma clean
6. Ion implant p-type **
7. Ion implant n-type **
8. Implant activation anneal ** ***
1).	 S(licon nitride deposition (all surfaces) **	 ***
10. Plasma silicon nitride patterning **
11. Plating etch
12. Immersion palladium A
13. Spin dry (centrifuge)
14. Sinter	 i
153
15. Immersion palladium B (flash) ****
16. Electroless palladium ****
17. Spin dry (centrifuge) ****
18. Sinter ****
19. Electroless Nickel
20. Spin dry (centrifuge)
21. Solder coat
22. Cell test
23. Cell Interconnect
24. Module clean
25. Module assembly, welding
26. Module cure
27. Module test
* May not be necessary with certain sheet materials.
** There are trade-offs for this portion of the process sequence,
varying the exact order of these steps. The re-arrangement of
the ,teps will, however, have minimal effect on this cost analysis.
*** May be combined into single step, eliminating cost of activation
anneal.
**** May be eliminated in the future, contributing a major cost reduction.
3.8.2	 OLNERAL INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The Phase ! costing study assumed essentially current technology
levels, and was applicable to a 1982 time-frame factory. For process
steps in this sequence, the present studv for comparative purposes also
assumes current technology. As a result, automation is not incorporated
151
in Ihi -, ,tudy; all that is required is that the process steps be automatable.
inr.a autom:,tion advances can be assumed to be significant by 1986,
the re,ults of this study for the Phase II process sequence projects a
very conservative cost, i.e., an unper cost limit for the specified process
sequence.
At the present time, the form of the starting silicon substrates in 1986 is
an unknown. Accordingly, this cost analysis assumes that the process starts
with a prepared substrate. The cost of the process, thus, is a value-added
cost over and above the cost of the starting substrates.
Further general assumptions are as follows:
1. The factory produces only one product and supplies less than ten
customers.
2. Annual production level:	 100 megawatts (209 of total market)
S.	 Soler cell efficiency:
	 14% encapsulated (15% bare).
4. Insoiation:	 1 kilowatt/M2
 (peak).
5. Wafer diameter:	 12.0 cm.
6. Only one module type fabricated in the factory.
7. Total work days/year = 240, (260 - 20, vacation, holidays, etc.)
','1 2. 1 _•1AI I D IALS Adi) EXPENSE ASSl1MPTIONS
rh(: co,t,, in mid-1977 dollars, and sizes of specific items utilized in
IV
ana I y, i, are I i sted be I ow
MATT R I A L S
Polycrystalline Silicon
Cr) Id koIled Steel
$11.70/kg (10.00/kg in 1475
dollars).
$0.225/lb (0.020 inch thick),
$O.204/lt , (0.050 inch thick),
based on 99% yield and den ,J ly
3
of 1.83 ,/cm^,
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1	 ^ `
l^
Nylon Coating
Glass
Silicone
Polysulfide gasket
Interconnect
Feedthroughs
D.I. WATER
Volume Rate
0.003 inch powder coating at
$0.0225/mil/ft2.
-	 3/16 inch clear tempered glass
at $10.911 4
 ft. x 4 ft. sheet,
99% yield (incoming).
-	 0.009 inch thick, $3.75/lb
(in 800 lb. drums) at 8 Ibs/
gallon.
-	 $0.60 (based on $6/gallon).
-	 $0.60/ft2, 59% yield (incoming)
-	 $0.60, (2 at $0.30 each).
$0.0031/gal.
rower rate
ACIDS
Hydrochloric
Buffered Hydrofluoric
Waste Treatment
SOLVENTS
Deionized Water (DIH2O)
GASES
Nitrogen
Argon
Oxygen
PH3
Hydrogen
H2SiCl2
NH3
$0.025/kilowatt-hour
$2.97/GaI.
$2.95/GaI.
$0.0020/Gal. X DIH 2O consumption
$0.0031/Gal.
$ 0.0033/CF
$ 0.1172/CF
$ 0.002/CF
$28.0702/ CF
$ 0.044/CF
$ 8.6331/CF
$ 1.0619/CF
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SOLUTION;
Nickel	 Plating -	 $ 0.48/liter
Palladium
	 Plating -	 $ 2.1_Ml iter
Texture Etching -	 $ 2.38/Gal.
IMPLANT	 :;UURCES
Enriched Boron -	 $2001Ib.
Phosphorous -	 $ 2.76/gram
	
3 . 3 . 2 . 2	 DIRECT LABOR ASSUMPTIONS
A number of assumptions are made for direct labor, many of which are
also utilized for indirect labor. A ,^ discussed later in the overhead assumptions,
however, each labor caterinry has its own salary assumption.
1. One work day = 3 shifts = 22.5 work hours; (24-1.5 lunch)
2. lirst .hitt, second shift, third shift - 8, 8, 6.5 hrs. respectively
J. Second and third shift premium = ax
4. First shift salary rate = $4.00/hour
(Rate with burden and fringes = $5.96/hour)
5. Absentee/turnover time loss factor = 5%
6. Miscellaneous Laboratory supplies (paper towels, record forms,
pencils, etc.), protective cloth i no, and safety equipment are
assumed to be $325/year for each direct labor employee.
5 NJILDING, DEPRECIAT 101'`1, AND INTEREST ASSUMPTIONS 	 -
A, -,uml,tions utilized in determining building, depreciation, and interest
cosh are listed below:
t
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1. Construction cost for production space is $80/sq. ft.
2. Construction cost for support space is $30/sq. ft.
3. Depreciation on building: Straight line for 40 years.
4. Depreciation on manufacturing equipment: Straight line over life
of factory, starting after equipment is installed.
5. Depreciation on support equipment: Straight line for eight years.
6. Interest rate: 1014
	
3.8.2.4	 PROCESS STEP AND EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
This section defines the equipment specifications and asumptions for
each process step utilized in all of the process sequences. Since the number
of individual process steps is large, a common format is utilized for
consistency. Each step is numbered for identity in the final costing data.
The format utilized is as follows:
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT ASSUMPTIONS
- Type of equipment (Manufacturers model where possible)*
- Cost of equipment
- Maximum capacity of equipment (showing calculations)
- Floor space requirements (equipment and aisle and work area)
- Labor requirement
f_XPENSE ITEMS
Equipment facility requirements (electrical, exhaust, water, gases, etc.)
Chemical and material consumption (showing calculations)
- Parts used on equipment requiring periodic replacement
Tho specification of a given manufacturer does not necessarily mean that
Motorola would prefer that manufacturer or equipment itc;m over a competitive
i.roduct.	 In most case;, competitive equipment exists and may be comparable
or ,upc-rier.	 Identification in this report, however, allows substantiation
of information and allows direct comparison with other possible choices to
determine suitability of the cost assumptions with those of other cost
analysis studies.
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Non cmpitalized items necessary to pertorm the process (e.g., furnace
tub(r,, beakers, etc. )
MATERIAL ITEMS
_	 I	 1
-	 Items appearing in finished product, (e.g., silicon, metal, module parts). 	 J
STEP 1: PLASMA SILICON ETCH
Capital Equipment Assumptions
This process assumes an RF plasma unit which contains two Feparate
vacuum chambers, each capable of processing two 50 wafer carriers. One
chamber will process wafers while the other is being loaded. A complete
cycle will be F) minutes including chamber evacuation, etch, and vent. 	 It
i, assumed, by utilization of a CF  + 0 2 gas, that an etch rate of 2 u/min
can be achieved. Thus, to remove a 12 u layer from each side of the substrate,
an active etch time of six minutes is necessary. Using the 10 minute cycle
time figure and the 100 wafer/load figure, 600 wafers can be processed each
hour. Equipment requirements include $15K capital cc,st, 30 ft  per machine,
and 0.5 direct labor personnel per machine.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Electrical	 1.5 KW
Fxhaust	 40 CFM
Vacuum pimp oil	 $418/year/machine
i'r aces •, gas i , ca I cu I atcd as fo I lows:
IA cylinder of CF 	 = 70 Ibs (31.75 Kq)
.pacific volume = 4.4 ft 3/Ib (0.27 m3 /Kr7)
.	 cost = Z.1260/cylinder
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31.75_Ka X 027 m3 X 106cm 3 	8.5725 X 106
 cm 
cylinder	 Kg	 M5cylinder
IP. flow of 750 cm3/min => 1.143 X 104 cylinder
@ six minutes/ run = 1.905 X 103 cylinder
r
1
t	 $1260
	 1 cylinder _	 1 run
	 _ $6.61
cylinder X 1.905 x 10^uns X 100 wafers
	
1000 wafers
I
STEP 2: WAX APPLY
Capital Equipment Assumptions
Equipment utilized in this process step is assumed to be similar to that
a	 used to coat wafers with photoresist, and to bake the photoresist layers. 	 In
this equipment, wafers will b p pre-heated in a belt drive IR oven, transported
to a heated chuck and coated with molten wax. This equipment consists of four
1	 separate tracks, each capable of processing 250 wafers per hour, a cabinet, and
•	 a laminar flo:. hood and represents a capital expenditure of $58,960. Necessary
1.	 manufacturing area is 80 ft  and 0.5 operators are required for each machine.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Facility requirements are:
Electrical	 1.1 KW + 2.5 KW/track
t.
Exhaust	 120 CFM/track
t	 An additional expense item is the net cost of the wax used to coat the wafers;
this will be largely saved by recycling, so a 1' utilization factor is employed.
`	 wax layer thickness = 0.02"
wax density = 0.78 g/cm3
I
wax cost = $0.59/lb = $1.30/Kg
s
1
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12 cm  X it X 0.02" X 2.54 cm X 00..78^q
	 4.48 g/wafer.
-
9 10% wax used:
4.48q X $1.30 X 0.01 -	 $0.06	 (wax)
wafer	 Kg	 1000 wafers
TEP 3: TEXTURE ETCH
Capital Equipment Assumptions
Equipment used in the texture etch process includes a six foot laminar
flow exhaust hood (IAS LV - 30X) containing six etch tanks (7" wide x 6"
deep x 20" long) and a chemical recirculating system (Fluorocarbon Model 5000)
which is used to maintain the etch integrity. The cost of the hood is $4500
and the recirculating system costs $7500 resulting in a total system cost
of $12K. Assuming a one hour process time:
50 wafers X 3 carriers
	 6 sinks _ 900 wafers
carrier	 sink	 X	 hood
	 hour
Floor space is 45 ft  and one operator is necessary for two such hoods.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Facility requirements include:
Electrical	 1.6 KW
Exhaust	 500 CFM
Assumptions used in the cost analysis for chemicals are as follows:
Displacement of carrier and 50 wafers is 515 cm3.
Assuming a liquid level of 6" when three loaded carriers are placed in
the tank, then:
(1375 r_m 3 X 515 cm
1\
3 }X(3 carriers '1 X 6 tanks X 2_.64 x 10
-4
 al _ 19.3567 nal.
tank	 carrier/	 tank	 JJ	 hood	 cm	 hood
19.35f^7 gal X $2.3783 X 60	 $2762 (chemical costs) per hood
hood	 gal.	 year	 year 
Jl
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_	 $0.57	
if the equipment is fully utilized.
•	 1000 wafers
Additional expense items include:
Carriers:
3 carriers
	
6 sinks $32.00 _
,	 2 X —	 — X	 X	 - ,1152.00/year per hood
sink	 hood	 carrier
_ $0.2411000 wafers if fully utilized.
Ouartzware: Assume $1/in2 for quartz liners which results in
464 in  
Y 
6 liners	 $1
liner	 hood	
X i n _ $2784/hood
These liners should have a two year life resulting in $1392/year cost.
The liner cost is thus $0.27/1000 wafers assuminq 100° equipment
utilization.
STEP 4: WAX REMOVAL
Capital Equipment Astiumptions
This process step assumes a piece of equipment similar to a high pressure
scrubber as described in Step 6. This equipment removes wax by spraying hiqh
1	 pressure steam over the wax-coated substrate, thus removing the wax, and reclaiming
it with a 99% efficiency. A four track unit is assumed to cost $56,495, proces',
1000 wafer, per unit (250/track), require 45 ft  of floor space and one
Operator.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Electrical
	
1.1 KW + 0,25 KW/track
Exhaust
	
80 CFM/track
DIH2O
	
0.8 GPM/track
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STEP 5: PLASMA CLEAN
Capital Equipment Assumptions
It is anticipated that a two chamber unit, each chamber capable of
containing two 50 wafer carr-iers, will be used. A complete cycle will he 15
minutes including pump down, ash, and vent. Since only one chamber can be
operated with rf power at a time, the other will be vented, unloaded, loaded,
and pumped down and waiting for the 10 minute ashing cycle. Thus, six runs/ 	 •^
hour X 100 wafers/run result in a throughput of 600 wafers/hour. 	 It is
expected that a plasma asher of this type can be bought for $15K. Floor space
i-, 30 ft  and one operator can run two units.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Electrical	 1.5 KW
Exhaust	 40 CFM
	
$17.42
	
24 bottles _ $418.08 _	 $0.13
Vacuum pump oil @
	 Xbottle	 year	 year	 1000 wafers
assuming 100% utilization of the equipment.
'.TFPS r" AND 7: 	 ADVANCED ION IMPLANTATION
This system will use an unanalyzed ion beam system. Current cost and
can»city P.timates anticipate that a 100 mA phosphorus system and a 1'1 mA
boron system ran be purchased for $85K. Utilizing a belt transport system
through a differentially pumped vacuum chamber, implant times will probably
be mechanically limited to 0.5 sec/wafer. The chart below shows estimated
implant time; and throughput;.
	
f•
1
Calculated	 Machine
	
Throughput
time (Sec)	 time (sec)
	
(+VPN)
r	 '
Phr, ;l,hnr uti
	
U) X 1') 1 ' 0 100 mA)	 .6696	 .75	 4800
('nrnn ( 1 X 10 ' A 10 mA)	 3.348	 3.5
	 103F
'ioron (8 X 10 14 R 10 nA)	 2.6784	 ?.75	 131
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Floor space is assumed to be 400 ft  and one operator is required for each
implanter.
EXPENSE I TEN'S
Electrical	 50 KW
Exhaust	 40 CFM
DIH2 O	 10 GPM
Expense items for LI'l 2 , vacuum pump oil, and ion sources are calculated to
be 1265/year, $1.94/1000 wafers and $0.3659/1000 wafers regpectively.
STEP 8: ACTIVATION ANNEAL
C_apital_E uipment Assumptions
Thi , , process step assumed a Thermco cight-tube diffusion module Type
40noS/2 par Spec 19000 with load station, source cabinets and apprnnriatN
option, at S ?19,?11. Process controllers are estimated to be 52,000/tube
rn:ultina in a total system cost of $64,271.
One operator wi;l run the system, assuming a one hour average process
time. Usin g
 the close pack (50 wafer) dump transfer type boat, 25' 1 wi;fers/
tube or 2000 wafers/hour can be processed. Floor sr)ace required for this
di ffu ,:ion :vstem is 275 ft2.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Facility requirement-. are:
flertrical	 140 KW per module
Exhaust	 125 CFI ! per ruidu I n
R/min. per tubes
3 t- X 60 min_ X .0353 CF X 5400 h_r_ 
X `c.093T _ S11 3.25/vear per Lute
min	 hr	 C	 year	 Cr
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V'	
- - - y-	
-	
--	 --	
- -
Quartzware: (assume tubes and boats replaced annually)- $769/year per tube
iJ 2 and nuartzware, thus, represent $0.084 and $0.57,
respectively, per 1000 wafers assuming 100% utilization of
__the equipment.
STEP 9: SILICON NITRIDE DEPOSITION
Capital Egui ment Assumptions
This process step utilizes a Thermco eight-tube diffusion module, Tyne
4000572 pnr Spec 19000 with load station, source cabinets and appropriate
nntions at $49,271. Process controllers estimated to be $2,000/tube result
in a total system cost of $65,271.
One operator will run the system, assumin g a nine hour average process
time. Using the close pack (50 wafer) dump transfer tvpe boat, 250 wafers/
tube, or 2000 wafers/hour, can be processed. Floor space required for this
system is 275 ft2
EXPENSE ITEMS
Facility requirements are:
Elertrical	 140 KW
Exhaust	 125 CFM
Ease, used in the formation ofthis dielectric anti-reflection layer	 •1
lrfr ,hown below:
10 cm	 60 min_5400 hr	 3.53 X 10 -5 CF	 $8.6331 _ $337.50H2 ` ir^l2: — min x hr	 X year X M	 X CF	 year
	
NH,:	
15 cm3 X
	
J	 min
Assuming that this
costs of $0.73/1000 waf,
60 min
X	 X
5400 hr	 3.53 X 10_
5
 CF	 81.0619
	 x181.25_
hr	 year	 cm5	 (;F	 veer	 r
equipment is 100% utilized, H 2 5icl 2 and NH 3 represent	
1111
?rs and $0.13/1000 wa f ers, respectively,	 i
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1
Nartzware: (assume tubes and boats re p laced annually) = $769/year oer tube
= $0.57/1000 wafers, assuming 100% utilization of the equip-
ment.
STEP 10: PLASMA SILICON NITRIDE PATTERNING
Capital Equipment Assumptions
The patterning of silicon nitride is performed in a parallel plate
RF plasma etching chamber.	 In this chamber, tHenty 12 cm diameter wafers
are aligned on a carrier and placed between two metal plates containing
the ppropriate patterns. The assembly is placed into the vacuum chamber,
pumped down, interlock transferred into the etching chamber, etched, transferred
through an interlock, and vented. Assuming a 15 second load, 2 minute
pump down, 2 minute etch (while next load is pumped down), 30 second vent
(while next load is etched), 15 second unload, a total of 2.5 minutes are
required to perform the etch process, resulting in 480 cells per hour.
2
Capital for this item is 565K, floor space is 100 ft, and there is
one operator per machine.
Expense Items
Electrical	 10.5 KW
Exhaust
	
40 CFM
CF 
300 cm  X	 1 hr. X $1260	
X	
1 cvlinder
hr.	 480 wafers	 cylinder	 8.5725 x 10 b cm 5
= $0.0735/1000 wafers
Vacuum pump oil = $418/yr/machine
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STEP 11: PLATING ETCH
Capital Equipment Assumptions
This step is a preparation to remove any SiO2 layer existing prior
to metallization. A six foot laminar flow exhaust hood is used at a 1977
cost of $4500. The hood is assumed to have six etch tanks, rinse tanks (or
sinks) each 7 inches wide by 6 inches deep by 20 inches long. 	 In this
application, there will be three etch tanks and three rinse tanks. Each
tank can hold 3 carriers of fifty 12 cm wafers. The cycle for etching and
rinsing one carrier of wafers is 15 minutes, allowing 1800 wafers/hr, The
hood and work space occupy 45 ft ` . One operator is required.
Ex pense Items
Electrical 1.6	 KW
Exhaust 500 CFM
DIH2O 3 GPM
Chemicals $1380/year
Hardware $1968/year
STEP 11:	 IMMERSION PALLADIUM COAT AND WATER RINSE
EQUIPMENT This step assumes the same six foot laminar flow exhaust
hood and set-up as in the previous step (Step 11) with the addition of a
chemical recirculating system (such as Fluorocarbon Model 5000). The
chemical recirculating system is used to agitate the immersion palladium
plating bath and to pump plating solution from the workin g tanks through
a reservoir where the condition of the solution can be monitored and
the solution can be replenished. The addition of the recirculating system
adds a cost of $7500 for a total 1977 cost of $12,000.
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Again wafers are handled in 50 wafer cassettes and a cycle time of 15
minutos is assumed. Thus, there are 4 cycles/hr. This gives maximum
throughputs per hood identical to Step 11. Floor space and operator
requirements are also identical to those described in step 11.
Ex pense Items
Electrical 1.6
	
Kw
Exhaust 500 CFM
Chemicals 260.38/yr
D 1111,0 3 CCPM
Material Items
Palladium costs are computed independent of the solution costs.
Palladium is introduced in the bath as palladium chloride (PdCI?)
which has a 1973 cost of 1.66 per gram, translating to a 1977 cost of
$2.766 per gram of palladium.	 For the purpose of this analysis, it
is assumed that an effective layer of 501 of palladium is applied. For
a density of 12.16 g/cm 3 , this requires a weight of o.03 x M	 g per cm,
of metallized s-rface area. Thus, assuming 7% coverage of the front and
14% coverage of the hack, 73.75 cm ` are covered. This coverage represents
a m,)1ler idls cost of 10.3994/1000 wafer,.
STEP`, 13, 17, and 
20:
	 SPIN DRY (CENTRIFUGE)
Capital_ FAI ij	 (nt AsSum tions
Cost estimates are based on the use of a p luorowart? K-100 rin.er-drver.
Thi apparatus will hold four 25 wafer cassettes and co-;t P'W. A 1`) minutc,
t-yr I e t i m, ( i nc I ud i nq load and unload) will he assumed, ri—,u I i i n.; in a t! i.„ 	, t
of:
i n
1165
1 
2`,_wafer; X 4 cassettes X 4 runs	 '00 wafers
cassette
	 machine
	
hour	 machine hour
Floor space req uired for this equipment is estimated to be 3n ft 2 . One
operator will run four units.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Facility requirements include:
Flectrical	 1 KW (115 VAC - 8.5 A)
N2
	
13.2 L/min (? 40 psi
Assume two wafer carriers for each slot in the cradle, one in use and
one being loaded or unloaded.
8 carriers x $32.00/ca-rier = $256.nn/machine
STEPS 14 and 16: SINTER
Ca ital E ui ment Assu
-
m tions
_^' - -_ l^ _ — — --^'
Once the wafers are rinsed and dried. an  anneal must be performed. The
mo <,t probable coat effective method is to transnort the wafers throuqh a
furnace on .a continuous belt. Assume two carriers, each containing 50 wafers,
are pl.,cod on a belt. Alto, assume the time necessary for these carriers
to pass throu gh the furnace is 30 minutes and that two new boats of wafers
(an be placed or, the belt every 3n seconds. After the first 30 minutes, two
boat ,-. containing a lotal of 100 wafers will emer ge every 30 seconds. This
re-.ult; in .a throu ghput of 20n wafers/minute = 12,000/hour. For this nrocess
>tvp, a hoIt furnace costing $35K and requiring 132 ft 2 is assumed. Each
furnaro will require an operator.
F! PT! I M F I T F 'n'
Flrtrtrica1	 15 KW
Fxh .,u st	 100 CFY
tj2
	 50 2/min = ?1888/year
4	 lc; r,##
STEP 15:
	 IMMERSION PALLADIUM (FLASH)
Capital Equipment Assumptions
Equipment used in this step is identical to that used in the previous
immersion palladium step (Step 12). All assumption are the same as in
Step 12.
Expense Items
IAs in the equipment assumptions, expenses will be identical to
those described in Step 12.
Material Item
In this process step, the immersion is performed for 15 seconds rather
than 2 minutes. The amount of palladium plated onto the wafer, thus, is
assumed to be 1/8 that plated onto the wafer in Step 12. Material cost will
be $0.049 0/1000 wafers
t
STEP 16: ELECTROLESS PALLADIUM
Capital Equipment Assumptions
The electroless palladium step is assumed to require the same equip-
ment, labor, and expense items as have been described in the immersion
palladium steps (Steps 12 and 15).
Mater i a I Items
Rilladium solutions costs is $2.711>Z. 	 It is assumed that the palladium
content of the solution is used with 95° efficiency.
J	
Materials costs are calculated for a palladium layer thickness of
800 and an effective density of 11. 08 g/cm j . This density is slightly
less than the density of elemental palladium. This assumption is made
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because the electroless palladium layer actually contains a small
percentage of phosphorus. The amount of palladium available per liter
	
}
is	 I
2 g PdCL 2
	106 g Pd	 1.140 g Pd
X 177.306 g PdCl2X 0.95 =	 >Z
Using the same 21% coverage as previously described, a volume of 1.9 x 10 -4 cm 
is required resulting in a cost of $6.2969/1000 wafers.
	
l
STEP 19: ELECTROLESS NICKEL
Ca p ital E q ui pment Assumptions
This step assumes the same equipment (laminar flow exhaust hood
and chemical recirculating system) used in previous metallizing steps
but the cell throughput will be different. The wafers are handled in
50 wafer carriers and a cycle time of 20 minutes is assumed. Thus there
are threee cycles/hour. This gives a maximum throughput of 1350 wafers/hr.
All other equipment and expense assumptions remain the same.
Materials Items
1
1
Materials costs are calculated for a nickel layer thickness of 5000
and an effective density of 7.77 g/cm 3 . The amount of nickel available
I
per liter is
30 q Ni Chloride X 	58.71 q Ni	 0.95 = 
7.039 q Ni
A.	 237.71 g Ni Chloride
	 >
[Sa,eri on a solution cost of $0.4414/k,'nickel represents a cost of
$0.1743/1000 wafers.
;TEP 21 — SOLDER COATING
Ca p itol F.quipmert Assumptions
Thi-, process step assumes an automatic solder system which contains a
flux applicator, pre-heater, solderer, and a cleanino and drying section.
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Including a wafer transport system this apparatus is estimated to cost $50K.
Other assumptions include:
solder fountain width is 15"
transport speed is 10 ft/min
Usinq these a «.umptions, three wafers can be processed simultaneously. 	 If the
wafers are transported with one diameter spacing, then:
12.7 wafers X 3 tracks - 38.1 wafers__ 2286 wafers
min	 min
	
hour
EXPENSE ITEMS
Facilitv requirements include:
Electrical	 15 KW
Exhaust	 4000 CFM
nIH20	 10 GPM
Flux will coat 200 ft 2 /oal = 135,806 cm 2/qal. Since both sides of the
waf( . r must be totally fluxed, areas are 2X single side area. Therefore,
1643 wafers can be fluxed. 	 At $10/gal:
sin X 1 n a I 	 -	 %6.OQ
lh4^ wafers
	
1000 wafers
MATERIAL ITEM S
Solder.
4.33/lb = $6.7745/1000 wafers (21% coverage).
STEP 22: ELECTRICAL TEST-CELLI
Capital Lquipment Assumptions
This process step requires an automatic wafer transport system, cell
alignment stage, data acquisition system, and illumination source. Tnese
items a ro estimated to cost:
L-	
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Wafer transport system	 $20K
Cell alignment stage
	
5K
Data acquisition	 16K
Illumination source	 iK
Temperature controlled stage
	
4K
TOTAL	 $46K
It is estimated that a cell can be tested in 5 seconds resulting in a
throughput of 720 cells per hour. Floor space is 100 ft  and one operator
is required for each cell test station.
EXPENSE I TEiAS
Electrical	 2 KW
STEPS 23, 24, 25, and 2E;'•1ODULE i-ABRICAT ION
	
Capital	 iuipment Asr,umptions
Iquipment assumptions used in this analysis are, in many cases, based on
f -(lu i prrren t not yot developed.	 The procedure of panel assembly is I i ;ted below:
1. Coll a l i qri ( ,fl inns and attaches cells by re f l ow to interconnect
ub"trate.)
	/.	 CIf;an (removes flux)
;. Assembly (places substrate with cells attached into pan, injects
silicone, and places glass over cells)
	
4.	 Rivet/.weld (utt,nches bezel )
	
`).	 Cure (thermally cures silicone)
0 , . i n-i ttie process out I i ned above, the to i I ow i ng equipment assumptions
,,ro ryode:	 (riodi,i- , are . a n )minnl 4 ft. :square containine ()n solar cr^l 1•,).
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1. Cell ilign - For this operation, the interconnect is attached to an
indexing X•Y table. Cells are aligned for X, Y and A and placed on the
substrate. Using localized heating, the cell is attached at this time.
Following each cell attachment, the X-Y table indexes and another cell is
aligned and placed on the substrate.
	 It is anticipated that, by using a
hybrid of today's technology equipment, this step can be achieved in this
manner. Estimated cost of such a machine is $80K. The area required for
such a machine is expected to be 10' X 10 1 .	 Including support space, a total
area of 200 ft  is necessary. Alignment time is assumed to be 5 seconds/cell
resulting in a panel alignment time of 8.25 minutes for 12 cm diameter cells
(99 cells X 5 sec./cell). Using a cassette fed system, one operator can
handle this process step.
2. Clean - After cells are attached by solder reflow to the inter-
connect substrate, solder flux must be removed. For this process step,
assume a belt transport system which will spray a cleaning agent. An
aqueous flux is suggested such that the spray can be water. The floor space,
throughput, and operator requirements are assumed to be 350 ft 2, 15 panel:/
hour basnd on a 5 foot wide belt moving at 1 ft/min., and one operator.
C,ipital cost i, estimated to be $35K.
;. As;c;mbly - Cleaned interconnect substrates containing attached
,olar rir:lls are placed into a pan assembly, covered with silicone from an
injector apparatus, and have a glass cover plate put over t lit , jrray.	 It i"
assumed that an automatic belt transport system can perform this process
I	
at the same rate as described above in a machine requiring 500 ft 2 costing
$55K and requiring one operator.
l 1
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4. Rivel/Weld - Assembled panels are induced into an area where a bezel
i, plac ed over the panel after a peripheral sealant has been injected. Riveting
occurs at a rate of 1 panel/minute = 60 panels per hour. This equipment
is estimated to cost $50K, require 144 ft  and one operator.
5. Cure - The final process used in panel assembly is a temperature
:urn which requires 2 hours. Assume a 6' high oven which is loaded from a
belt and will contain 24 panels (2"/panel + 1" space).
	
If a panel can be
i n r,er tncJ into the oven
	 in 5 seconds, then 2 r,i i nutes .-^i e necessary to load
the oven which can be included in the 2 hour cure time. Floor space is estimated
to be 25 ft  (5' x 5") for the oven plus 400 ft  (20' X 20') for staging and
loading apparatus plus 175 ft  for work .,rea = 600 ft  total. 	 It is estimated
that the oven will cost $15K and the load apparatus $20K, for a total of $35K.
Ono operator will be required.
LXPLNSE ITEMS
Panel Assembly
Co ,t Area Cap.Jc i ty Power Exhaust 01 II NLL	 Staf f?? 0
I fors (KI) (W) (PPH) (KW) (CFM) (r^Pf)	 1 )
Cell
	
A l i gn 80 200 5.91 1.5 -- --	 --	 1
C; I eiin ^`^ ;50 15 1 400 1 r)	 25	 i
A, ,omhIer 500 15 4 400 --	 --	 1
k i vrrt(,r 9)0 144 60 7.5 -- --	 --	 1
Curs ;5 600 12 2.00 200 --	 --	 1
"•1ATEiflAL iTE'1r
Pan f^cr,ui rnments
	
i Z(., :
	
48" v 48" X .02" = 2.04 in 2  X .02" = 46.08 in J
Material: Cold Rolled steel
Ik:z(:l requirements, four Nieces
	
.	 4 X 2.5" X 48" X .05" = 480 in  X .05" - 14.4 inr,
Ii
I 
17.'
Item Unit
	 S $/W
Pan S	 3.2145 .0205
` Bezel 0.8394 .0054
Coating 2.7937 .0178
Glass 11.0202 .0703
F!,edthrough .60 .0038
Insulator .092 .0006
Interconnect 9.6970 .0619
Silicone 5.4857 .0350
Gasket .60 .0040
TOTAL
	 $34.3425	 .2191
(	 STEP 27: ELECTRICAL TEST - MODULE
r	Capital Equipment Assumptions
Panel testing is assumed to use a Spectrolab LAPSS pulsed lamp system
which costs S80K. Automatic indexing of panels into the test area is
expected to add S15K to the equipment cost. A room 8' wide x 22' long is
necessary for uniform illumination of a 4' X 4' panel. Additional area
for the panel indexing system is expected to require that a total area of
2 1,10 ft  bo provided for this process step. One operator is necessary for this
equipment.	 15 seconds will be allowed for this operation resulting in a 240
panel/hour rate.
EXPENSE ITEMS
Electrical	 2.5 KW
V7 -	
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I i	 JVI i0lf AD AS'lUMPT IONS
1 he spec if i c categor ies wh ich rant r i l-utc to overhead costs are presented
in lhi,, Becton. Each category is itemized; in no case is any category merely
taken as a percentage of some quantity, such as labor. Specific categoric;
,are, presented below:
1)i rv , ct_ Eactery(lverhead
This, ,octiun includes onr! foreman per shift and is ind e pendent of the
range of factory sizes to be evaluated (a conservative assumption). Super-
visors are required at one per 15 direct labor personnel in crystal and wafer
processinri areas and one per 25direct labor personnel in the panel assembly
area. Annual salaries are assumed to be $16K for forcnr n and $10K for super-
visors. Direct factory expense items are listed in a separate expense category.
I n1ino(,,rin_^L
the engirif-rinq area wiII maintain process integrity and perform Q.A.
runcti , )ns.	 lh,, followinq engineering staff wi ll remain constant over the
;,jnge of innuol pro^ducto,n to be evaluated.
( 1 ) '-1,ane3ger P 175K/year
( ;> Enq i nc(:rs
	
a $2.0K/year each
(;) ToOin i c i ans	 0 1280/we uk each
(.,,1 i to l (;rju i pment i s expected to cost $185K and will be depreciated over 8
yc,irs on a straight line basis. Associated expenses are assurned to be 25%,
of ttlrl total engineering cost, excluding depreciation.
Production Control
inc- thi, factory produces only one product and the number of custoror,
wi I I rf,-m.)in	 constant, annu.jl production volume wi I I only minirrrl Iv
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effect this size of the production control operation. The following personnel
Iwill staff this area:
(1) Manager	 @ $22K/year
(1) Secretary
	
@ $172/week	 1
(1) Scheduler	 @ $18K/year
(2) Clerks	 @ $160/week
(1) Customer Service Engr. @ $18K/year
(1) Order Entry Clerk	 @ $172/week
(4) Inventory Control
	
@ $174/week
This group will remain constant up to 5 MW annual production of which time
one inventory control person will be added for each additional 5 MW of annual
production.	 It is assumed that this group will provide warehouse personnel
requirements. Capital equipment, depreciated as support equipment, will
I	 include: fork-lifts, pallet trucks, and the storage racks. Expense items are
i assumed to be 5% of salaries.
buildingServices
Thi es, co:.t category includes lighting and HVAC which are -stimated to
he 48¢/ft 2 /month; taxes and insurance which are esti-ated to be 25.3Q/ft2/
month; and cu'.todial services which are estimated to be 0.118 man/1000 ft 
6J $160/week. The square foot-ge of the facility is based on the following
f	
.jG•lumptions. The total area figure; (TOTAL SQ. FT.) represents only that area
!	 which is used for direct manufacturing.	 In order to estimate the cost of the
`	 building as well as area related costs, an estimate of the total factory size
(	 must be made. These estimates assume:
r-
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1IOlAl, ' (1. I '1 . X 1. S	 Di A (1)i rest I actory Arr•a)
Ihi,,rdditionaI 30Z i s included in the overall factory size to account
for hallways and storage areas within the manufacturing area.
DFA X 1.2 = FTL (Factory Total)
It is assumed that an additonal 20% of the manufacturin g
 area is required
to warehouse a 30 day product inventory.
FTL X 1.3 = TBA (Total BuiIdinq Area)
This :)(Iditional 30% of the total factory area is utilized for all
,support functions.
The results of this division of area are:
49% = direct manufacturing area
15% = hallway and storage areas within the manufacturing area
134 = warehouse area
23% = support area
Construction costs are assumed to be $80/ft 2
 for manufacturing areas and $30/ft
for all other areas. The average cost to build a factory is then: .49 X ($80/
ft ? ) + .51 X ($3^0/ft 2 ) 	 $51.50/ft ` .	 Two distinct factory areas are identified
in this co,t analysis. The first is direct manufacturing area which is
detr:rmined by ridding the areas required for each piece of equipment used in the
,(!vr^ral production area... This manufacturing area represents 49% of the
folre' tactory ,area and, due to the high degree of utility facilitization,
construction costs are estimated to be $80/ft 2 . The remaining, non-facilitized,
support area (i.e., office, warehouse, etc.) represents 514 of the total factory
area and can be constricted for an estimated $30/ft 2 . Using these ratios of
con;truction cost-, and factory utilization, an average construction cost of
$54.50/ft' for the total factory )rea was determined. 	 In this analysis, the
method u,od to calculate total factory r,nstruction costs is to multiply the
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area required for direct manufacturing by the average construction cost ($54.50)
and divide  by f he porcentacge of area used for manufacturing (49%).. Th is
j	 art ific_ially allocates all of the construction costs to the direct manufacturing
area for calculation purposes only, and therefor results in an effective
construction cost of $111.20/ft 2 direct manufacturing area. The total
construction cost of the factory, thus, is the product of this effective
construction cost/ft 2 .end the TOTAL SQ. FT.
The cost of industrial property varies significantly throughout the U.S.
For example, Phoenix, Arizona has industrial property in the $12 - 15K/acre
range while San Francisco sells similar property for $95 - 125K/acre. The
national average is approximately $1/ft 2
 or $44K/ acre.
	 In order to achieve
anaverage cost estimate for a solar cell manufacturing plant, $1/ft 2 will
be used in this analysis. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the total
area of the building will be 30% of the total property area. Since the
I
manufacturing area (TSQFT) is 49% of the factory and the factory is 30 p of
`	 the total property, the effective construction costs of $111.20/ft2 of direct
manufacturing space will be increased to include property by $6.80 resulting
in an effective cost of $113/manufacturing ft 2 . Area calculations are utilized
in the building services costs. Factory building costs form the base for the
interest and depreciation figures.
U	 , .,
Assumptions here are that one administrator at $30K/year(lst shift only)
I
I	 and one supervise it $20K/ye3rper shift for each 10 technicians are employed.
Mechanical/electric-I technicians at $15K/year each are determined by the
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number and type of equipment used. Each type of machine is designated a
maintenance coefficient in the data file io detormine maintenance technician
requirements for a particular process. Ex pense items are assumed to be 1.5X
technician total salary and material items are assumed to be 1/3 of the total
maintenance cost, (payroll + fringes + expense)/3.
Mandaga^nt
The management section of overhead is assumed to contain a general manager
at $')OK and four staff members at $30K each. Expenses are 20N of these
salaries.
Marketing/Sales
Due to the small customer base, the staff in this group is assumed to
remain constant and to comprise of one product marketer and one salesman,
each with annual salaries of $20K, and one clerk at $172/week. Expenses
are 112 of these salaries and commissions are 2.4 X salesman's salary. 	 It i-;
also as,;umed that there are no applications activities.
f'urcha , . i rld
The purchasing function is assumed to remain constant with one purchasing
aclent at $22K/year and expenses of 20% of salary.
I i nance
I i n jnc.e per , ,onne I include  on account; p,ayab I e clerk,  one accounts
raceivat,I clerk, and once payroII clerk each at $172/week. Expenses are
.'0% of salaries. This function is assumed independent 	 ` volume.
I	 j
`)ecret_^r^r ool	 1
Two secretaries and two clerks, each with salaries of $172/week, are	
1
a^',umc LI T or th i . section. Expense i toms are assumed to exist in several ,areas	 1
in which	 th(:•,c- employ r., work.
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Data I'rocc^sin;
This oporation is constant and utilizes a leased computer an.i peripheral
equipment at $3500/month. The computer will provide inventory tracking,
direct labor reporting, reject analysis, and management information services.
Jne programmer/operator at $20K is required. Expenses are assumed to be $10K
;)cr year.
Training
Training is considered to be one of the most important functions in the
overhead section. As a result, one organizer at $22K, five trainees for
wafer processing at $170/week, and one trainer for assembly at $170/week
will be employed. These people perform an extensive training program for
direct labor personnel. 	 In both situations, expenses are assumed to be 10%
of salaries.
Personnel
This section requires two employees at $22K for each 10 MW of annual
production. Expenses are 104 of salaries. The manager for this section is
included in the Management section.
(;3fetoria
Cquii)m(, nt for the cafeteria is estimated to cost $60K. Assuminq that
tho- cafetori,) is self-sustaining and operates at a breakeven point, no labor
or expense need be included.
L O'y I
It is assumed that all legal matters will be performed by a contract
attorney for $13K/year.
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Security
Security guards will be employed on a one employee per shift basis at
$170/week.
He31th
Nurses will be hired on a one nurse per shift basis at $200/week.
Expenses are 10% of salary.
i r i ncje Dene f its
For all direct labor employees, fringe benefits are assumed to be
$2.3K/year times the number of employees regardless of salary or grade.
3.8.7.6:	 FROCESS YIELD AND MACHINE EFFICIENCY ASSUMPT1011S
The cost of performing any given.process step (and the entire process
sequence) is, in addition to expenses already defined, heavily dependent upon
the yield through each process step. The yield of a given process step is
simply defined as the number of acceptable units out of the process step
divided by the number of acceptable units started into the process step.
	
If
a process step has well defined control ranges and is operated within those
ranges, the yield should be 1.00 (or 100%). Since some variations can
always be expected outside the control limits (including breakage from
handling), the practically observed yields are always less than 1.00. Based
upon volume extrapolations from today's known technology, yields have been
assumed for each of the individual process steps which could be incorporated
into the factory under consideration.
The yield of the overall process sequence is merely the product of the
yields of each of the individual process steps in the sequence. A poor yield
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at any one process step, thus, can dramatically affect the total yield. Further,
to obtain 100 units out of the process sequence, the number of units started
must be 100 divided by the yield. This, of course, is also true for any
individual process step or group of steps. All substrates which are started
but which do not finish, thus, are wasted and have a great impact on the cost
of a step (and the overall sequence). One of the most cost sensitive sets
of assumptions is the set of process yield assumptions. Since these assumptions
must oe, in fact, estimated, they are more subjective than many of the other
assumptions previously discussed. A careful evaluatior of the results of
this cost analysis must critically evaluate these yield assumptions.
A second set of assumptions which are partially subjective and which also
are highly influential on processing costs are related to machine durability.
In this analysis, it is assumed that each piece of processing equipment will
be broken down and inoperative a certain portion of the time_ 	 It is further
assumed that the more complex machinery will have more down-time. An ion
implanter, therefore, will have significantly more down-time than a chemical
exhaust hood.
The process step yield and machine efficiency assumptions are listed
below.
PROCESS MACHINE
YIELD % EFFICIENCY
1.	 Pla,ma	 Etch 49.80 .07
2.	 Wa y	Apply 99.40 .02
;.	 lextur e Etch 99.20 .93
4.	 Wax 1^ornove Q9.60 Q5
').	 Pla-=a	 Clean 99.30 .W
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fr`
PROCESS MACHINE
YIELD % EFFICIENCY
99.8 .80
99.8 .80
99.4 .96
99.2 .88
99.4 .90
99.8 .93
99.8 .93
99.8 .96
99.8 .96
99.8 .93
99.4 .93
99.8 .96
99.8 .96
99.4 .93
99.8 .96
99.0 .88
94.80 .95
99.70 .88
99.90 .88
99.95 .88
99.95 .97
99.80 .95
i
6. Ion implant p-type
7. Ion implant n-type
8. Implant activation anneal
9. Silicon nitride deposition
10. Plasma patterning
11. Plating etch
12. Immersion palladium A
13. Spin dry
14. Sinter
15. Immersion palladium B
16. Electroless palladium
17. Spin dry
18. Sinter
19. Electroless nickel
20. Spin dry
21. Solder coat
22. Cell Test
25. Cell Attach
?n. Module Clean
)^,	 Module  As • emb l y, Rivet-Weld
2F,. Cure
71. Module Test
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3.8.7.7	 ELECTRICAL AND DI WATER CONSUMPTION ASSUMPTIONS
Electrical consumption in the factory includes the requirements for
operation of building services and equipment as well as the specific
requirements for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) in each
of the processing areas. The total electrical consumption assumes:
(1) Steady-state operation of equipment requires 50% of the name-
plate power (a 504 load factor).
(2) Exhaust power is rated at 1004 load factor based on 8766 hours per
year.
(3) HVAC power is rated at 404 load factor, based on 8766 hours per
year.
(4) Lighting requires 4 watts per square foot.
It Is further assumed that:
(5) Exhaust power requirement is 0.46 KW/1000 CFM and is assumed to
operate cont':nuoQsiy.
(6; HVAC requirements must account for:
(a) Eauipment heat dissipation equal to 12.54 of name-plate
rating and
(b) conditioning of make-up air at 15 K411000 CFM.
DI water consumption assumes a 5400 hour work year. Total electrical and DI
consumption for each equipment item and for the total factory can now be
calculated utilizing these assumptions.
The consumption of electricity and DI water in the factory is dependent
upon the particular building service or type of equipment and process step.
Consumption can be classed either as continuous or as demand, a-id costs
have been determined for each piece of equipment accordingly.
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Many of the building services and pieces of equipment require full
time usage of a particular service whether material is being processed or
no g - For this continuous usage, consumption is equal to the number of pieces
of process equipment required, multiplied by both the individual equipment
service requ irement and the ma;,16' ne off i c i ency value i r; 3.'anted earl 1 er in
the equipment and process step assumptions). (hose pieces of equipment that
require the usage of a particular servicd only when material is being processed
rill use that service at a rate equal to the product of the machine utilization
factor and, again, the product of the number of pieces of that equipment,
the individual equipment service requirement, and the machine efficiency
value. Demand electrical items are then multiplied by 0.616, (5400 work
hours/year)/(8766 hours/year), in order that weekends and holidays can be
eliminated in determining the total annual electrical consumption. 	 It
should be noted that the machine utilization is factored into electrical
and DIH20 consumption only; exhaust is assumed to operate continuously.
Once totals are established for each facility requirement in each
process sequence, annual consumption is determined by multiplying the total
by 8766 annual hours for electrical consumption and by 5400 annual work
hours for DIH 20 consumption.
1	 , _ _ _ CAL C^IL AT 1 ^^!J , FOP THL COST ANALYS I S
of thr: calculations err; given below.
for th at Procr:ss `^eru^:nor; fir lrl
The average hourly solar cell output volume required to meet any given
annual production goal can ue readily calculated when the solar cell size and
efficiency are specified. This hourly number is that which would result
from a process with a 100% process yield. Knowing the required output rate
Ilr; ,r.ril,tir^n
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fand the Individual process step yields, the number of solar cel;s started
Into any process sequence can be calculated from the cumulative yiald of the
individual process steps. (The cumulative yield at a given process step is
the product of all the individual process step yields Including and following
that step.) An example of this calculation, for the Phase II process utilizing
12 cm diameter cells at an annual production of 25 megawatts, i3 shown in
the first three columns of Table 12,
The key for tho table is:
STEP YLD (r)
	 =	 Step yield (%;
CUM YLD (4)
	 =	 Cumulative Yield (^)
WAFERS PER HR	 Wafers per hour
MACH EFF	 Machine Efficiency
MACH CAP	 =	 Machine Capacity
YIELD CAP	 =	 Yielded Machine Capacity
Having defined both a machine capacity and a machine efficiency in the
assumptions, a yielded machine capacity is calculated from the product of the
capacity and efficiency. This information is shown in the last three columns
of Table t7.
Calculations fir "achine Cost, Labor, and Floor Space Re_guiremen^
Results of the previous calculations are used to calculate total equip-
ment requirements from an actual number standpoint as well as capital cost
and floor space requirements, Table 13. The equipment (machine) require-
ments in bo`h decimal and rounded-up (actual) form are shown in this table
to illustrate the effect of machine utilization. The actual number of
13^
. 11
STEP CUM Idr+FEP1, MACH MACH r IELII
PPOCE: S	 : TEP YLD 1 %) 'YLL 1 :> PEP Hp EFF CAP cHF'
FLKMH ETCH 99.8 86.5 13522 .97 6(1(1 582
WAX MPPL1 99.4 86. 7 134 .^2 250 2 i(I
TEXTUPE ETCH 99.2 87, 2 134i •z .9 906 8 7
bIAX	 FErinVE 99.6 87.9 13--407 95 25(1 2 j7
PLA"MA CLEAN ^d 8P.2 13254 .97 666 582'
ION	 IMPL-ADV P 99.8 88.4 0227 .*0 1036 824
ION	 IMPL-AD'•i	 rl 49.8 88,ti 13201 ,:(1 48(111 3Y:41J
LPIVE -IN D1FF. `.+9.4 88. 1? 1-3174 250 24 11
SILICON	 filTFIDE 99.2 89..' 13(145 ,r: 250 221)
PLA:MA FATTEPri 94.4 40.0 121?41 .9U 480 4%2
PLF+T INI:	 ET1: H (I, E. 1291 ' 93 .811' 16.74
IMMEP ION PII A .>9.8 96.8 12887 .9 18(1(1 1:•74
SFIr1	 DP • Y 99.8 !0.9 let:bl .4b 400 i84
SINTEP	 1 99.8 +1, 1 128{5 .45 120011 11526
IMMEP `_'ION FD P 99.Y ^^1.3 12)+1(1 .9j 1806 1674
ELECTPOLE!	 FD 49.4 91.5 12184 .4+ 1$00 1•;4
SPIN rIPY 9'x.8 92.0 127 116 .96 4(10 :ra
SINTEP	 1 99.8 42.2 126)?2 46 12(1(111 1152(1
ELECTPOLE!. -^
	
r+1 49.4 92.4 12657 .•? 1.45(1 te5^
SPIri	 DPY 99.8 93.0 12581 •:40 4()(1 3): 4
_:OLIIEP 99.0 93.1 12155`, , 88 2	 . 6 1 c
CELL TE T 94.8 44, 1 124 ;11 .'+`_• 72 0 r. Y4
CELL ATTAI:H 94, 7 99.3 11784 .88 726 .:_: 4
MODULE C LEF44 44. + ??, 0 11748 , 8.8 1485 131,17
MODULE M: :EMKY 7 117?8 . 88 148°, 1 .i 117
PIVET-I,IELD Q9.7 11731 .88 5`+411 5227
COPE 4'+.9 99.8 11725 .97 116:.. 11-.2
MODULE TE T 911.8 •+4.8 11715 .915 237	 6 22`.•72
FINI:HEII
 PF0111AT I00.0 16(1.0 I1695
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TABLE 12
PHA:E II PFOCE'
	 121_M CELL CONF Irl_n
106.0  ME(IiA I,IAT T Arita Ir+L PF'UDI!I: T I ON 	 14. 61 1 	CELL EF F I I
SOLAR C ONC ENTPAT I ON =	 i OLr+P C ON.. TA1rT
TABLE 13
PHAE
	 11 PROCESS 12CM CELL CONFII,UPATION
100.0 MEGA WATT PNN!WL PPODUCTION 14.00 : CELL EFFICIENCY
SOLAR CONCENTRATION 1	 SOLFIR CONSTANTS
uMACH r.MACH kS TOTAL LABOR TOTAL SOFT TOTAL
PROCESS STEP tDEC.) (ACT) MACH 1(s MACH LL MACH OFT
PLASMA ETCH 23.23 24 15.0 360 .50 12 30 720
WAX APPLY 59.67 54 59.1 873 .12 8 80 1200
rEXTUPE ETCH 1b. 0S 17 12.0 204 .50 9 45 765
WfiX REMOVE 56.15 57 56.4 807 .25 15 45 675
PLAS MA CLEAN 22.77 23 15.0 345 .50 12 30 690
ION IMPL-ADV P 16.05 17 >?5.0 1445 1.00 17 400. 6800
ION IMPL-ADV h 3.44 4 65.0 340 1.00 4 400 160(1
DRIVE-IN DIFF. 54.84 55 65.3 464 .12 8 275 1973
SILICON NITRIDE 59.52 60 65.3 512 .12 8 275 215"3
PLASMA PRTTEP14 3.). 07 31 65.0 2015 1.00 31 1n0 .3100
PLATING ETCH 7.71 8 4.5 36 1.00 8 45 360
IMMERSION PD A 7.70 8 12.0 96 1.00 8 45 360
;PIN DRY 33.49 34 2.5 85 .25 9 30 1020
SINTEP	 1 1.11 2 35.0 70 1.00 2 132 264
IMMERSION PD B 7.65 8 12.0 96 1.00 8 45 »0
ELECTROLE^
	 PD 7.64 8 12.0 96 1.00 8 45 360
;PIN DRY 33.09 34 2.5 85 .25 9 30 1 G2 (1
SINTEP	 1 1.10 2 35 0 70 1.00 2 132 264
ELECTPOLESS Tri 10.08 11 12	 0 132 1.00 11 45 4^5
SF(rr DRY 32.76 33 2.5 use .25 9 30 990
SOLDER 6.24 7 50.0 350 1.00 7 100 700
CELL TEST 16.17 19 46.0 874 1.00 19 100 1900
CELL ATTACH 18.59 19 80.0 1520 1.00 19 200 1;3(I0
MODULE CLEAN 8.99 9 35.0 315 1.00 9 +50 {IS(I
MODULE Fo-'EMBLY 8.98 9 55.0 451) 1. 011 . 50r1 4501",
RIVET-WELD 2.24 3 50.0 150 1.00 144 4'2
CUPE 10.18 11 35.0 385 1.00 11 6r111 :.1.00
MODULE TEST .52 1 95.0 95 1.00 1 250 2°,!1
TOTAL 12402 276 4501
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machines required in a particular step is then multiplied by capital cost,
labor requirements, and floor space requirement:;. Similar to the machine
data, the labor also represents a rounded-up Integer for each step.
(Reduction in this one shift labor figure will occur in later calculations
utilizing process grouping techniques.) Totals at the bottom of Table 13
show the cost of capital equipment necessary to fabricate product and the
necessary floor space to perform this task.
The key for Table 13 is:
# MACH (DEC)
0 MACH (ACT)
KS MACH
TOTAL K%
LABOR MACH
TOTAL DL
SQFT MACH
TOTAL SQFT
=	 Number of machines in aecimal form
=	 Number of machines in rounded-up form
=	 Individual machine cost in $1000 units
=	 Total cost of machines in $1000 units
=	 Direct labor to operate one machine
=	 Direct labor, rounded-up, to operate
all machines
=	 Individual machine floor space (ft 2)
Total machine floor space (ft 2)
',r(LiT_i n r i c,f Labor Within Process Categories
The direct labor headcount for a single shift, shown in Table 1A, is
higher th;;n nucessary. 	 It can be lowered by grouping processi:s together
to more efficiently utilize available labor.
	 This reduction reflects
the fact that while an integral number of machines i; necessary, only a
fractional number o f
 machines would be necessary to fulfill production
requirements
	
l. c?se calculations are shown in Table 14.
1-s8
iTABLE 14
PHASE
	 II PROCES` 12CM CELL CONFIGURATION
10U.0 MEGA WATT ANNUAL PRODUCTION 14.00 %. CELL EFFICIENCY
SOLAR CONCENTRATION s	 1 SOLAR CONSTANTS
PROCESS GROUPIMG
EQPT LABOR LABOR LAFOP LABOR
PROCESS :STEP UTL(%) UTL(:) /STEP (DEC) (ACT)
WAFEP PREP
PLASMA ETCH 9618 96.8 12 11.1b
WAX. APPLY 99.4 91.7 8 7.3
TEXILIPE ETCH 94.3 89.0 9 8.0
WAS, PEMOVE 98.5 93.6 143 14.0
PLASMA CLEAN 94.0 94.9 12 11.4
TOTAL 56 52.4 56
JCT/DIELECT FORM
ION	 1MFL-HIiV F 94.4 94.4 17 16.1
ION	 IMPL-AI,V N 85.9 85.9 4 3.4
DRIVE-IN DIFF. 99.8 85.8 8 6.9
SILICON r41TPIDE 99.2 93.0 8 7.4
TOTAL 37 33.8 36
METALLIZATION
PLAM , PATTEPN 97.0 97.0 31 30.1
PLAT IPC, ETCH 96.4 96.4 8 7.7
IMMEP IC ION FD A 96.2 96.2 8 7.7
sF I h	 DF'1 98.5 93.0 9 8.4
SINTEF	 1 55.7 55.7 2 1.1
IMME P S ION FI+	 B 95.7 45.7 8 7.7
ELECIFOLE S FD 93.5 95.05 8 7.6
SPIN DRY 97.3 91.9 9 8.3
SINUP 1 SS.0 55.0 2 1.1
ELECYPOLE':S NI 91.6 41.6 11 10.1
SPIN DF't 99.3 91.0 9 8.2
SOLDEP 89.1 89.1 7 6.2
TOTAL 112 104.1 110
ASSEMBLY
CELL TENT 95.6 95.6 19 18.2
CF; L ATTACH 97.8 97.8 19 119.6
M	 #ULE CLEAN 99.9 99.9 9 9.0
MODULE A'. 'EM1%LY 99.6 49.8 9 9.0
RIVET-WELD 74.8 74.8 3 2.2
CURE 92.5 92.5 11 10.2
MODULE	 TET 31.9 51.9 1 .5
TOTAL 71 67.7 72
PPOCE:: TOTAL	 274
L, ),
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=	 Equipment Utilization (4)
Libor Utilization (^)
Labor per step
Direct -labor represented in decimal
form
Direct labor, next highest integer
after factoring for absenteeism and
M
The key for Tab!e 14 is:
EQPT UT L (d)
LABOR UTL (^)
LABOR/STEP
LABOR (DEC)
LABOR (ACT)
turnover
Equipment utilization is the ratio of the decimal number of machines over the
actual number of machines and represents the percentage of time (after factoring
of maintenance time) a particular item must operate in order to produce the
desired volume. Labor utilization is determined by multiplying the actual
number of machines required for a particular step by the labor per machine
figure (which was identified in the assumptions) and dividing by the integerized
direct labor value from Table 14 . Using the assumption that the number of
direct labor personnel specified for a particular process step can perform
that operation when the equipment is 100% utilized, then the actual labor
utilization figure, listed in Table 14 , is the product of the figure calculated
above and machine utilization. For each process step, the decimal labor
requirement is determined by multiplying the labor per step figure from Table
by the labor utilization figure in Table 1 4. To determine the actual
direct labor required in a particular process category, the sum of all the
Individual process steps (decimal labor) within that particular category
are multiplied by 1.05 to account for a 5% absentee/turnover rate and
rounded up to the next highest integer. The purpose of listing labor
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I
li
7i
requirements in both decimal and rounded-up form is to determine if
sufficient personnel exist within a process category to perform the
miscellaneous tasks not directly related to the manufacturing of product.
Note that equipment utilization should not be c gnfused with the actual per-
centage of time that a particular piece of equipment is used, but that it
represents the percentage of available time that the piece of equipment is
used; available time being total time reduced by maintenance, cleaning, and
	 I 
i	
any other time in which equipment cannot be used.
Facility Rc^gtjirement Calculations
Facility requ i rements are calculated for each process step and for the
process sequence utilizing the requirements for individual pieces of equip-
meat. The facilities necessary to perform each process step are shown in
Table 19.
The key for Table 15 is:
PWR KW (ist)	 =	 Maximum rated (name-plate) electrical
power in kilowatts for one machine.
VENT CFM	 Exhaust in cubic feet per minute
for one machine
WTR GPM	 Delonlzed water In gallons per minute
for One machine
M MACH	 W	 Number of machines required for the
process step
PWR KW (2nd)
	 =	 Electrical power in kilowatts for
the number of machines in the step
(includes machine efficiency, utilization
and demand, but not 50% load factor)
I I) i
TABLE 15
PHASE
	 II	 PROCE:. `_ 12CM CELL CONFIGURATI qN
100.0 ME,:-,A MATT ANNUAL PPODUCTION 14.60 %.	 CELL EFFICIENCY
SOLAR CONCENTPATION 1 SOLAR CONSTANTS
IND EOPT PROCESS STEP
FACILITY F'EQ FACILITY REC,
PWR VENT WTP •• P6iR VENT WTR MACH
PROCESS STEP kW CFM GPM MACH KW CFM GPM EFF
PLASMA ETCH 1 40 .0 24 20 931 (1 .97
WAX APPLY 11 480 .0 59 16 .;51.i 0 .92
TEXTURE ETCH 1 500 .0 17 25 79ii5 (1 ,43
WAX REMOVE 2 320 3.2 57 30 4-.sl 45 .95
PLASMA CLEAN 1 40 .0 23 20 892 0 .97
ION IMFL-HI ,V P 50 40 10.0 17 395 544 128 .8u
ION IMPL-F41 1 V N 50 40 10.0 4 84 128 27 .80
DPIVE-1N DIFF. 14A 125 .0 - 964 860 0 ,1:8
SILICON	 NlTPII ,E 140 125 .0 60 964 k61*1 U .88
PLASMA PATTEPN 10 40 .0 31 175 1115 0 .+(1
PLAT IN ,; ETCH 1 450 3.0 8 8 3348 22 .9.3
IMMEP`ION PD A 1 500 3.0 8 11 3720 22 93
SPIN LP 'r 1 0 .0 34 19 0 u .96
SINTEP	 1 15 100 .0 2 28 191 0 .96
IMMEP=ION PD F: 1 500 3.0 8 11 3720 22 .9
ELECTROLE: , 	FD 1 500 :3.0 6 11 3720 22 93
SPIN	 I, P'Y 1 0 .0 34 19 0 0 .96
SINTER	 1 15 100 .0 2 28 191 0 .446
ELECTPOLE_S NI 1 500 3.0 11 16 5115 31) .y
SPIN	 DP'r 1 0 .0 3.3 19 0 0 .96
v	 SOLDER+ 15 4000 1 0. 0 7 50 24t.--q 54 .88
CELL TET 2 0 .0 19 21 0 0 .95
CELL ATTACH 11 400 .0 19 115 6687 0
MODULE CLEAr, 1 400 10.0 9 4 3167 79
MODULE M::EMBLY 4 400 .0 9 19 3167 0 .88
RIVET-WELD 2 0 .0 3 :3 0 0 .8Y
COPE 10 200 .0 11 60 2134 0 +7
MODULE TE'T 2 0 .0 1 0 0 (1 ,95
TOTAL 3295 P38 88 455
EOPT
UTL%.
96.8
^y.4
:,4 .
99, ii
94.4
ti 9 , rt
~ ^. C
97, (1
'_a6. 4
9 r.. C
47, j
9'.. 3
V •r , ;-f
74.
r l ^ .;^
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A
VENT CFM	 =	 Exhaust in cubic feet per minute
for the process step
WTR GPM	 M	 Delonized water in gallons per minute
for the process step
MACH EFF	 Machine efficiency
EQPT UTL %
	
Equipment utilization %
Total Expense and Material Calculations
Utilizing data assumed and calculated previously, expense items for the
individual process steps and process sequence can now be calculated.
Table 16 illustrates total incurred expenses, which include process
expenses, electrical expenses, and DIH 2O expenses. Also presented in Table
16 are the total material cost items. Process expenses are the sum of all
expendable items used in the manufacturing of solar cells. These items
Include, for example, chemicals, and are calculated by determining the cost
per 1000 wafers produced multiplied by the number of wafers processed in
a particular process step per hour and the number of production hours in a
year (5400). Wasted silicon is included in this category. Also included
in this category are items which are dependent on the number of machines used
as well as items which depend on the number of machines used factored by
that machine's efficiency and utility factor. Electrical expense is the
product of the total electrical power (as defined in Section 3.6.2.7). 8766 annual
hours, and a variable power rate which is nominally 2}Q/KWH. DIH2O
expense is the product of deionized water consumed per year times 3.0031/gallon.
Material items are calculated on a per 1000 wafer basis as well as a variable
initial silicon cost fiq;;re
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TABLE	 16
PHASE
	
II PPOCE_: 12CM CELL COI+FI!-,!iFHTIOI+
10(1.(' MEGA WATT ANNUAL	 FF'OIiI l CTION 14.1'.10	 % CELL EFF IC IENO
, DLAR (ONCENTFATION = 1	 7 0LFIP CON:TANTI
SIL;CDN	 -	 1611.7 X1. 0 1LOGRAM POWEP FATE = 2.5 CENTS.061H
EXPENSE g. MHTEPIAL	 ITEMS
PPOCESS ELECT WATEP TOTAL MAIL
PPOCE,_ _TEP EXFfOS) EXPkhS? EXPtkS) EXPlhS) kkS)
PLASMA ETCH 976.1 3.6 .0 974.9 .0
WAX APPL'y 4.4 24.0 . 0 33.4 .	 (r
TEXTOFE FTCH 84.4 14.2 .0 98.7 .0
WAX PEMOVE .0 9.8 45.8 55.:, .0
PLASMA CLEAN 9.6 3.7 .0 i3.3 . 0
ION	 IMFL-f4IDV P 14.1 48.4 129.0 191.5
ION IMFL -HDV N 25.2 10.4 27.6 r.3. 2 .0
DPIVE-1N DIFF. 48.5 117.4 .0 165.'? .0
SILICO14	 14ITPIIIE 107,4 117.4 .0 224.8 .0
FLA_MA PATTEFN I:3. 1 22.7 . 0 4(x.8 . U
PLAT INi: ETCH e5.6 5.7 22.4 53.8 .0
1MMEP , ION PIo A 2.1 6.7 22.4 41.2 27.8
SPIN	 DF• 'r . 0 2.4 . U 2.4 .0
SINTEP	 1 3.8 3.7 .0 7.5 .0 5
IMMEF" 1014 PD F : 2.1 6.7 22.4 -41.2 3.` f
ELECTPOLE:S	 PI o 64,4 6.7 22.4 ?4.0 434.7
SPIN	 Ii p `( . 0 2.4 , U 2.4 , U
SINTFF'	 1 3.7 . 0 7.5 .0
ELECTFOLE::	 IrI .0 Q.2 30.Y 40.0
SPIN	 I^F' . fJ 2. 3 . 0 2.
SOLDEF 412.9 41.0 55.2 501:41. (1 45^1.=
CELL	 TE:I .0 2.6 .0 2.6 .0
CELL ATTACH .9 23.4 0 2 3. 4 , 1)
MODULE CLEAN .0 5.1 79.4 (14.5
MOI l uLF A	 :EMBLY .0 6.8
PIVET- W ELD .0 .4 .0 .4
CUPS .0 10.4 .0 10.4 .0
MODULE TEST .0 .1 .0 .1 21'?`.2.3
TOTAL 1802.9	 516.3 457.5 2776, 7 22kr'?. `_,
(r
r
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The key for Table 16 is:
I	 PROCESS EXP (KS)
	 =	 Process expenses In 1000 dollar units
ELECT EXP (KS)
	 =	 Electrical power expenses in 1000
dollar units
1	 WATER EXP (K$)
	 Oeionized water expenses in 1000
dollar units
TOTAL EXP (K$)
	 Total expenses in 1000 dollar
units
MATL (KS`
	 Material costs in 1000 dollar units
i	 -
3.f1,4	 RESULTS
A summary of the total costs for the life of the factory is sh-,wn in
Table 17. This table shows contributions of the cost categories of
materials, expenses, labor, overhead, interest, and depreciation. 	 For
tochnology and automation levels equivalent to those existing today,
the total valic added to the starting substrate amounts to J.4024/watt
in 1975 dollar-,. Due to the assumptions made in the analysis, this can
be considered as the upper limit of the value added cost for this process.
for the, analyzed process sequence, significant portions of the total cost
are associated with module assembly. A comparison of the relative costs
and cost factors for cell processing and module assembly is shown in Table 18.
Module materials, it can be observed, are a major cost factor. The
materials category ccntributes 49.8 1% of the total value added cost. Further,
th^^ modu I (: ma for i a I s represent 96% of this, or nearly 43% of the lots I value added.
Ni-, i an obvious candidate for cost reductions.
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TABLE 17
Cost factors as a function of the phases of factory life.
Phase I is the building phase, Phase 2 is the equipment phase,
Phase 3 is the labor build-up phase, and Phase 4 is the
production phase.
FHA:E 11 PPOCE::	 12Ch1 CELL 1 - 014F IGUPW ION
10(.0 ME1;A 1-1ATT ANNUAL FPOLUCTION 	 CELL EFFIC IElu:l
:OLr+F' CONCEf4TFATI014 -	 1 :OLf-F • CONSTANT`
_ILICON - 411.7( 1 -kILOi-PAM	 POWEP FATE a 2.5 CENT:/YljlH
LIFECT LA1OF CEN U: = 6E	 INTEFE^T PETE - 1U. !1
4S)S)
FAC10F'Y LIFE
	
MAT
FHA`E 1
	 6 MO	 0
FHFE 2 6 MO	 0
PHASE 3 6 MO	 5722
PHA E 4 60 MO 11444
TOTAL COST 1 0170
TOTAL S,61hTT
49.E
EXP
0
26
644
1 3884
146- (14
. C+285
6.1
LFHB
0
0
3033
45415
48448
. 0'^1 4 5
20.1
	
OvF	 INT
	
166	 157
	
834	 691
	
28*2	 1441
29754 $386
3 3642' 10675
Or,Sn . 6208
	
13.4	 4.4
LEP
0
65
1246
12459
1--(769
S.7
TOTAL
323
1621
15014
224344
2413vc,
.4768
100. 0
INFLHTION FACTOP 1.17
COST IN 1475 DOLLAP _ = 't0.41'1E4 , h1F1TT
UMMAF'Y
1t
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CELL	 MODULE
	
(`^)	 (N)
	Actual	 of Category	 Actual	 of Category	 Total
Total	 Total
Capital Equip. (K$)	 8568	 69	 3834	 31	 12402
	
Mfg. Floor Space (ft 2) 25869
	 56	 20632	 44	 46501
Direct Labor/Shift	 202	 74	 72	 26	 274
Electrical Power (KW)	 3075	 93	 222	 7	 3298
Exhaust (CFM)	 68733	 82	 15155	 18	 83888
Process Exp (K$)	 1803	 100	 ---	 ---	 1803
Electrical Exp (K$)	 467	 91	 49	 9	 516
j	 Water Exp (K$)	 379	 83	 79	 17	 458
Total Exp (K$)	 2649	 95	 128	 5	 2777
I	 "Materials (K$)	 938	 4	 21952	 96	 22890
TABLE IS: COMPARISON OF RELATIVE COSTS BETWEEN CELL FABRICATION
AND MODULE ASSEMBLY FOR COST FACTORS AND CATEGORIES.
^f
1
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The second largest cost category contribution is labor, accounting
for 20.1% of the total value-added. Automation will obviously reduce
this contribution. Further, automation can effect some process
simplifications, further reducing total costs through decreased
expenses.
Cost savings can be envisioned in all other categories as well.
For example, by utilizing a recirculating DI water system, consumed DI
expenses can be reduced.
Other significant cost reductions can be achieved through process
simplification. Combining ion implant activation anneal and silicon nitride
deposition, and eliminating electroless palladium plating and attendant
steps (both of which appear feasible) could save on the order of 2.5Q/watt
and increase proccss yield simultaneously.
Achieving the 1986 goals, thus, appears entirely reas-)nable,
utilizing the process sequence presented and incorporating improvements
(and simplifications) that are now recognized and which present no
requirement for technological breakthrough.
3.8.5	 MODULE FABRICATION ECONOMICS
The cost analysis indicates that interconnect and module designs
Incorporated in the process sequence being currently developed may be
expensive relative to a 50C/watt objective. Further analysis of this
module desig;i, relative to the future use of large square or rectangular
solar cells, indicates that it can, indeed be sufficiently cost
effective for incorporation in a 50C/watt product.
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1There is a logical breaki.ig of the overall process sequence into three
tf
	 separate areas: silicon substrate production, cell fabrication, and
t.	 encapsulation (including interconnect). The current program has emphasized
almost exclusively cell fabrication into water substrates with the added
proviso that the process segeunce be easily applicable to ribbon substrates.
This program was intended to provide an important step leading to the
economical production of high efficiency solar cells. These cells, in theory,
could be incorporated into virtually any module design, varying from the high
degree of production afforded by the Motorola module to the more limited cell
I	 protection offered by some other designs.
The stated goal of a 20 year module life should be considered a minimum
goal, not a goai to be missed or achieved marginally. The impact of module
1	 life on system economics is large. Module reliability is perhaps the single
most important cost factor in module design. Unfortunately, in the absence
of either 20 year test data or proven accelerated life testing figures, it
is not possible to quantitatively predict whether a given module design
will achieve the desired 20 year life. Accordingly, module designs pro-
posod strictly on the basis of cost will probably not meet the requirement
„f o 20 year life. At the prosent time, evaluation of the long term
ri:li,jbiIity of a given module design must rely he,^ivily on prior history of
the ,emiconductor industry, utilizing what data are available from the
(rr;(•(nt) solar rno(Jule industry, and engineering common sense.
Rroad experience in failure analysis by the semiconductor industry ha,,
resulted in the observation that, passing initial screening tests, one of the
most likely long-term catastrophic failure modes in solar cell modules will
be associated with cell metallization and metal interconnection. 	 (Also likely
will be mechanical failures such as cell breakage, and module component
^•	 dnlamin3tion.) The module, ideally, should be capable of protecting the
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metallization and interconnects while, at the same time, be capable of cush`oninr.
the cel I ,. mechanical IV.
The module design proposal by Motorola was chosen because, on the basis
of reliability of the c3terials and engineering judgement of the design, it
1ppnmr ,  truly r mpable of meeting 3 20 year minimum life. The high cost,
in tnrm; of a `)f1C 1watt r"Ndu le, is due in 1:arge part to the high present cost
of 11,r• coOpPr-kapton e( . ! I i nt(, rconnect sheet.	 This interconnect sheet is
pr —.(•ntI^ utiIilea in the %joto ro!a product line for round solar cells.
In r)r •l(rr to meet future ( 1986 and beyond) cost 0031-,, module of f is iency
rnnuirF;mnn t•, wi I I demand  a high ce! I efficier•cy and packing factor.	 This
will amor,t certainly be met by squnr3 or rectannula; cells. Such
-ectan riular cell, may be easily interconnecteu in sich a fashion
that thr r:o;,pei--kapton laminate will be unnecessary. This will remove a major
c. r,,t itnnm from the module materials. Can the remaining materials meet $.50 /watt
, o-, t rjoa l ,,?	 I t appears so.
;nr the sake of discussion, let u_, assume that the $0.50/witt can be vary
,,trin qentIv nlloratod as:
$0.13 ', ili con `Jubstrate
$(). I; C(;l I Fa b r i ca *1  ion
inc,nl ,elation
V). 1 1 I'r rA i t
I f • ,rW ir•:a r f) , . t , , ,omo:whmt more, prof it i s rndue(:d.
	
f urther a •, ;ume t hat thr:
modu I r: t • f t i r inncy i •, 152, a go al many manufacturers have pub l i c l y notes; as
fPa;ible.	 Thi-, mean; that, at 1 00 watts/ft 	 insclation, enca psulation can
co s t up to	 15A)(100 watts/ft ` ) or `1.95/ft 2 .	 Lookinq a t material
co ; t ,., for g I a .^,, -,Teel , potting, frames, feed-throughs, etc., total co,>ts
L	 '
,f Ir	 then S1.`)0 /tt .	 are rr^mdi ly achieved for sFver•il ^ermutaTion, of thick-
for v•iri%u: structuralral designs; leavinn nearly $0.50/ft	 for lauor,
i;Ui^r^	 i•il i^,n,	 1c.
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This synergystic encapsulation concept -- a stable metallization land
interco ,ir,,':tic:n) S ystem in 3n offec t ive package -- is expected to demonstratei	 I
a module life of appreciably more than 20 years while still being capable of
inclusion in a 501/watt product.	 If an absolutely stable metallization-
interconnect system is evolved, then the package may be cheapened; if an
absolutely stable package is found, the metallization and interconnect can
be further reduced in cost.
I
Until such time that reliability can be assured for 20 years with
minirnaI encapsulation, -vaIuaiion of module designs and cost reduction
rnooifications must continue.	 This will be a dynamic process and will, hope-
fully, result in a major reduction In the stringent requirements now
identified bring necessary for assuring reliability.
VERB I CA"i ION OF PERFORMANCE
Verification (control) points i iovv ucvn defined for each process step
and for the process sequence. In gener.l, the process sequence can be
considered successful anly if a high yield is obtained at the module level.
Testing of cell; going into the modules and testing of com p leted modules, thus,
-iro two.) kfay contror point;. Other key control points are utilized for evaluation
of ells in-process, and must be related to final cell performance.
Control points should be incorporated into the process sequence, dt
least on a sampling basis, sufficient to guarantee that rapid, unambiguous
identification of a processing problem can be made. Tne interpretive feature
of such trouble-shooting is of key importance. Sufficient data should be
r.(,r!piled during process in, to make an unambiguous anaIy;is.
	 For Lxample, it is
recQs;iry to Jistingui;r. whether 3 poor cell fill factor
	 the result of
a defective p-n junction, contamination by a Iifeti.rr.e killer, high sheet resis'•.ar^.
A.
of the upper P-N junction region, inadequate metal, metal ingression to ine
vicinity of the p-n junction, or metallization of exposed areas of the p-n
junction as a result of etched or broken textured peaks.
J.	 VERIFICATION OF PLASMA ETCHING
5.9.1.1	 PLASMA SlLICuN ETCHIN G
Verification of satisfactory process control for plasma Si;:cJn etching
is indirect and requires a time-lag between process performance and process
verification.	 Following etch ino,completeness of damage removal can be verified
by selective etch-pit techni q ues, or by analytical techniques such as X-ray
topographl. Each-hit counting is limited to observing major amounts of residual
,Jarna,;o; , i n(.c: It a l so etches the s i l i con , it can remr.)ve sma I I amount; of residual
dMma fie. Thi, process controls should, ideally, provide for a minimum amount of
un,Jafna fle.J silicon  being removed while st i I I ensuring complete removal of the damaged
Ijyr'r. Accurate knowledge and control of the amount of damage created by a particular
sawing technique is critical to economical operation of the sawing process. For
example, if insufficient material is removed, final cell p rnrform3nce will
bo degraded. On he other hand, if too much material is removed, the process
rah,:nd , rrK,rt_, t i me than necessary, consumes more materials, etc.
	
Rout i ne
,n•,ly , J,. of the: depth of saw damage is, thus, a necessary control poin'.
hLA;;trIA ;ILICON NITRIDE ETCHING
Process verificaTion of silicon nitride patterning is accompli,,hed
primarily by visual inspection, utilizing both optical microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy (SE-M)-	 In addition to inspection for completeness of removal,
inspecticn must also be made for silicon etching, and for nitride removal in
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undesired areas. The latter is, of course, dependent upon the quality of
masking. The other key parameter is pattern line width, which is also
verified by visual inspection.
VERIFICATION OF WAX MASKING
Verification of the quality of the wax masking again relies upon
visual criteria. Control inspection may be readily performed both after
application and after etching. Both are capable of being done in-line by
automatic equipment.
	
3.9.3	 ION IMPLANTATION PERFORMANCE
In addition to in-process monitoring of the implant dose and voltage,
control of ion implantation parameters relies upon measurement of substrates
after activation anneal. The most rapid turn-around of information can be
achieved through sheet resistance and photoresponse measurements, either on
a continuous basis or through selective sampling.
	
3.9.4	 PROCE -SS SEQUENCE VERIFICATIOPI
Proof of total cell process sequence performance can be evaluated
meaningfully only through electrical testing of completed solar cell:,, and
subsequent measurement of interconnected and encapsulated cells.
Hore, visual inspection is also useful in identifying potential reliability
l) rob l ems .
"M
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x,01 Ai; CI L 	 AN() tiOi)ULE I Ai3kICAI ION
A•, verification of performance of the procoss sequence, Motorola has
fabricated xid deIivered 500 ceIIs and the moduIes (incorporating 96 of the 	 0
cell , ) to JPL.
.3
I
it
I'
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4.0
	 CONCLUSIONS
The work performed during this contract allows numerous conclusions to be
_	 drawn with respect to individual process steps and the overall process sequence
^.	 developed.
Wax masking of texture etching can be achieved by either of two methods.
Application and removal may be performed with a wax-solvent system. Alternatively,
a melted wax technology has been shown to be practical and to offer significant
cost and environmental advantages over Jhe use of wax-solvent systems.
Plasma technology has been demonstrated to be practical for both solution
etching and patterning of silicon nitride. Taken from an essentially untried
state at the beginning of this contract, mechanically masked patterning of
silicon nitride has progressed far beyond feasibility demonstration. Further
studies are imperative, however, to establish requisite control parameters
for true technology readiness.
Reduced pressure chemical vapor deposition of silicon nitride has been
!	 documented as a cost-effective, production ready technology.
Ion implantation studies have shown that this technology is capable of
producing high efficiency solar cells. Photoresponse data from test wafers
indicate that implant dose 	 for optimum solar cell performance fall within
the approxiriate range of 3 x 10 14 cm-2 to 3 x 10 15 cm-2 for phosphorus,
arsenic, and boron dopant implants. Optimum cost-effectiveness is indicated
1	 at low implant energies. Activation annealing experiments have shown that simple
moderate temperature cycles are at least equivalent to more complex multi-
temperature cycles. The complex interactions between dopant species, implant
energy, implant dose, and activation anneal cycle are not completely under-
stood at this time. `a udies are continuing in this area to establish
technology readiness.
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A viable cost-effective metalliz^fion system has been developed under
,separate contract and incorporated into this process sequence. Process
simplifications have been shown to be feasible, making this system more
cost-effective.
Omaller textured peak size has been shown to have a synergistic effect
on improving the process sequence. Control of textured surface peak size can
be ()bfained by simple bath parameters (composition and temperature) with.:.!t
need to employ more complicated mechanical techniques to obtain small, uniform
peak.
A detailed cost analysis for the Phase I; process sequence has been
performed for comparison with the Phase I cost study. An essentially upper-
limit cost of value added to the stating substrate for the process being
developed ha y been shown to be near $0.40/watt (in 1975 dollars). This
process sequence cost includes both cell processing and module assembly.
The module assembly incorporates stringent encapsulation requirements
con , istant with materials of known reliability. Reduced encapsulation require-
ments and automation are obvious candidates for cost reductions, and should be
-it)le fo bring cr,,t, down to a level compatible with a complete module cost of
t h.,n $0 .'_)O/watt .
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5.0
	 RECOMMENDATIONS
There is need for additional effort on specific process steps to bring
the total process sequence to the point of production readiness.
	
Increased
emphasis should be placed on ion implantation and activation annealing
technology in order to optimize the interactive parameters of implant species,
1
	 implant energy and dose, and activation anneal cycle. These studies include
combination of the activation anneal with the low pressure chemical vapor
deposition of silicon nitride. Further, emphasis should remain high on the
mechanically masked patterning of silicon nitride in a plasma in order to
establish an increased understanding of the process so that the most cost-
effective control ranges on important parameters may be defined.	 In all
cases, the effects of process step modifications on the performance of the
overall process sequence must be ascertained.
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	6.0
	 CURRENT PROBLEMS
Tho re are no current problems which remain unsolved.
	
1.0
	
WORK FLAN STATUS
The_ work plan is complete.
	
8.0	 LIST OF ACTION ITEMS
No items requiring unusual action exist for this contract.
l^
i
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